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VRTRA

[ A study in the impact of the Aryans on Indian Culture ]

BY

BUDDHA. PKAKASH

41 Whenever civilization seems to be choking amidst its weeds

of wealth and debt and servitude," wrote EL G. Wellsf

" when

its faiths seem rotting into cynicism and its powers of further

growth are hopelessly entangled in effete formulae, the nomad

drives in like a plough to break up the festering stagnation and

release the world to new beginnings:"
1 The operation of this

law of history manifests itself in the influx of uncouth and un-

cultured peoples, a-quest for settlement and livelihood, in the

realms of civilized communities as invaders, traders and merce*

nary soldiers. Gradually these peoples enter all spheres of

civilized life and contribute their innate vigour and vitality to

their" working. Thus a static and statuesque culture throbs

forth with new life and resumes its growth and progress.

In India this law is seen operative at the dawn of her history.

Proto-Indian culture, which had reached a high pitch of deve*

1, The Outline of History Vol. II p. 47 J.
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lopment become extremely sophisticated in course of time. Its

life was cramped down by tawdry fashions and styles which

grew from a feverish guest for pleasure. A large number of

stone phalli ( liiigas ) and vulvae ( Yonis ), representations of

highly ornamented naked women and seal portraits of gods with

raised penis ( Urdhvamedhra ) exhumed ftom Mohenjodaro and
other ancient sites, reveal the maudlin and libidinous character

that this culture had assumed. Likewise, the remains of towns,
roads, drains, baths, godowns, palaces, fabrics, faience and other

Juxpry articles found there, show the wide range of social

stimuli which strained the faculty of response of the people to

the breaking point.
1 Thus this culture lay ailing and allured the

warlike Aryans to overwhelm it. Large hands of Aryans
poured in India8 and their clashes with the aboriginal people, as

symbolized in the myth of Indra*-Vrtra conflict, shaped the
evolution of that cultural amalgam from which the essentials of
Hindu civilization emerged,

L For a succinct account of Proto-Indian culture see, V. Gordon
Childe ; What happened in History (Pelican) p. Ill et seq.

2. Some scholars think that the Aryans are indigenous to the soil of

India and did not come from outside. This view is based on the absence

of any clear reference in Indian literature to Aryan invasion. But there

are some indubitable facts which point very precisely to the Aryan invas-

ion of India and Iran : (1) The Vendidad (I, 3) states that Airyana

Yaeja, the ancestral land of the Aryans, and the first land created by
Ahurmazda, was thrice widened by Yima (Yama) owing to the increase

in population* Finally, to guard against the calamity of oncoming harsh

winter, Yima organized a successful migration to the hospitable south,

(2) In Vedic literature we notice a shifting of the centre of gravity of the

life and culture of the people from the north west to the south east, from
the Indus to the Ganges. (3) In the Boghaz-Koused records, the language
used is certainly anterior to that of the Vedic literature. In it, the

pre-vedic diphthong *ai* which was contracted to *6* before consonants and
*ay* before vowels in Vedic and the pre-vedic consonants V *h* andV are

preserved* This shows that the Aryans passed through Asia minor
and spoke this language on way to India, where their speech underwent
$. change. (4) In later traditions the centre of the earth is said to bq

on the next page ) .
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II

The myth of Indra-Vrtra conflict figures prominently both
in Indian and Iranian traditions. In India Indra is called Vrtrahan
on account of his having killed Vrtra. In Iran he is known as

Verethraghna1 and is the symbol of the spirit of victory. He is

one of the two dread beings, who march before the chariot of

Mithra* In later times he became the favourite god or istadeva of

the Sassanians as Vatharan. Many of the Sassanian Kings were
named as Varharan. One Varharan ruled in Iran from 273 A, D*
to 276 A. D., another Varharan ruled there from 276 A. D. to 293

A. D.; a third Varharan fought a civil war for the throne with his

grand-uncle Nerseh in 293 A. D. and a fourth Varharan occupied
the Iranian throne from 388 A. D. to 399 A. D. In Pehlvi tradi-

tions Verethraghna or Varharan figured as the angel Behram.*

In early Indo-Iranian traditions the myth of Indra Vrtra

conflict represents the pristine Aryan dualism of good and evil.

The powers of good are always at war with the forces of evil

and ultimately triumph over them. Indra stands for good and
Vrtra for evil and Vrtrahatya Is the supression of evil by good.
This symbolism is interpreted in various ways In different schools

1. Moulton : Early Zoroastrianism p. 103 etseq*

2. I. J. S. Taraporewalla
"

Zoroastrianism ( Cultural Heritage

of India Vol* II p. a28 F. N. )

(Continuedfrom the previous

Mount Mera or Sumeru which is divided from Mt* Mandara by river

Shailoda or Shailodaka or Shitoda. This river has been identified with

*SI-to* mentioned by the Chinese. *SI-to
f

is the river Yarkand or Zaraf-

shan which flows at the northern foot of the Karokoram dividing it

from the Kun-lun mountains. The *K!chaka* bamboo growing on the

bank of this river Shitoda or Si-to is the same as *Ki~cok
f

of bid Chinese,

Thus Meru is Karakoram. The location of the centre of earth in

Central Asia ( Chinese Turkastan ) shows that it was prominently con-

nected with the life of the Aryans at one time. The concept of

Mount sumeru seems to be of semetic origin for the earliest occurrence

of this word is in an early semetic legend in the British Museum [King:

( Continued on the next page )
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ofVedic thought. The Nairuktas such as Yaska 1

regard this
mythical conflict as a figurative description of the natural pheno-

1. Nirukta 11,5 clrfl 137 *m

Yaska himself is uncertain about the correct etymology of

the word Vrtra. Hence he suggests many conjectural etymologies for
it. He derives it from *Vr' (to cover), from *Vrt' (to be) and from
(Vrdh) (to increase), which shows the doubt that lurks in his mind
about this word. Vide his remarks :

Nirukta II, 5

( Continued from the previous page)

History qf Sumer and Akkad R 14 R N/ 2 ] (5) The Ramayaiia
( VII, 90, 21 ),

quotedjn
the^ paper, states that the

. Ailas migrated
to MadhyadeSa from balhi ( Bactria ) in central Asia. (6) Indian
traditions recorded in the Papanchsudani of Buddhaghosa represent the
Kurus, a branch of the Ailas, as colonists from the" Trans-Hima-
layan region known as Uttara-Kuru [ B. C, Law: Ancient
Mid-Indian Kshairiya Tribes P. 16] (7) Kurukshetra the land of
the Kurus appears to have included the Uttara-Kuru territory and
extended up to the borders of Turkestan at the outset. We learn
from the Taittiriya Aranyaka, that Turghna was the Northern
boundary of Kurukshetra and the Mahabharata informs us that it lay
between Taruntuka and Arantuka, the lakes of Rama and Machakruka
and that it was the northern sacrificial altar (Uttara-Vedi) of Brahman,
[Keith and Macdonell : Vedic Index L 169^70; Mahabharata
III, 83, 20408] -Turghna and Taruntuka seem to have a phonetic
connection with Turiva which was included in Bactriana according to
Strabo. [Strabo : Geography ( translated by Hamilton and Falcones )
Vol II. PP. 251-253]

This land is now-a-days known as Turkestant the stem
*

Tur *

of this word being reminiscent of Turghna and Taruntuka. Thus
originally Kurukshatra stretched from Turkestan to the~ Khandava
forest in Mid-India- Late? on the boundaries of Kurukshetra were

Arrowed
to the region lying between the. streams of SarasvatI amd

Dnadvafl. This marks the shifting .of the .scene of Aryan culture
trom Irans-Himalayan region to the heart of India.
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rnenon of clouds being pierced by thunder and lightning and
pouring forth accumulated torrents of rains 9 Following Yiska t

Sayana Interprets many passages of the Rgveda, that relate to

the killing of Vrtra, as signifying the piercing of clouds by
lightning and the consequential falling of rain. 3

Besides these Nairuktas, there Is the school of th^ aitihasikas*

which Interprets this Indra-Vrtra conflict as having taken

place between two persons of these names one of whom was
a god and the other a demon. -This school of thought has
become very popular In modern times with a band of distin-

guished scholars who sought to reconstruct the history cf the

rise and expansion of the Aryans by means of a critical and

comparative study of early Aryan myths, languages and religions,

To these scholars Indra seeois to represent a typical Aryan chief,

who led the hordes of Aryan invaders to victory against their

enemies, whose traits and characteristics are typified In the

concept of Vrtra. About Indra, V, Gordon Cfailde writes that

in this concept,
st
Incidentally we see the earthly princes, whom

Indra copies, generous to bards, bold to smite the dark-skinned

Dasyus ( aboriginals ) lovers of strong drink, dicing and horse-

racing-in a world with all the characteristics of a Teutonic hero

In the Norse epic.
1 '2 In the description of the wars of Indra

preserved in many passages of the Rgveda Prof, Chllde sees **a

1. (I) BgvedaIII f 33, 6.

^ 3TOTT er^

Sayana's Comment :

: i

(ii) 5gvedaII ? 12,3.

^ff "^<^Ji^i1/JIRHHl

Sayajoa's Comment :

V, Gordon Childe : *The Ar^&ns . p. 30.
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picture of a young and vigorous race fresh from the mountains
taking possession of the torrid planes of Northern India.

t1f Here
we are going to study in detail the myth of Indra-Vrtra conflict
froin the Aitihasika point of view and find out what light it

sheds on the impact of the Aryans on the general course of
Indian culture,

III

The Aitihasika view of Vrtra is supported by the fact that
in many passages

2 of the Rgveda as explained by Sayana, the
word Vrtra is used to denote an enemy in general. In these
passages the use of the word 'Vrtra* in plural shows that it is a
general designation of a class of people rather than the proper
name of any particular person. As Prof. Macdonell writes,
l

the use of Vrtra in the plural as it is then always neuter can
hardly be derived from a generalization of the proper name
Vrtra, but must be based on an earlier meaning such as, 'obstruc-
tion/ then, 'obstructor/

"s Thus Vrtras mean the enemies of
the Aryans. But in some Rks Vrtras are expressly distinguished
from the generality of enemies, which comprises Dasas or Dasyus

1. Ibid p 31.

2. ( i ) JRgveda VI, 56,

13TTO foglr II

Sayana comments on this passage as follows :

vfam: ^rra^r ^ft

iFsr:

(ii) Rgveda VI 57, 3

cnwrf I^TM f%?T% (1

Sayana's comment :

(iii) Rgveda VII, 83, 9, ?^^: ^% fesft
i

s comment :

3. A. A. Macdonell : Vedic Mytholgoy p. 159.
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and Aryans. In Rgveda VII, 83, 1 * ior instance, Vrtras are

distinctly mentioned along with Dasas and Aryans. Here, top s

Sayana equates the word Vrtra with satru or enemy, which i&

evidently untenable Jo view of the aforesaid context of this

passage. Vrtra, here
"

should be taken to denote a particular

class of people as distinct from the Aryans and Dasyus,

This conclusion is corroborated by the Barnes of the tribes Ora-

turae, and Varetatae which Megasthenes had noted in his Indika.

MacCrindle indentifies the Oraturae with the Rathors and leaves

the Varetatae unidentified. MacCrindle's identification is purely

conjectural and defies all rules of phonetic changes. The sound
1 R *

does not change into
* o

*

in the Greek versions of Sanskrit

words. For example, Megasthenes mentions a tribe Rarungae,

which MacCrindle identifies with the Ronghi or Rhanga, now

found on the banks of the Sutlej in the neighbourhood of Delhi,

Here the initial
*

ra
*

is retained in the greek version. Similarly

in the words *
Palimbothra-' and

*

Odomboerae,
*

the Greek

versions of Pataliputra and Udumbara respectively, the
*
r

* sound

is retained, Thus there is no warrant for inferring that in

* Oraturae
" O * stands for

'

r *. Rather, it stands for some such

vowel sound as
* V7 Therefore the Sanskrit version of Oraturae

would be Vrtra. As for Varetatae, this is manifestly derived

from Vrta, the apabhrasta version of *Vrtra. -These two tribes

were the remnants of the Vrtras, -who offered a heroic resist-

ance to the Aryans at the dawn of Indian history. Their fighting

trait and bellicose spirit remained undamped by the buffettings

of fate up to the time of Megasthenes though their greatness, and
"
glory had departed by that time/' As he writes ;

* next are

Oraturae, whose King has only ten elephants, though he has a

very strong force of infantry. Next again are tbe Varetatae,

subject to a King, who keeps no elephant but trusts

entirely to his horse and foot/'
8 These people inhabited the south

l. ^rar =3

Sayana's Comment :

2. J. W, MacCrindle : Ancient India as described by Mega**

stlienes and Arrian P. 149. (Chatonrartty and Chaiterjee, Calcutta),
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Western and central regions of Indiav Thus it is clear that the,
Vrtras were a class of Indian people, who resisted the onset o
the Aryans in India*

IV
'"

-

As for the race and nationality "of the" Vrtras we have tcr

examine those passages of the Rgveda, in which the synonym
Dasyu is used for Vrtra. In Rgveda 1

. VI. 23, 2 the word Daisyu
is used to designate the foes vanquished 'by Indra beside the name'
of Vrtra. In Rgveda2

I, 100 12 Indra is* called" 'Dasyuhan*, the'
killer of Dasyu in place of 'Vrtrahan/ the killer of Vrtra and in"

Rgveda^ I, 51, 5 the combat of India is said to have 'resulted in",

Dasyohatya. In Satapatha-Brahmana -1,6,3,13 Vrtra is ei>
pressly called a Dasyu. While Indra was moving in pursuit of
Vrtra, he addressed Agni and Soma "ye belong to me "and I

belong to you ! Why then do ye support that Dasyu against
me? Come over to me T 4 Further more the Dasyus "are
described as noseless5

(anas, Vishishipra ) as they had snubbed
noses, which contrasted with the long and prominent noses of
the Aryans6 and Vrtra is also called broken-nosed (rujanasX

2.

3.

4. Safafatha Bralimana, trarslated by Julius Eggeling in
Sacred Books of the East series Vol. XII p. 166.

5. ggveda V, 29, 10

see also Rgveda V, 45, 6*
-

6. In Rgveda II, 12, 6 Indra Is described as having -a promi-
nent nose

;

as
TheAsvins are called Nasatyas, which Yaska explains

^TKFiroH:. This derivation of Nisatya' from n^sika indicates
the prominent nasality of tliese gods,

'
' -
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This shows that the Vrtras were Dasyos and that they had

ethnic affinities with the snub-nosed Dravidlans who constitute

a large part of the population of India, As Macdonell and

Keith have observed : "that the Dasyus were real people Is shown

by the epithet
fanas* applied to them in one passage of the

RgvedaV. 29, 10. The sense of this word is not absolutely

certain. The pada text and Sayana, both take it to mean without

face ( an-as ) f but the other rendering noseless ( a-nas ) Is quite

possible and would accord well with the flat-nosed aboriginals

of the Dravidian type, whose language still persists among the

Brahuis who are found in the North-West. This interpretation

would receive some support from Vrtras being called, 'broken-

nosed,* if this were the correct explanation of the obscure word

( Ruja-nas )".'

The word *dasyu* signified the aboriginal peoples who inhabit-

ed the vast stretch of land from the Caspian Sea to the fringes of

India. Meyer and Hillebrandt identified the Dasyus with the

Dahae,
** a tribe nearly akin to the Iranians in the Kirghiz

Turkman steppe, which extends from the Caspian Sea beyond the

Yaxartes, now -Syr-Darya/'
2 The dasyus are also frequently

mentioned in Avestan literature and Achaemenian inscriptions

as Dainyu, Dakhyu and Dahyu. But no odium or bad sense is

attached to this word in Iranian literature and inscriptions. About
the use and meaning of the word Dasyu in Zoroastrian books

Dr. Jehangir S, Tavadia writes :
** the suggestion that the original

meaning of this term ( dasyu ) was enemy from which was deve-

loped enemy people or enemy country is not convincing ; for in

such a case the phrase
"

aryanam dahyunam
*

of the countries or

peoples of the Aryas, would ba very strange in the mouth of the

Avestic adorers. I think that the word meant people or country

without any bad connotation originally, but it got associated

with this odium when applied to the conquered people or natives

by Vedic tribes/'3 This sense of the word Dasyu is also preserved

1. Macdonell and Keith ; Vedic Index Vol. I p, 347.

2. ( i ) Meyer : Geschichte des Alterthums Vol. I

Section 4 25 p. 525

(ii) Hillebrandt : Vedische MytkoJogie Vol. 1 pp. 94-1 16

3. Vishvabharati Quarterly (Dec. ) 1940, 1 thank the editor for

communicating to me this quotation.

2 [Annals, B. O. B. I.]
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in the inscriptions of the Achaemenian emperors of Iran*

There, 1
it denotes countries or peoples like Pars or Persia and

Mada or Media. In modern Persian, this word ** Dahyu / sur-

vives as
** Dih " and means a

*

village.' From modern Persian,
this word has entered in the vernaculars of North India in its

plural form tt

Dihat," meaning countryside.

Thus the word Dasyu or Dahyu, originally signifying a parti-
cular people inhabiting the Indo-Iranian world became a common
noun meaning a country or people in old Iranian. This shows
the extent to which the Aryans of Iran adopted the aboriginal
culture of those regions. This shows also the reason why the
Dahae of Caspian Sea regions were described as akin to the

1. Cp. the use of the word *

Dasyu
*

in the Behistun Inscriptions
of Darius : edited by Sukumar Sen : Old Persian Inscriptions pp.
12-17.

(i) Pasava drauga dahyuva Vasaiyabava uta Parsaiy uta madaiy
wta aniyaxuva dahyusuva.

Its Sanskrit version is as follows :

qi

\

Its English version is as follows :

Afterwards rebellion in the land was rampant whether in
Persia or in Media or in other countries/'

(ii) Pasava gaumata hya maguSadina Kanbujiyam uta Parsarn
uta madam uta aniya dah3Tava,

Its Sankrit version is as follows :

Its English version is as follows :

*'

After then Gometes, the Magian, won from Cambyses both
Persia and Media and other countries/' But in one solitary

instance the word Dahyu particularly signi0es the Dahae of Trans
casplana [ cp. the Persepolis inscription of Xerxes] This,, is an
exceptional passage which hints at the original import- of this word,
According to Kent this name survived in the Dahistan of Medieval
times which was situated to the east of the Caspian Sea ^[Kent
Lmngwage Vol. XIII P. 298]
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Iranians by ancient and modern writers. But in India, the

original sense of the word remained intact. Here it continued
to denote the aboriginal peoples whom the Aryans met and

conquered on their advance into India. The Aitareya Brahmana
(VII, 18 ) plainly and distinctly understands by the word Dasyu^
the aboriginal races among which it includes the AndJbras t

Puodras t Sabaras f Pulindas and Mutibas. This Brahmana
refers to the curse of Vis'vamitra on his disobedient sons that

they would become of low castes such as the Andhras
t
Sabaras-

etc., who, in consequence, became the Dasyus. Keith translates

the passage under reference as follows :

"
Vis' vamitra had a hundred and one sons, fifty older than

Madhuchandas fifty younger. Those that were older did not

think this right. Them he cursed saying *your offspriag shall

inherit the ends of the earth.' These ate the ( people ) the

And bras, Pundtas, Shabaras, Putindas and Mutibas
5 who live in

large numbers beyond the borders; most of the Dasyus are the

descendants of Vis* vamitra. 1 * l

Thus it is clear that according to the Aitareya Brahmana the

Dasyus are the aboriginal peoples of India, who lived beyond the

borders of Aryan settlements.* The physiology, religidn and
culture of these Dasyus or aboriginal peoples are hinted at in

several passages of the Rgveda. There they are described as

ilat>noseds dark-skinned3 and phallus-worshipping
4 "

aboriginals

1. A. B. Keith; Rgveda Brahmaiias ( Harvard Oriental Series )
*

P, 307.

C- Rgveda V, 29, 10. z%^${ *&$Ftt 3%^ ftg^fa 3fF=Ffl= ^imra: I

*Tfaat the Dasyus lived in the Punjab is avouched by the fact that

the name of a Tehsii and Parguna in Hoshiyatpur district is
* s

Dasuya
st

which is evidently a reminiscence of "Dasyu" settlement.

3. Rgveda I, 130, 8

II. 20, 7

*T 55

Rgveda II, 12, 4

4. Rgveda VII, 21, 5 -
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who are unhuman, irreligious
1 and devoid of rites 5* in the eyes

of the Aryans.

The Aryans attacked these dasyus and killed them in tens

of thousands. In Rgveda* IV, 30, 15, Indra is said to have killed

thirty thousand Dasas and in Rgveda4
IE, 13. 8-9 he is report-

ed to have captured one thousand Dasyus. This massacre was
like those wholesale holocausts, which blood-thirsty invaders

from the North West such as Nadirshah ot'Taimur made of

peaceloving inhabitants of the bountiful land of India,

V

After having, thus, shown that the Vrtras were dasjus, the

aboriginal people of India, let us procesd to study the epithet
and synonym 'Asura* which is often used for Vrtra. In Rgveda
Vrtra is described as the shaker of the world and the epithet
'dodhatah

5

is often applied to him. In these passages Sayana
interprets Vrtra as Asura. 5 In some other passages Vrtra is

1. Rgveda I. 51, 1

Rgveda IX, 41, 1-2

=3^33: \

..... . .............. . i

2. Rgveda X, 22, 8

cit^

3. Rgveda IV, 30 15

4. Rgveda II, 13, 9

^i^i^ IK&&I $$ 3f& =ff3?ni%2r i

: U

5. JZgveda II, 21, 4

Sayana's comment t

ggveda VIII, 6, 6.

*

Sayana's Comment :
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used as a title of the asura, Simbara. In Rgveda1
II, 12, 11

Sambata Is described as
* ahi

*

or serpent, which Is as we
shall presently see a famous epithet of Vrtra.

* s

Siiambara is

employed/' as Prof. Roth writes,
* s

at a later date to designate
an enemy in general and in particular an enemy of Indra t

Vrtra,...In the passages which speak of Divodasa, mention Is

made of his deliverance* by the aid of the gods, from the

oppressor Shambara." - i In epic literature a!s3 Vrcra figures as

an asura or Vrtrasura.3

In early Indian literature the word *asura' does not mean an
evil being or enemy In generel; It signifies a distinct and parti-

cular people having their own religion, culture, literature,

science and language. The religion of the asuras Is described as

consisting of charms, spells a ad excorcisoas or maya and Krtya.
4

Their magic is described and referred to very often in the Vedas.

In Atharvavedat in a hymn for curing penial debility, a person

tied with ropes is described as demonstrating the feats of asura-

magic by expanding his body and changing his shapes lite

Proteus.5 The wisdom of the asuras is famous In the Vedas. In

Atfaarvaveda, Asurimedha or the wisdom of the asuras is put on

Bgveda II, 12. 11

Bi

P3[: H

Sayana
f

s Comment :

5PIH

etc.

2. Roth : uber Litteratur und Geschichte dcs Veda P, 116.

3. Klahabharata V. 10, 19

15f- 5^11T^5: ^

'MwiH flFKTflgpF Nirutka II* 5

4* Afharvaveda VIII, 3, 5, 9

see also JRgvcda X, 124, 5; JRgveda X, 138, 3.

5. Atharvaveda VI, 72, 1
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a par with the wisdom of the Rbhus and rsis.
1 Asuri-Vidya

or the Veda of the asuras is referred to in sutra-literature.2

Asuri Science is also frequently mentioned in Athatvaveda. The
Asuras are described as highly proficient In the techniques and

working of iron (ayojalah). Their characteristic feature is said

to be the iron-paraphernalia that they possessed.
3 """ Like their

magic, their language possessed an individuality of its own
attd is noticed as such in Indian literature.4 Their marital

custom of paying the bride's price is mentioned in Indian law-

books.5 Their practice of adorning dead bodies, which was also

prevalent among the Egyptians, is mentioned in the Chandogya
upanisad (VIII 8, 5) and their custom of hiding them in enclosed

cemeteries is referred to in the Satapatha-Brahmana (XIII, 8)

Their art of war which consisted in robbing lands, goods, sons,

wives etc. is implied in the conception of Asura-vijayi set forth

in the Arthasastra of Kautilya ( XI f, 1 ) Their priests are

referred to in Brahmana sacerdotal books. The Baudhayana-
Dharma-Sutra remarks that a branch of Kas'yapa gotra was known
as asurayana.

6 In the lists of Brahmana teachers given at the end of
the tenth book Satapatha Brahmana and the sixth chapter _pf the

Brhadaranyakopanisadwe come across the names of Asuri, Asura-
yana and Prasniputra, Asurivasuri which are reminiscent of Asura

1* Afharvaveda VI, 11* 108, 3

gtf: %:

2- Jlsvala$0nc$*s*raiifa-sutra X 7 7 .

3. Atharvaveda'KI'Xi 7, 66, 1

*The modern tribes of Asur In Chota Nagpur plateau, are very
good iron smelters*

4. S'&tapatha-Brahtnaya III, 2| 1, 18~24

Patanjala Mahabhasya (Kielhorn'a edition) Vol. I P 2.

[: \ ^5l ?TT

5. <&pasfambiyG-dhartna-sutra, 5, 12-1.

: I

6, Baudh%$ana~dharma-~sutra ( Bibliotheca Indica edition )

VoU III P. 450



oiigin. [H. C. Raychoudhury of Political History of Ancient

India P. 43 J In Iranian traditions also the priestly class is

described as having descended from the asuras. Athravan is said

to be the son of asuta Varuna. Thus it is certain that the asuras

were a people having their own culture rather than a class of

mythical demons and gobiios.

These asuras have been identified with the Assyrians with

fair certainty. The Assyrian monarchs attached the title *asura*

or *assur' to their names as is known from such nam?s as Assur-

Banipal and Assur-Nazir-pal found in Assyrian historical records.

The greatest god of the Assyrians was 4Assur
f

and the city

in which the greatest temple of asur was situated was also known
as *Assur\ These Assyrians rose to great eminence after the

fail of Babylon and spread their sway over a large part of

Western Asia. Their inroads and expeditions reached opto

Iran and India. Tilgath-Pilssar I annexed the Median hills to

Assyrian Kingdom and Queen Sammutamat, the mother, or,

according to some historians, the wife, of Adad Nirari (811-783

B.C.) led an expedition into India. But* as the Greek. historian,

Nearchus writes, the Indians offerred a desperate resistance

and squashed the forces of Sammurat with the .result that she

fled back with only 20 surviving soldiers of her army.* This

.expansion of the Assyrians towards Iran and India resulted in

the sprinkling of Assyrian people and culture In these countries.

Besides this, there were marked cultural affinities among the

peoples of Mohenjodaro and Harappa and Sumer and Babylon.

Many of the features of the Indus valley culture, such as the

use of brick for building the internments of contracted bodies

in brick-cist-graves, the shell-inlays, the mace-heads and pestles,

have the most exact analogues in early sumerian levels ID

*Cp. Pandit Sunderlal : The Empire oj Ancient Assyria

(Prachina assurya Ka Samrajya) in Hindi

in Vishvavani (May 1946) R 332

The historicity of this invasion is doubtful for Megasthenes observes

that Sammurat (Semirarais) had died before the alleged Indian invasion.

It is likely that the invasion was mooted by her but her sudden

death prevented its execution [ for references see Arrian ; Indika I, 3

Anabasis VI, 24, 2-3; Strabo : Geography XV 1, 63-
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the Tigns~-Euphrates Valley. The beautiful stamp seals engrav.
ed with figures of Bos Primigenius and unicorns and the curious

symbols of their legends, likewise, have good Sumerian counter-
parts and so, to a less striking degree, have the clay-models of
rams and the female figurines. Besides these cultural affinities,
there are also very pronounced ethnic affinities between the

peoples of India and Sumer. Dr. Hall pointed out that the
Dravidians of India resemble in anthropological type theSumerians
of Mesopotamia and went to the extent of suggesting that the
mysterious Sumerians came from India. 1 These affinities and con-
nections vouch for a prominent Sumerian element in proto-Indian
peoples and culture. When the tide of Aryan migrations turned
towards Iran and India Assyria had taken over the cultural and
political supremacy of Sumer. Some bands of the Aryans .came
in contact with the Assyrians in course of their movements and
migrations and some of them appear to have lived as the vassals
of the Assyrian Kings for sometime. In the language of Assyria
the word for a vassal is "ishakku" and the Assyrians in the
initial stages of their political development acted as the "ishakkus"
or vassals of the Babylonian Kings. It looks likely that some
roving bands of the Aryans came to be known as "ishakkus" on
account of their being the vassals of the Assyrians and on enter-
mg mto India were remembered in Indian historical traditions
as ikshvakus*, the probable Sanskrit version of "ishakkus"*

1. Hall : Ancient History of the Near East P. 173

*

fi aredam ngthe hordes of he Libyans who
invaded Egypt during the fifth year of the Pharaoh Mine-ptah the son ofRamses II. The Egyptian records of 1229 B. C describe them asEkwesh or Akauasha who have been identified with the "AkhaioT or

^

of the confederacy of ten kings which fought with King Suda"!On "The

V A rL ^t^ ment^ed in R&eda V/7. 18 [ See H. K. Deb:Vedic I^aand Mtnoan Men pp. 177-184 Sffidfe Indo-Iranica, Eh
gabey,, ,,lialn Geiger Leipzig (l933).now reprinted in Journal o/"eSoya A*a*o Society of Bengal Vol. XIV (1948) no 3 10137 et L"^^
onethe to ^ve been the na ofone ana me same
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It is highly significant that many personal names and place-names
of ancient Iran beat reminiscences of the names of Ikshvaku princes

[ see my paper Raghuratnsa and Iran to be shortly published ].

These Arj-ans adopted a great deal of Assyrian Culture and
called their gods

fi

asutas** after the Assyrian style. In Iran

the greatest god was called
uAsuramazda'* or

"* Afaurmazda". In

some passages of -the Rgveda
&

asura' stands for a powerful
and beneficent god. 1 But as fresh hordes of Aryan invaders,

whose leader and god was Indra, swooped down the frontiers of

India, these ideas were totally rejected and asura was used as

a term of calumny and reproach to mean the most despicable

of enemies, the demon.2 The Wars of the Aryans and Asuras,

who lived in India, are referred to in several passages of the

Rgveda. Indra is said to have shattered the towns and forts

(pura) and foiled the strategy and magic (maya) of the asuras,

Pipru and Varchin3 and Varuna is reported 'to have baffled the

asuras by making their science ineffective.
4

1. Rgveda VII, 65, 2 m f| %!fTsra^T- said of Miira and Varuna*

Rgveda V, 83, 6 T%% % i

fRt RIW^^: Hell ^: said of Parjanya It

It Is significant to note that Sayana here equates the word

*asura
f with *deva" or god.

^ etc.

In later times also the 'asuras' were known as Mevas of yore*
1 Purvadeva.

8 In Amara Kosa Purvadeva is a synonyun of

asura.

Amarakosa 1-

2.

3* Rgveda X, 138, 3

^frR f^fti^g^^r ^iFT^t 5**

4. Rgveda X, 124, 5 .

U

3 [Annals, B. O, B, I.J
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An account of the war of the Aryans and Asuras, devasura-

sangrama, is preserved in Satapatha Branmana. 1 It says that

the Devas and the Asuras both sprang from Prajapati and enter-

ed on their fathers* Inheritance. The gods obtained the mind
and the Asuras, the speech; further, the gods got the heaven
and the Asuras the earth. Thereafter the Devas contrived to

deprive the Asuras of their speech and earth and baffled and
killed them. There is also a significant passage in the Maha-
bharatas , which refers to the war of Indra and Asura-mada, It

narrates that at the sacrifice of Saryati, Cyavana paralyzed
Indra and created Asuramada, who rushed forward to devour
Indra t who, then, allowed the Asvins to become partakers of

Soma. Here Asuramada appears to refer to the Iranian god
Ahurmazda and his fight with Indra alludes to the wars of

Mazdayasnians and Daevayasnians described in the gathas
of the zindavesta. After the first wave of Indo -Iranian Aryan
invasion had subsided and merged itself in the culture of the

Dasyus and Asuras, the second wave rose ani swamped the
whole land including the earlier Aryans, who had identified them-
selves, to all intents and purposes, with the aboriginal peoples.
In the eyes of the&e later Aryans the earlier Aryans were as

much detestable as the Dasyus and Asuras themselves. Hence
they poured the vials of their wrath on them with the ruthless,

ness* characteristic of all nomadic invaders. These later Aryans,
vilified as the Davas in Iranian literature and glorified as Devas
in Indian traditions dominated the land and culture of India.

Therefore, the Asuras were always looked down upon in India
and the Aryan poets implored their gods to smite them along
with the Dasyus/

VI

It is clear from the above discussion that the race-stock of the
Vrtras partook of Dasyu and Asura elements, which were promi-

1. Ill, 2, 1 Eggeling's translation (SEE) Part II P. 32

2. Ill, 124-125 ; 10378-10386 &
3* Atharvaveda X, 3 f 11 ^

Atfatrvaveda IX, 1, 2, 17



aent in proto-Indian population. It Is necessary now to find out

the habitat and country of the Vrtras In order to determine their

identity with precision. In this connection, it is noteworthy that

in the Rgveda Vrtra is associated with the mountains. In

Rigveda1
VIII, 3, 19 he is described as lying on a summit whence

Indra cast him down. In some rks the mountain is said to be

within the belly of Vrtra. This shows that the Vrtras lived on

or near same mountains. In order to determine the locality of

these mountains we should study the geographical data contained

in the Rgveda.

To begin with the tribes mentioned in the Rgveda, we should

note that most of these tribes have been located in Afghanistan

and Iran by Greek historians Panis ( Xaproi ) Srfijaya ( Zapa-

yyai ) Mrdh ( Mapt)oi ) and Siva ( 2i<3oi ), all belong to these

regions; the pakthas are the modern Pakhtoon or pathans who
speak the Pushto language; the Brsaya are the Barsacutus men-

tioned by Arrian and the Paravatas are the Parautai referred to

by Ptolemy -or Parvatas?' described by Kaiidasa and Panini.

Similarly the Prthus^and Parshus3 are the Parthians and Persians

and the MIdha or Ajamidha,
4 a tribe of the Punjab noted by

1. Rgveda VIII, 3, 19
*

2. PSnini: A&t&dhv&yis&trap&thai Ganapatha under IV, 2, 45,

Kaiidasa *

Ragltuvafnsa IV, 77.

3, Parsus are referred to as
*

Bursua
f

or
*

Pursua
*

in an

inscription of the Assyrian king Shalmanesar II ( Z. A.

Ragozin : Media P* 274 )

4, Mldhas are referred to as Mada in the same Assyrian record.

Panini mentions the AjamiJhas as a unit in the confederacy

of the Salvasi residing round Alwar ( PaBini IV, l f 173 ).

Varahamihira in his Brhatsamhita (ch XIV) mentions a colony

of the Meedhas (Medes) in India. In Indian literature the

Maga-Brahmanas are frequently referred to whom Herodotus

( Coniimed on the n&xt page )
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Paninl and the Keshins are the Medes and Kassites, who figure

among the earliest hordes of Aryan invaders. All these and

many other tribes belong to the regions jnorth of the Indian

frontiers. Even the homeland of the Aryans, Aryavrata or Airyana-
Vaeja of Iranian literature or Ariane mentioned by Strabo was
situated beyond the frontiers of India, The eastern boundary
of Ariane was the Indus and the southern, the Indian ocean from
the mouths of Indus to the Persian gul The Western limit

is said to be an imaginary line drawn from the Caspian gates to

Carmania. Asjate as the time of Kalhana, this tract of land
was known as Aryanaka.

1

Besides these tribes, the rivers and mountain-passes of

Indo-Afghan frontiers are frequently referred to in the Rgveda.
The names of the Kubha (Kabul river), the Kramu (Kuram river),
the Gomati (gomal river) and the Sarasvati or the Haraqaiti or

Helmund, repeatedly occur in Rg-vedic hymns.2 * The famous
battle of Divodasa with the Panis, Brsayas and Paravatas took
place on the bank of the Helmund, as Hillebrandt has ably
pointed out/ Like the rivers, many of the Himalayan passes, such
as the Gomal pass,

4 Nawak pass and Kuram pass, are mentioned

( Continued from the previous page )

describes as one of the six tribes of the Medes .

~ura#a 20, 71-72- Agnipurana 119, 18-21

Purvabhaga) 48, 36-38 Bhavisya-Purana I, 139, 73] Harit
Krisna Deb identified Mede with Madra (H.'K, Deb : Medc
and Madra, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1925
P. 205). But this identification

.
is unsound in view of the

fact that -the Medes are known in India by the name of

Meedha,

1. Rajatarangiyti IV, 367

/ 2. Rgveda x 75, 6 *4 T%*ft -$*pn %frfct i
3. Vedischc Mythologte Vol. 1 pp, 97. ft

[ A. JSgv&da VI, 56, 3

onjhe next page)
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in some 1 hymns. Further, India is said to have fought some of

his bitter contests In the mountainous terrain. He searched out
Sambara after forty years of hot pursuit in the mountains. He

from ik& precious pa$v !

In this obscure passage the meaning 01 the phrase W? ^lf% Is quite
uncertain. Sayana's idea is very hazy. Following: Yaska he writes ;

q^ qswrfrt Wffrf -^TTi^fra 3T *rf% l ^^%P=f plf%^T: 1 Thus he means by
*

Parase gavi
* c

in the brilliant sun * and takes the passage to signify

that
**
the warrior Pusaii moved his wheel (chariot) In the brilliant

sun." This Is quite absurd and meaningless. Roth, Muir and
Delbriick translate 'ParuSe gavi' as through "the speckled cloud" and
take the passage to mean that "he (Pusan) has guided there the golden
wheel through the corled train of clouds* the excellent driver/* This

interpretation is also forced, since the meaning "cloud** assigned to

*go* Is far-fetched and unwarranted. Moreover, the present passage
refers to the Martial exploit of Pusan and the use of 'Paruse gavi,

in the locative case, points to the place, where the warrior, PuSan, -

exhibited it. Evidently, it is the name of some place where Ptisan

fought and displayed his martial feats. Now, Gomati is the name
of a river in the Rgveda and has been- identified with theGomal. Hence
'go' signifies the land through which the river "gomatr flows It is

the region round and including the Gomal pass, the 'go'' prefix being
retained intact up till now. Thus the present passage would mean
that "the warrior, the excellent fighter of the chariots, had moved his

golden wheel (chariot) in the undulated terrain (Pani^e), round,,the

Gomal Pass (gavi).*'

1. Egveda I, 143. 4

3$r 3wr jfsSnsqr SPH^I ^w i

^ ^W^ w^ ^ ^ra it

In this passage* Sayana and following him the modern scholars,

take the word *nabha* as a variant of *Nabhi* or 'navel* and translate the

phrase *nabha Prthivyah* as *the navel of the earth* or the ^sacrificial

altar.' Sayaiia writes : ^31- ^W^ff: *fT^[ ;3rK%?rf 3Jp!^ ^jl^rTicPPr ^pfRT
*i&ft Mffl^Ff sn 3TfWg?^! ff^f ^Tn^RRts. But this interpretation is

forced and to take "nabha* as a variant of *nabhi
f and *nabhsi* as an

irregular locative of it is unwarranted. Nabha or nabhaka i&' a place

name occurring in the inscriptions of Asoka. BCihler

( Continued on the nex page )
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also killed Rauhina, as he tried to climb up the mountains to

heaven1
. In Rgveda (II f 12, 11) Visnu is said to have conquered

the northern homeland (uttaram sadhastham) for the Aryans by
encompassing the whole land in his three steps.

2 Here, the

three steps of Visnu refer probably to the three expeditions of
the Aryans in Parthia (Parthivani rajamsi). This reference to

the northern homeland shows that the northern countries

were within the ken of the Aryans and the reminiscence of
their exploits in Parthia was fresh in their minds when they

( Continued from the previous page )

Nabhaka with nabhakapura, placed by the Brahmapurana in

Uttara-Kuru territory in trans-Himalayan regions and H. C* Seth
Identified it with the Hindukush mountains. ( Indian Historical

Quarterly XIII No. 3 ) Dr. Seth identified the nabhakapanktis
of Ashoka's inscriptions with the Pamir plateaux. Should this

identification be correct, we would find in the present passage an
allusion to the nawakpass* Since the na^ne of this pass is derived
from the regions surrounding it, we should note that 'Nabha* in the

present passage means this territory. The passage would, then, mean :

The Bhrgus lighted the sacred fire in Nawak-pass region/,

1. Rgvcda II, 12, 11-12.

and

Ifgpeda I, 154. 1

The three steps of Visnu are taken by the Nairuktas to mean the
three periods of the sun's course-his rise, culmination and setting
[Wilson; Introduction to the Rigvcda Sam/nfa pp. 25~26] This
vi*w is also expressed by Durgacarya in his commentary of the
Nirukta of YSska. But -AurnavSbba, a predecessor of Yaska holds
that Visnu literally and physically in the past stepped over the 'earth
horizon and sky and In his ascent he stepped at the VisnupSda on the
Gaya-peak [E. P. Jayaswal Indian Antiquary 1918 'March P 84]
It is significant to note in this connection that in^ the Satapath*Brahma^ (V, , 5 2-3) we have the remarkable statement that.

( Continued on the m&t page)
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entered into India.* From the mention of northern places, tribes

and countries in Vedic hymns, Brunnhofer 1 Infers that the scene

in the Rgvcda is laid in Afghanistan and Iran, rather than in

India and Hillebrandt* holds that S3iae hymns of the Rgveda,
especially the sixth mandila, seem to have been composed,
when the Aryans were occupying some parts of Iran. Thus it

is certain that the mouat.iins referred to in connection with
Vrtra are the Himalayan ranges of the North-West,

A further hint as to the habitat of the Vrtras is afforded

by the remark made in many hymns of the Rgveda, that Vrtra
controlled the waters of Saptasindhus and Indra wrested them
from him. 3 According to Sayana% the Sapta-siodhus refer

to the Gafiga and Yamuna and other rivers of the Gangetic
Valley. This view is quite untenable, since in the first place

( Continued from the precious

men are Visnus." It Is thus certain that some Vedic traditions

regarded Visnu as a historical personage rather than as a mythical

being and considered the episode of his three steps as referring to his

military expeditions against the enemies of the Aryans.

*
It is note-worthy that Varana is associated with SiaSa the famous

city of Elan and a famous city of the Achaemanians empire in an
'astronomical chapter (124) of the Matsya Parana, There Susa is

called 3Jjn qi^if and ^F^i^I tjf ^RJI \

This shows the association of the Vedic Aryans with Trans-

Gengeric regions,
'

[Harit Krisria Deb : Vedic India and the Middle
East ]. R. A, S. B. (1943) P." 128] .

1. AHschc l7fsei7(191G) 2 Vedischc Mythologie I, PR 97 ff.

2. ( i ) ftgveda X, 89, 7 3|H

( ii ) Jfgvcda II. 33, 6 5?|t s

( iii) Rgvcd& II, 12, 3 qt ic^TM^K^fcHH^^^ IT

(iv3 Bgveda VII. 49. 1.

3[ ell afHt qlRf WRR^ t!

3. Sayana*s comment on the above passage ( l$gvcd& II* 13 f 3)
i
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the land watered by the Ganges is hardly known with precision

to the Vedic Aryans, and in the second, the
* seven rivers

'

technically and particularly refer to the river Indus and its

main tributaries, which flow through the Punjab, The Gang!

and Yamuna are undoubtedly mentioned in the famous Nadisukta

of the Rgveda (X, 75), but no particular significance is attached

to them, while fully half of the verses are devoted to the glori-

fication of the Sindhu or Indus, which,
"
flashing, sparkling and

gleaming, in her majesty, the unconquerable, the most abundant

of streams, beautiful as a handsome spotted mare, tolls her waters

over the levels/* 1 In fact, the Indus played such an important

part in the life of the Vedic Aryans that they elevated it to the

pedestal of a god and treated it on an equal footing with Mitra,
Varun*. and Dyaus.a The long association of the Aryans with

the Indus is also manifest from the fact that the word " Sindhu''

passed in Vedic language as a common noun meaning a river.2

Thus, we see, that in the Rgveda the Indus occupies that place
of sanctity and reverence, which the Ganges does in later Hindu
literature. As Max Mialler has written : In the Veda the stage on
which the life of the ancient kings and poets is acted is the valley
of the Indus and the Punjab, as it is now called, the Saptasindha-
vah of the Vedic poets. The land watered by the Ganges is

L Rgveda X, 75, 7.

S

II

This is, one of the finest descriptions of a river in the whole

range of Indian literature.

2. tfgwrfa I.I15. 6.

V Kgveda I. 143, 3.'

III
'

this passage Ludwig takes
*

Sindhavah
*

to mean *

rivers
*

and
Grassmann. Roth and S^ya^a take it in a metaphorical sense and
translate it as

"
flame-streams

"
or

(f

rivers of light/*
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hardly known and the whole of the Deccan seems not to have
been discovered." 1

The myth of releasing the Captive Waters of the Sapta-
sindhus from the hold of Vrtra relates to the Aryan conquest
of the Punjab* These riparian lands were occupied by the
Vrtras and the Aryan invaders led by their chiefs, wrested them
by defeating their residents, in wars. Thus it is clear, that the

Vrtras inhabited the Indus-valley areas, the river beds of the

Punjab and the North-Western spurs of the Himalayas,, where
the Brahuis live at present. They lived there in peace and

prosperity, founded cities and forts an! developed an advanced
urban culture, whose traces are naw left in the ruins- of the
ancient sites of Mohenjodaro and Harappa. When the invasions

of the Aryans began to sweep in wave after wave s they tried to

withstand and repel them, but fell before the brunt of the

invader's sword.

VII

It is clear from the above discussion that the Vrtras belonged
to the Punjab and the North-Western regions. It is necessary
to study now their religion and culture to find out their

true identity. In this connection, it is noteworthy that in

the Rgveda Vrtra is often referred to by his epithet or synonym
* Ahi* or Serpent.

s In Iranian traditions also Vrtra is famous
by his name Ahi, which has become Aji in Zend by a process of
Phonetic change. His role in the Avesta is the same as in the

Veda. He guards the fastnesses where the stolen cows or
maidens are locked away* He represents the spirit of sin and
evil and is therefore, called angra mainyu (Sanskrit : ugra-manyu)
or of ferocious spirit. In later Iranian traditions embodied in the
Shah-namah of Firdausi, this dragon-king, Aji-Dahak figures as

the Turanian King Afrasiab. His shoulders are said to have been

1. K Max MGlier : India ; What it can teach us ? P. 122.

2. JRgvcda II, 12, 3.

3ft f^l^^K^R^^F^^T TO S^TSf^ltfr ^^spf 1

JRgeeda II, 12, 11

S

SITS ^wm ^TI 2Ri sr ^RI*? 5-5 :

4 [ Annals, B. CX B. I, ]
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kissed by the evil one and in the result two living snakes sprang
from them, which had to be daily fed on human brains. This is

a reminiscence of the serpent-worship and human sacrifices, that

were prevalent among the aboriginals of these countries. These
traditions show that the serpent was the symbol of Vrtra, This
is why the Iranians hated the serpent so much as to include it

among the Ahrimani creatures and think it meritorious to kill it

with the Khrafstraghna, which forms part of the paraphernalia of

ao Athravan.

In India the people having the serpent as their symbol were
called the serpents or Nagas, just as the southern wild tribes

having the monkey as their symbol were called the monkeys or

Vanaras. 1 According to the Satapatha Brahmana (XIII, 4-3)
the tale of Arbuda Kadraveya who represented the serpents and
the serpent-knowers was to be recited to the king who
performed the Asvamedha sacrifice on the fifth day. The text
to be recited on that day is called Sarpa-Vid^a-Veda.
Thus, according to this Brahmana the serpents were an
old people with a scripture and tradition of their own.
Legends point to the existence of a race of serpents ( Nagas )

and their habitat, the Patalaloka. JThis place is the same
as the maritime island of Pattala or Patalae, which Mega-
sthenes and Arrian described as being situated at the mouth of
Indus and which Cunningham has identified with Nirankol or
Hyderabad in Sindh.8 The location of Pataia, the land of the
race of serpents. In the lower Ganges Valley, shows that this
place was the cradle of a culture and people, of which the serpent
was a prominent and characteristic symbol We learn from the
seals exhumed from Mohenjodaro that the serpent symbol was a
dominant feature of the people, who developed that culture* A
seal depicts a cross-legged figure of a deity with Naga-worshippars
to right and left and pipal trees over the head. 3 This figure

1* V, R, Ramchandra Dikshitar : Some Aspects of Vanum*
culture ( Indian Culture Vol. XIII No. 2) P. 119.

2* JW, MacCrlndle : Ancient India as described by Mega*
sthencse and Arrian P. 158 and P. 187*

3. S* V* Venkateswara : Prota-Indian Culture ( Cultural
Heritage of India Vol. Ill, P. 60 ).
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sejms to be a representation of Siva who is associated with

serpents in later Hindu religion and mythology. This interpreta-

tion of this tiji'JTY* 5nnls some support from the fact that the

Nagas worship Siva ^s their istadeva and
?

are described in his-

torical records as carrying the phallus of Siva on their should-
ers as their religious symbol. 1

The serpent- symbol ef trie proto Indian people has its exact

analogue In Sumeria. In Turanian mythology the serpent is

regarded as a symbol of the highest deity. The Akkadian
supreme god Ea was worshipped at his holiest shrine at Etidhu in

the form of a serpent and as Eridhu was the centre from which
the first Chaldean civilization started arid spread so the serpent

symbol was accepted as representing the race and its religion.
8 The

Influence of serpent symbology Is still manifest on the religions

prevalent in Kurdistan these days. There is a sect of the Yezidis

among the Kurds of Assyria, who worship the devil la the form
of a serpent and dedicate temples to him. 1 An indication of

the similarity of serpent-symbols among the peoples of India

and the Middle East Is provided by the fact that the word

Sr&ja* which is a snake name in the fifth book of the Atharva-

veda, occurs in the Inscriptions of the Achaemenian emperors as

(X) uja and (X) uvaja, which is the name of Elanx Likewise
Taimata occurring In the same book of this Veda corresponds to

the BabylonianAssyrian TIamat and Vasuki, the name of the

younger brother of Sesanaga agrees withBasku, the semetic serpent

[ Sayce : Records of me Past ( New Series ) Vol. VI P. 122 ] This

similarity of religious symbols among the peoples of Sumer and
India strengthens the view of their having belonged to a common
racial and cultural stock.

Thus we find that the religion of the Vrtras centered round a

sort of serpent-symbology. because of which, they came to be
known as serpents, Ahi, in Aryan literature. The Vrtras

1. J. F. Fleet : Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum Vol. II I f

No. 55.

2. Z. A. Ragozin: Chaldea Pp. 215, 246, 287.

3. Z. A. Ragozln : Media, Babylon andPeisia "P. 270.
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developed also an urban culture of a fairly high order. Vrtras 1

fortresses are referred to In Rgveda X, 89. These2 fortresses are

said to be ninety nine in number. Inside these fortresses there

was a special hidden abode ( ninya ) in which Vrtra lived.3 The
ruins of these fortifications have been discovered at ancient sites

such as Harappa by Mortiner Wheeler. The riches of Visva.

rupa Tvastra* belonging to the family of the Vrtras is alsc

referred to in the Rgveda.^ The wealth and aristocratic character
of the Vrtras allured the Aryan invaders and left an indelible

impression on their minds,

VIII

The above discussioa about the race, nationality, habitat,

religion and culture of the Vrtras has enabled as to identify
them with the Proto-Indian people, whom the Aryans met and
conquered as they advanced in India. But as we had occasion to

see* the Vrtras do not mean the entire body of the Dasas and
Dasyus. They are expressly distinguished from them. This
shows that they constituted a particular class or caste among
them.5 The Satapatha-Brahmana contains an account of the
origin and genesis of Vrtra, which gives us very valuable in-

formation about the position of the Vrtras in early Indian
society. The narrative opens with a description of how Indra
used to snatch and quaff off the tubs of Somajuice belonging to
Tvastr and killed his three-headed and sis-eyed son Visvarupa.
Thereupon, Tvastr collected what remained of Somajuice in a
tub and excluded Indra from it. But, all of a sudden Indra came
uninvited and quaffed off almost the whole of Soma juice collect-
ed in that tub. Tvastr grew furious and poured what remained
of Soma in the tub into the fire saying,

" Grow thou having
Indra for thy foe/

1 The moment it reached the fire, it developed

1* Rgveda X, 89,

2. Rgveda VII, 19, 5-^ "*?fcnf% era^T cTTT%

~ M^eR ajrawi^fftS^ =3 m ^^JjeiT^ II

3. Rgveda I, 32, 10-^Mg^cfRiHM^HT^t ^TgRT
1^ f%o?f

4. jfgveda X, 76, 3

5. R^eda VII, 83, 1
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into human shape and became possessed of Agnl and Soma, of

all sciences, of all glory, all nourishment, all prosperity and since it

so developed whilst rolling onwards, ( vrt ) It became Vrtra.

But because the incantation of TVastr was oiisacccnted, It meant
that Indra would be the foe of Vrtra ani consequently Indira

killed Vrtra. 1

Plainly Interpreted this Brahmana means that the Aryans
used to molest and kill the Da$yus s who organised themselves

for defence and protection under the leadership of Vrtra.

Vrtra, we further learn from the Satapatha Brahmana, was
the product and repository of Agnl and Soma and was also

adept In all sciences and humanities, He was also, as the same
Brahmana informs us at another place, the receptacle of the

knowledge (Veda) of the rks, yajus and samans.- His popularity
and respect among the people is hinted at by the statement of

the Brahmana that in the forenoon the gods offered him food, at

midday, the men and In the afternoon, the fathers. Thus Vrtra

according to this Brahmana possessed the rights to sacrifice to

gods and propitiate them, to invoke their blessings and bring

prosperity to the people to learn, teach, preserve and practise

the sacred lore as enshrined in the rks, yajus, and samans, and to

ask and accept charities from the people. He, thus, performed

the functions of sacrificers, magicians and fortune brlngers and

represented the priestly class among the Proto-Indian people.

The Satapatha Brahmana ( I, 2, 3 ) clearly states that the assassi-

nation of VisvarUpa amounted to Brahmanicide or Brahmahatya.
Hence Indra was at his wit's end as to how to shelve off this

sin. Seeing no other way out, he transferred this sin to the

Aptyas who attended on him and were In consequence regarded

as the abettors of the crime. The Aptyas; in torn transferred

the sin, wantonly tramped upon them, to all those who would

make an offering without a gift to the priest. Therefore, the

making of an offering without giving the Dakslna to the

officiating priest amounts to Brahmanicide or Vrtrabatya,

1, Satapatha Brahmana I t 6, 4; Eggelisg's translation In

Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XII, pp. 164-165.

2. SatapatJia Brahmana V, 5 S 5, Eggellng's translation in

Sacred Books o/ the East, VoL XLI P. 138,
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That the Vrtras were the priests of the Proto-Indian people is

conclusively established by Indian historical traditions of later

times. According to the Mahabharata 1 Vrtra is the same as

Visvarupa Tvastra and according to the Taittirlya-Sarhhita of

Yajurvcda.- Visvarupa Tvastra was the sister's son of the Asuras

and acted as the Purohita of the gods. Therefore, by killing him,
the Talttiriya Samhita remarks, Indra became guilty of the most
heinous crime of Brahmahatya. This crime figures prominently
in the record of sins, which was attached to the name of Indra by
reason of his enmity towards the Brahmanas. The Aitareya
Brahmana5 observes that Indra was looked down upon in con-

sequence of his conduct towards the Brahmanas and was excluded

from Somadrinking* Keith tenders this passage as follows.4

** When the gods excluded Indra saying.
* he hath misused

Visvarupa t
son of Tvastr, he hath laid low Vrtra, he hath

given the Yatis to the hyaenas, he hath killed Arurmaghas,5 he

\
hath contended with Brhaspati,* then Indra was deprived of

soma-drinking and in accordance with the deprivation of Indra,

the lordly power was deprived of soma-drinking."

The epics also repeatedly state that Indra incurred the sin of

Bralimanicide by killing Vrtra and Namuci. 6 In chapters 232-
287 of the Santiparvan of the Mahabharata, Bhisma narrates the

story of the killing of Vrtra by Indra and clearly says that the

1. V t 2*

2- 11,5,1.1

3, XII. 28

4* A. B, Keith : figvcda Brahmanas P. 314

5* Here
*

arurmaghas
*

seems, to refer to Asuramazda, the Iranian

godt and Indra 's enmity towards appears to refer to the conflicts

of the later Aryans, the Devas, and the earlier Aryans, who had
settled in Iran.

6. Maffibharata V, 10, 290-316

II

RamayaTLa VII, 85, 19

^ U



killing of Vrtra amounted to the murder of a Brihaaana. In the

Initial stages of his flight with Vrtra InJra suffered soms set-

backs for, as, Bbisnai says, Vrtra practised penances for
^60,000

years In order to obtain strength ;
Brahman had given him the

boons he hid solicited ; viz. the greatness of Yoains, large powers
of Illusions, excess of might, etc, India, then, sought the aid of

Siva and later on told him tD slay Vrtra -with Yoga and im-

parred to him his own ensr^y. Trie Dsvas, than, uttered loud

cheers. Suddenly all Asuras were atfikted with the loss of

memory ; ia a trice their powers of illusion also disappeared and

Vrtra was overtaken by fever, India, then, hurled the thunder-

bolt at him. It cut Vrtra into two halves, Vrtra, then came to

the highest regions of Visnu for ic was by his devotion to Visnu

that he had overwhelmed the universe. Then Indra entered

heaven with the thunderbolt* Then Brahmavadhya { the sin of

Brahmanicide ) issued out of the slain Vrtra. A little while after

when Indra was proceeding towards heaven she seized him and

stuck to him. Indra entered the fibres of a lotus stalk and

dwelt there for many years. But Brahmavadhya pursued him

closely and deprived him of all his energy. At last, he repaired

to Brahman, who made Brahmavadhya leave faioa by apportioning

one quarter to Agni ( whence it should enter him, who does not

offer oblations of seed etc, to Agni ) one quarter to the trees and

grass ( whence it should possess the man who would cut or tear

grass ) one quarter to the apsaras ( whence it should possess that

man who would cohabit with women during their courses ) and

one quarter to the waters ( whence it should possess that man,
who would cast into the waters phlegm, urine and excrements ).

With Brahman's permission Indra, then performed a horse

sacrifice and thereby became cleansed of the sin, regained, his

prosperity and slew thousands of his foes. 1 Vrtra left many of

his descendants, who were, according to the Puranas, Brahmvid

( knowers of Brahman or Brahmanas ) and Dharmika ( or of pious

and religious character ).
2*

1. Mahabharafa, XII* 287* Verse:- 58 ff. paraphrased in Sorenson :

Mahabharata Index, P. 757,

2- Vayu Pnra&a LXVIII, 34-36.

Brahmanda PurU^a III, 6, 35-37.
* Attention may here be drawn to the fact that the Dasyus or

( Continued on the next page)
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The account of Vrtra-hatya, paraphrased from the
Mahabharata above shows that (1) the Vrtras used to practise
arduous penances and were noted Tapasvins, (2) they were the
favourites of gods, (3) they knew the science and art of magic
( maya ) very thoroughly and, (4) used it to good purpose in

resisting the invasions of the Aryans, (5) they were associated
with the Asuras and (6) their murder ranked as the murder of
Brahmanas. The fact that the Vrtras were the main targets
of the wrath and avarice of the Aryans shows that all the

prosperity of those times was concentrated in them and the

recurring reference to their cities and forts and fighting strength
demonstrates that they possessed some sort of kingly status

among the proto-Indian people fl Thus, they constituted the
head and front of that society as priest-kings and when the
Invasions of the Aryans took place, they were called upon to
fight in the vanguard of the foices to protect their life, country
and culture. * l

;( Continued from the previous page )

Vrtra are described as 'black
7

in the Rgveda some of the noted
Brahmanas are also described as 'black' in the epics and puranas.
in the Dronaparvan^of the Mahabharata

"
Dronacarya

"
is described

as
*

black
'

and ( Syama ) with white hair ;

r fg:

In the Brahmanas also dark-skinned brahmanas -are described as
cleverer than white-skinned ones. This black-complexion of the
Brahmanas is another proof of their being un-Aryan and Proto-Indian
and of their being identical with Dasyu-Vrtras.

1. As a matter of fact the Brahmana has always sacrificed himself
for the defence of hzs motherland against foreign aggression. Jn times
of trouble h,s peace and sobriety quickly turns into a fury and ferocitywhich burn away the unrighteous aggressor. The ravaging purges of

^fSShnfrT
1

r-
U1Ta^ inStanC6S in P

'

mt ' In hl'storical times

, ii ^ * ^ r Se agaiDSt the Greeks and Pusyamitra
quelled the menace of the

B_actrians,
In fifth and sixth centuries,

.

I

7
a

.

SIOns f the Hu^as raged, the Brahmanas joined the
of

Yasodharman-Visnuvardhana, known as Kalki-avatara,
( Continued on the ne^t page )
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(Continued from the previous page)

In tens of thousands for the protection of the motherland. Cp. K. P*

Jayaswal : The H/s/or/caJ Position of Kalki ; ( Indian Antiqittir?

Vol. XLVI (1917) ).

* This status of the Brahip.ai>as or Yriras continued Intact up to

the time of the Buddha. The Buddha described them as follows:
'*

They ( Biabmarias ) parade about well-groomed and perfumed,
trimmed as to their hair and beard, adorned with garlands and gems,
clad in white garments, In the full possession and enjoyment of

the five pleasures of sense... live on boiled rice of the bast sorts*

flavoured with sauces and curries of various kinds waited upon by
women with fringes and fur round their loins ...go about driving

1

chariots drawn by mares with plaited manes and tails...have themselves

guarded in fortified towns, with moats dug out round them and cross-

bars let down before the gates* by men girt with long swords
"

[Ambaftha Sntta of Dighanikaya, I p. 89 V. \V. Rhys Davids*

translation ] .

*
Analogous to Vrtra is Vratya* Both these words have a com*

mon root, though Vratya is derived from
*
Vrata

*

or
*

Vrati
*

mean-

ing a horde or settlement* Vratya, thus, means one, who belongs to a

horde- Vratya has been variously Identified with King Prthu Vainya
of the Puranas by N. N. Ghosh, with the Daiva Praja worshippers,

who worshipped the same gods as the Vedic Aryans did by Haraprasad
ShastrI 3 with the Alpines of Iran or the Magians of the Gangetic

valley who spoke the Aryan tongue and migrated to India centuries

beiore the Vedic Aryans arrived there by B. M. Barua3 with the

Turanians, who pressed into Bihar through the Himalayas and adopted

Hindu language and culture by R. C. Dutta, with the heretical people

who had the traditions of the Jinas and Buddhas before the sixth

century B. C. by K* P. Jayaswal and with the Magadhas of Sogdiana

C Shakadvipa ) who migrated to India from Central Asia by D. R.

Bhandarkar [ N. N. Ghosh; lndo-Aryan Literature and Culture

( origins ) P. 36; H. P. Shastri : Kla&hadhan Literature p. 5; -B. M*
Barua : Alpines in Eastern India (Indian Culture III, pp. 166-rl67 );

R. C. Dutta : A History of Civilization in Ancient Ittdia P 203:

K. P. Jayaswal; Revised notes on the Brahmin Empire (Journal

( Continued on the nexf page )

5 t Annals, B. O. B, 1. 1
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( Continued from the previous page )

o/ the Bihar and Onssa Research Society Vol. XIV, P. 26 ) ; IX R.

Bhandarkart Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Culture P. 48 ] .

AH tfaeee Identifications are based on conjectures and none finally

settles the matter. We should, therefore, examine the evidence relating

to the Vratyas anew.

In the XVth book of the Atharca-veda Vratya Is .described as a

wandering Vedic priest ; roaming in the different non~Vedic provinces

and converting the people of those places to the Brahmanic fold. The
ninth and tenth hymns of this book describe elaborately tlie rites of

conversion adopted by the Vratyas. They write :

* l

he went away to

the people* Meeting and Assembly and Army and Wine followed him.

He who hath this knowledge becomes the dear home of Meeting and

Assembly and Army and Wine* So let the King, to whose house,
the Vratya who possesses this knowledge comes as a guest honours him
as superior to himself/' This description shows that the Vratyas were
Vedic priests and their main function was to convert the non-Vedic peo-

ple to their fold. They held meetings* addressed assemblies and their

influence was such that armies of kings were at their beck and call and
rich feasts were given to them* in which sumptuous wines were profusely
served. The Kings recognized them as their superiors and respected their

learning and knowledge. Hence, their riches was fabulous and their

dress and deportment was very spruce. The Pa'flcnvithsa Brahmana
(XVII 4, 1-92 states that*

1

the Vratyas roam about in bands in open
chariots of war, carry bows and lances, wear turbans and garments with
a red border and having fluttering ends, wear shoes and sheepskins
folded double and possess cattle ; they are distinguished by brown robes
and silver ornaments for the neck." This shows that the Vratyas
enjoyad kingly status and led a very prosperous and affluent life.

The rites of conversion adopted by the Vratyas were known as
VrStyastomas. These rites were used to convert the Aryans in particular
as their nature shows. The Pafteavimsct Brahmana states that the
first Vratyastoma was meant for converting the Aryans, who were
degraded* The second stoma was intended for admitting the

*

base
"

and
*

censured
*

into the Brahmanic fold. (XIVI, 2, 1. ) The third
Stoma was meant for the re-admission of those Aryans who stayed with
the non-Aryans since childhood and the fourth stoma was meant to entitle

{ Continued on the next page )
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IX

Thus In the myth of Indra-Vrtra conflict we find a
reference to the wars, which the Aryans proclaimed against the

Brahmapas or the priests of the Dasyus, But war alone is not
an effective way of conquest. In order to make the military
achievement abiding, it is necessary for the victors to win the

allegiance of the vanquished people by convincing them of the
wisdom of accepting the foreign sway as a beneficent thing*
Hence the victors and conquerors usually pose as the protectors
of the culture and religion of the defeated people. Besides this,

the culture of the defeated peop!e s if it is advanced, excercises a

magnetic influence on uncouth invaders by holding out the

prospects of pleasant orderly and civilized living before them,

( Continued from the previous page )

the degraded Aryas to procure re-admission into the Aryan fold even in

a very advanced age.

These Vratyastomas were intended as their very nature shows* for

the reform and reconversion of those Aryans who had strayed away from
the orthodox norm. But before this purpose of the Vratyastomas was
necessary the Aryas must have entered the orthodox fold by being con-

verted to It. Hence the original purpose of the Vratyastomas was to

convert the Aryans to the orthodox fold of Brahmanism and then to

keep them from straying
1

away from It. They were the rites, which the

Vratyas generally employed for the conversion of the Aryans*

Here some points are worth-noting : Vratya is described as a Vedic

priest and Vrtra is described as the repository of I&ks, Yajus and

Simians, which he imparted to Indra, in the Datapatha Brahinai&a :

"Vratya is described as belonging to an aristocratic class that wallowed

in wealth and wine ; Vrtra is described as owning towns and fortres-

ses and enjoying tubfuls of Soma juice ; Vratya is described as a despi-

cable being Worthy of being offered as a victim in a Purusam&dha
sacrifice ( Vcijcrsneyi Safnliita XXX, 8 ) Vrtra is also described as

inimical to Indra, whose duty it was to kill him. These points of resem-

blance show the identity of Vratya and Vrtra, both of which were

synonymous designations of the priestly class, among the non Aryan

peoples of India^ who first checked the advance of the Aryans and

fought with them and later on converted them to their religious ordei*

This class came to be known as BrEhmanas in later- times.
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Similarly* their religion, if it possesses life and vitality, inspires

in the hearts of the credulous incomers a sense of heavenly

bliss and spiritual beatitude by promising them sumptuous

rewards, such as they cannot acquire by war and plunder. A
notable instance of the operation of this historical process is

provided by the Viking Volkerwanderung of the ninth and tenth

centuries A. D. The mariners, pirates and whalers of

Scandinavia, stirred by a giant upsurge of expansionist spirit,

conquered the whole of Western Europe and swamped the

whole of civilized world in barbarism. But the beauty of Latin

culture and the grandeur of Gothic Christianity, transmuted

them, as by the touch of a magic wand into the most ardent

champions of the Christian Church. They were the head and

front of the Christian movements, known as the Crusades, so

much so that the first crusade was to all intents and purposes a

Christianised Viking Expedition.
1

The Aryan invaders of India were no exception to this law.

They adopted much of the culture of the Dasyus and Vrtras

and formed a fellowship with them. To begin with, they

adopted the religion and literature of the Vrtras. As the

Satapatha Brahmana writes ;

"Now, while Indra was thus, moving on in pursuit of

Vrtra, he addressed Agni and Soma *

ye belong to me and I

belong to you
'

! that one is H3thing to you : why then do ye
support that Dasyu against me ? Come over to me !*.

They replied,
* what is to be our reward in that case ?* He

offered them that Agnistoma cake on eleven potsherds.

They went over to him and after them went forth all the

gods, all the sciences 9 all glory, all nourishment, all prosperity ;

thus by offering that cake to Agni and Soma Indra became what
Indra now is/'

2

The Satapatha-Brahrnana further observes :
**
of old,

everything here was within Vrtra, to wit, the Rk, the Yajus and
the Sacaa. Indra wished to hurl the thunderbolt at him.

1- For other examples of this law vide my book Toynbee's
Philosophy of History Ch. VI ( to be shortly published )

2* Satapatha Brahniavia, Eggeling's translation in Sacred
Books o/ the East, VoL XII, pp. 166-167.
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He said,
* There Is here a { source of ) strength : I will, give

that up to thee; but do H3t smite me !' and gave up to -him the

yajus formulae. He aimed at him a second time.

He said,
* There Is here a ( source of) strength : I will give

that up to thee; but do not smite me !' and gave up to him the
rk verses. He aimed at him a second time.

He said,
* There is here a ( source of) strenth : I will give

that up to thee; but do not smite me !* and gave up to him the
saman hymns/' 1

These quotations show that the worship of Agnl and soma
was prevalent among the Vrtras and the literature of the vedas
was cultivated by them before the advent of the Aryans, who
adopted them after settling in India.

* As a consequence cf the

Brahmanization of the Aryans, the general course of Aryan
culture underwent a process of rejuvenation, which we should

study now. That the Vedic ritual and religion were un Aryan
In origin is mainfest from the fact that the Buddha called his

system truly Aryan as again the Vedic religion. He decried the
cult cf ritual retribution and sacrifice as un-Aryan, Likewise
the Gita looked down upon the Vedic idea of Karma as very base

1. Ibid, Eggellng's translation in Sacred Books of the East VoL
XLI. pp. 138-139,

* The Vedas in their present form in old-Jndo-Aryan language and

relating to old Aryan gods have a semblance of being originally Aryan*
But a study of old traditions as recorded in the Satapathabrah-

f maiia noted above, shows that originally they were non-Aryan and later

on they were translated into Aryan language and much of Aryan lore

was incorporated in them so as to give them a veritable Aryan form in

language and contents* The PanHcaviniia Brahmafta (XVII, 4 )

describes the Vratyas as learning the old Indo-Aryan language* ( 37<|9fQr

eff^q- 'g$-*irtkg: Bf^ti%^fi ^n%^l=t sf^F^ ) This shows the process of

translating the Vedic literature into Aryan language. The same

process worked in regard to epic and Puranika literature. As Dr. S* K*
Chatterji observes

**

This (the Puranika ) tradition was later on

Aryanlzed ; that is, was rendered into the Aryan language, Prakrit and
Sanskrit* after the people among whom these traditions grew had them-

selves become Aryanized [Suniti Kumar Chatterji Indo Aryan afid
Hindi p. 52 ]
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aod low- Thus the true spirit of Aryanism which' expressed

itself in the movements of the Gita, Upanisads, Jainism and

Buddhism was something different from the Vedic^ ideology and

way of life.

X

At first, we should cast a glance at the history of Aryan

culture in Iran. There the Aryans had settled
'

before their

advent in India, Hence the changes that Aryan culture

underwent there on account of its contact with aboriginal

elements had an important bearing on the subsequent develop.

meats of Aryan culture. In Iran, as we have seen, Vrtra figures

as Aji-Dahak or Zohak. He is represented in Persian epos to

have killed Yima, the first king of the golden age, as he faltered

from the path of duty* He is also said to have reigned

ia Iran after King Jamshed [ S. G. W Benjamin; Persia

P. 5J This is a mythical description of the resurgence of

aboriginal culture in Iran after Aryan invasions. The
traces of the influence of this culture on the religion and
literature of the Aryans are observable in a section of the Parsi

scriptures, the Vendidad, In this book, the use of the baresman
-a bundle of twigs for divining gods-,the treatment of the dead,
the curing of diseases by conjuring spells, the exaggerated
reverence paid to the elements of nature, the belief in numberless
hosts of fiends, that are always on the watch to pouiice on man
and draw him to perdition are reminiscent of aboriginal

.practices and superstitions, which had found their way in Persian

religion. Gradually, sorcery witchcraft and black magic
became the distinguishing features of later Zoroastrianism.
This magic was contained in a piece of literature, known as the
ahgiras, which, according to the Visnupurana was the fourth
Veda of the Magii or the Parsis. 1 That the ahgiras was
associated with an aggressive practice of spells or Krtya is

known from Atharvaveda (VIII, 5, 9).
a This* veda also

1.
,

Remand : Me moire sur FInde p. 394.

2. Atharvaveda: VIII, 5, 9 f^qi ^FFTOJi: commenting on this

passage Sayana writes that arigiras magic was contained in
a treatise known as angiras-kalpa-sutra, composed by "angiras
rsi.
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informs us that ahgira? magic originated in the west, 1

( Iran

Sumer etc, ).

About the ahgiras-element or magic in Zoroastrian religion

the famous authority on the Zindavesta, M. Harles writes as

follows :

& * The incantations of which the Vendidad supplies a few

specimens, assuredly have their origin in Shurnir aod Turanian
Media.... .....The multitude of Daevas in the Avestan world, the

belief in their unremitting action, in their continual attacks, ia

the necessity of incantations and conjurations to defeat them,
the superstitions such as that about the parings of nails being
turned into weapons for the Daevas all this dark and gruesome
side of Zoroastrianisxn is certainly the product of Chaldean and

Turanian habits of thought-.,...,....*.

Zoroastrianism, at first, attempted a far more radical reform,

of which the gathas give us the measure ; but the reaction of the

national spirit restored the worship of the ancient genii to its

former splendour and revived early traditions. Later Mazdaism
found nothing better than to force the genii into the heavenly

hierarchy, proclaiming them to be creatures of Mazda and the

Iranian heroes into the dualistic order of things, rehandling the

stories about them as needful .................. .

Three grades are distinguishable in this evolution. Iranian

religion passed from polytheism to dualism, then rose towards

monotheism to fall back again into spirit worship. .. ... ......

XI

Like the Iranian Aryans, the Indian Aryans also adopted a

great deal of aboriginal culture. In India, the Vrtras, or the

Brahmanas f

s as they were later known in Indian literature,

1. Atharvaveda X5 I, 1, 6

u

2. Harlez ; Les aridities du Zoroastrismc pp 317319.

3. Brahmana or the knower, professor or offspring of Brahma is

a very obscure worJ. The literature of the Aryans gives no

( Continued on the next pag&)
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held a very prominent place in the society of those times. They
were adepts in matters of magico-religious significance and as

such wielded a great influence over the peoples and Kings of
that age, The Bhargavas ^ere the priests of the Daitya
Hiranya Kasipu 1 and Vasistha was his sacrifice!*2 ( faotr ).

Another branch of the Bhargavas, known as Usanas Sukra's

branch, held the priesthood of the Daityas,
* When the

Aryans came and established themselves in India, they acknowledg-
ed the religious power of these Brahmana families and appointed
them as their priests and preceptors. Many Aryan chiefs establi-
shed marital relations with Daityas andVrtras. Apnavan married
Nahusa*s daughter Ruci and Yayatl Usanas's daughter Devayanl.
Even Ayu, the son of Pururavas Aila, the inveterate enemy of the

{ Continued from the previous page )

hint as to the original import of this word. Pargiter writes
that

**
the original thing denoted by Brahma was the magical

power, whether Incantation, charm or what not, by which a
man could exert influence over all natural and supernatural
things" and Brahmana is one who has acquired and specialized
in this magical power. In my opinion Brahman is identical
with the Baresman which was a bundle of sacred twigs used
as divining" rods by the Avestan priests of Iran [See my paper
A study of the word Brahman in Journal of the Bihar
Research Society Vol. XXXV parts I and II March-June
(1949) pp. 93-96,

[Ancient Indian historical tradition pp. 319-20 ]

1. Mahabharata III, 102. 8758.

2. Mahabharata XII, 344, 13209.

* The Vasistfaas in general were known as
**

atharvanam nidhi **

( the treasure of atharvans )
*'

satayatu
"

( possessing magics of

hundred^
kinds ) and

"
Brahmakosa "

( the store of Brahman ) [ cp.
Brhannaradlya VII, 63; Rgveda VII, 18, 21; Ntrukta VI, 30;

VasisthasmrtiXXXt 11; Macdonell and'Keith; Vedic Index vol. I p. 42;
vol. II p. 352: Pargiter: Ancient Indian Historical tradition p. 209 3 .

They became so notorious in their profession of magic that
they took it as an offence to be called

"
yatudhana "

( repositories of
magic). In Rgved* ( VII, 104, 15-16 ) Vasistha 'laments that his
adversaries wantonly call him

* f

yatudhana.
fl
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BrShrnanas married the dbughrsr of Sarvabhanu. Besides taking

the girls of the Brahmanas t3 \v!L\ the Aryans also began to

give the hands of their JLushters t:> the Brahmanas. The

aiksvaiu princess Reajkl was married to Jamadagai Bhargava.

Later on, it became a fashion ta invita the Bralicnanas to im-

pregnate the wives of Aryan KII^S, if: hay were impotent. When
king KalirasiraJa becaxc un5: for procreation on account of

the curse of a Brahniaiii lady, Va^tba was called upon to

beget a son on his quean Madayanti, in orJar to preserve the

continuity of the royal lineage. Like marriage, adoption was an

effective bond of unity among the Aryans and the Brahman-is.

Many Aryan Kings are recorded co have adopted ^the scions of

Brahmana families as their sons on the failure of
Direct

male

descent/ Bharata is said to have adopted Bharadvaja, because

of which the Bharatas could regard themselves as Ksatriyas or

Brahmanas or both. Thus, the Aryans and the Vrtras were

firmly linked together in a blood-relationship, which was the

sine-qua-non of Aryo-Indian cultural synthesis.

As a matter of fact, the profession of a priest was so im-

portant and sacrosanct in those early times that many ^Aryans
took to It and acquired high proficiency In it. JMandhatr

^Yauvanasva, Jatukariya, Rathitara, Saunaka, Arlstasena,
*%

AJaml4ha Mudgala, Kasya, Grtsarnada and many other reput-

ed Aryan Kings and chiefs showed a marked preference for

the priestly profession and Initiated highly respected Brahmana

families. The Puru-Bharata family was known as the matrix

of great Kings (Ksatra) as well as noted Brahmapas (Brahma).
3

The Brahmana families of Uruksayas, Kapis, Gargyas, -Priya-

medhas and Maudgalyas owed their origin to the Paurava,,

family, Atri was the son-in-law of Rceyu, an early. Jdng of

the Paurava dynasty. Likewise, the family of Kanvayana
Brahmanas sprang from King Ajamidha and his wife Kesinf-

both names being suggestive of Median and Kassite origins.^

Another wife of King Ajamidha excelled her husband in her

1. VGyu Puratjct 99,278
i

2. MatsytrpHr&tja 49 16

: ^Fil^^f fill:

6 fAonala, B O. E IJ
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interest in priestly profession. She led the life of a Brahmana
ascetic and spent all her time in sacrificial apartments busy in

her religious observances. 1 Even the ancient family of

angirasas won many recruits from the Aryans.
2

The solicitude of the Aryans for the Brahmanas was in roost

cases a matter of necessity. The Brahmanas, * as seen above,
wielded a tremendous influence over the credulous peoples of

those early times. They could rouse the public in rebellion

against the kings by pronouncing imprecations on them, by

popularizing, the idea that they forfeited the divine sanctions

to rule by reason of their sacrilegious conduct and by impress-

ing on the people that they would meet the wrath and disfavour

of the gods if they continued to support the kings whose titles

were proclaimed to be false. Hence their favour was more
effective in securing the allegiance of the people than the blows
of bolts and arrows* When their favour was withdrawn, a terri-

ble upheaval took place and shook the whole realm. Traditions
state that when king Janamejaya killed a brahmana child of the

Gargya family, the people withheld this allegiance from him and
landed him in difficulties,3 It is also on record that the

antagonism of the Brahmanas resulted in the assassination of
Puitiravas Aila and Arjuna Kartavlrya

The importance of the Brahmanas in the age of the Aryan
invasions was enhanced by the fact that hordes after hordes of
invaders were pouring in India fj?om the North-West and all

these hordes fought against each other as against the native
people* These internecine wars gave the Brahmanas an excellent
occasion to fish in troubled waters and assert their influence by

1. MatsyapttruKa 30, 19-20.

3

Z Vayu Purana 88, 73

*$I tfftw. JpJI: SptfTOT ft^HcR: \

3. Vayu Purana 93, 22-25

: ()
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siding with the principal belligerents. These Brahmanas

mobilized the people for war by invoking the blessings

of the gods and inspiring a conviction of victory in their hearts,

In the famous battle of ten kings, referred to in many hymns
of the Rgveda, the Vasisthas or the pupils of Vasistha, the

priests of the Trtsus, clad in white ( Svityanca ) and with

braided fcair ( Kapardinah ) [ Harit Krisna Deb identifies the

Kapardins with the Caphtors mentioned in the Bible and the
1

Keftiu
'

of Egyptian monuments on the ground that they are

depicted as wearing braided hair; H. K. Deb : Pedic India of

the Middle East op. cit] marched at the head of the army
and invoked the blessings of Indra and Varuija.

1 In this

war the success of the Trtsus under the leadership of the

Vasisthas was accomplished but soon the worsted confederacy

of the Paras rose up as a Phoenix from its ashes under the leader-

ship of Vissramitra. Purukutsa's son Trasadasyu avenged the

disaster of Parusni by conquering far and wide and proclaiming

himself an emperor (samrat). The Victory of the Purus

meant also the ascendency of the family of Visvamitra. The
Purus later on merged in a general racial fusion known as the

Bharatas. These Bharatas continued their drang nach dem

osten towards the Gangetic valley and came into collision with

the PaiScalas or the five tribes, that were already settled there,

It is important to note that Divodasa and Sudas belonged to

* the PaScalas as the Puranas state. [ Matsya Purana 5Q
9 1-16

Vayupurana 99, 194-210 ] Thus the Trtsus were a branch of

the PaScalas. These Paacalas seem to be the five tribes often

mentioned in the Rgveda
2 and included among them such

ancient elements as the Kesins or Kassites, They inflicted a

crushing defeat on the Bbaratas and drove them right to the

banks of the Indus and thus checked their eastward advance,

The Bharatas went in hiding in the forests of the Indus valley.

There, they once again requested the Vasisthas, under whom

1 Rgveda VII, 83, 8

f^ i^ra 5=51^^^%^^ i

*

ti

2 Rgoeda III, 59,
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their adversaries had won the day on the Parusnl, to become
their own puroliitas and bless and lead' them in their

campaign 1 The Vasisthas agreed to assume the purohitahood
or leadership of the Bharatas and soon they organized and
mobilized themselves and began their raids and depredations
against the PaScaias, which form the plot of the great
epic of India.-the Mahabharata. In this poem the PaScalas
appear under the name of the Pandavas-" a- very transient

designation, merely serving the purpose of the story in which,'
1

writes If. Bruce Hannah.8 " We see nothing but yet another
of the various protean forms, in which from time to time, the
name Paficajanah has masqueraded/'

" The tale of the Kauravas
and PaScaias/" he goes on to write,

'*

appears to be merely a
poetical reminiscence of some more or less effective domination
of Koruland by the PaScaias, the five tribes/'

*

XII

These wars and conflicts among the different hordes of the
Aryans' augmented the prestige of the Brahmanas and tempted
them to form an exclusive caste, having the hereditary leader-
ship ( pourohiti ) of Aryan dynasts. But the pressure of fresh
invasions destroyed their exclusiveness and forced them to open

1. For details see Mahabharata I, 101, 23. if

*J

^ 5lf ^W
|iR^1?%

^^srf %f
pg ^

^W3
: \\

^f^T q%^ T 4

2. Journal of the Dcparment of Letters (Calcutta) Universitv
Vol. IX. (1923 ) P. 152.
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their ranks for all incomers. Pururavas Aiia* the son of a ruler,

who migrated from Bahlika ( Bacteria ) In centra! Asia to Mid-
India,

1 made war on the Brahmaras and robbed them of

their jewels and belongings.* Pururavas was deadly against
the four-fold caste-organization, Caturvarnya, as a tradition

recorded In the Arthasastra' 3 of Kautilya shows. These Puru-
Bharatas or Ailas or Hellenes, as they were called In Europe,
came from the Trans-Himalajan regions of Centra! Asia, known
as Uttarakuru *in later literature* and could not brook the

egotism and pretensions of any class, which claimed superiority

over others by reason of its religious attainments. In consequ-
ence, the Btahmanas and their Aryan satellites, the Aiksvakavas,
ostracised the Alias as is manifest from the fact that while,

eastern and southern kings and rulers of the distant Punjab
were invited to Dasaratha's sacrifice at Ayodhiya, none cf the

neighbouring Paurava and Bharata Kings was invited. Gradually
the resistance of the Brahmanas stiffened and took an aggres-

sive form tinder the leadership of the Bhargavas and notably of

Parasurama, The Ksatriya dynasts of the north and the

Nagas of the south were solidly behind this Brahmana crusade.

The Brahmanas picked up a quarrel with the Ailas on a very
ticklish issue. Arjuna Kartavlrya, somehow, carried away a

calf belonging to the hermitage of Jamadagtr. Thereupon,
Parasurama killed Arjuna Kartavlrja, Arjuna's sons avenged
the death of their father by murdering Jamadagni. Parasurama,
then, launched a war of vengeance against the Haihayas and,
is said in the Puranas to have totally exterminated the Ksatriya

1. Ramaywya VII.90, 21-22-23.

3
u

it

2. Matiabliarata VII, 63, 2295,

5. K&utillya Arthasostra I, 3 (Shamshastri's edition) P. 11

4m B. C* Law : Ancient Mid-Indian Kshatriya Tribes P. 16
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dynasties of North India. But the Ksatriyas were not slow

in their revenge* Their traditions, as survive in the fragmentary

legends of the Jains* state that Subhuma the son of
^Arjuna

Kartavirya killed Parasurama and exterminated the Brahoaanas

of India twentyone times. 1 In the Cambodian Ramayana and

the Siamese Ramayana the conflict cf Arjuna Kartavirya

(Varjuna) and Parasurama ( Raoiasura ) centres round a jewel

possessed by the Sea-Goddeas Manimekhalai. Though Parasurama

Is there described as the victor yet lie is viewed as an aggressor

and hence looked down upon as a fiend ( astira ). The sympathies

of the poets of Greater India are with Arjuna. [ For references

see Sylvain Levi. On Manimekhala. The Guardian deity of the

sea. Indian Historical Quarterly ( 1931 ) Vol. VII pp. 173-75

More on Manimekhala Indian Historical Quarterly ( 1931 ) VII

pp. 371-6}. The stress of these wars destroyed the isola-

tionism of the Brahmanas and cast them in a progressive

mould* But the effect of these happenings was short-lived and

soon the spirit of insularity revived among the Brahmanas* In

the after-math, of the Kuru-PIScala wars, narrated in the

Mahabharata, they tried to establish their caste-exclusiveness

by arrogating to themselves the right to sacrifice to the gods.

Janamejaya -PariksStci rose against this caste-movement and

performed two Asvamedha and one Vajesaneya sacrifices himself.2

His brothers killed a number of pifffed-up Brahmanas and foiled

their selfish
f
designs. Likewise Visvantara Sausadmana quarrelled

with the Syaparnas and excluded them from his sacrifices.

In a passage of the Akareya Brahmana the scene of this conflict is

dramatically portrayed. Its brawl and scuffle, its noise and

panic, its sharp tones and flashing retorts live forever in this

narrative :

** Visvantara Sausadmana despising the Syaparnas ^perform-
ed a sacrifice without them* Perceiving this the Syaparnas
went to the sacrifice and sat within the altar. Seeing this

he said,
* There sit those of evil deed, speakers of Impure

1* Heraachandra : Tri&astisalakttpurusacarita VI, 4

2* Aitareya Brahmana VII, 27

ftldtsyaptirawa I* 63-64

Kautlliya Arthiastra I, 3
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speech, the Sylipirnis ; remove the "a! let theoi not sit within

my altar/ They removed them* They cried aloud,
* Heroes

had the Kasvapas among them in the Asltamr^as who at the

sacrifice from which Janamejaya Parik^ita excluded the

Ki:*yapas, wan the SDina-Jrinking from tha Bhutavlras, what
hero have we among us who will win this Soma-drinking ?*

*

I

am the hero for you/ said Rama MCIrgiveya. When they were

rising up, he sasd, can it be that they are removing, Oh, King ! t

from the altar one who knows thus ?'
* What is that thou

knowest, Oh Worthless Brah:a:tt}a\. ...... .he replied...........,"
1

In this way the attempts of the Brahmanas to set up an ex-

clusive caste of their own were foiled. This influence of the Alias

on the Brafamanis is described by Pargiter as folio ws* :

** The Aila kings appear to have been their own sacrificers

and the Brahznanas on becoming established among them
assimilated Aila religious Ideas and rites and became priests and
Aila princes also became Btahmanat priests. Brahmanism, thus

gradually changed its character and became the well-known
system* priestly not magical, which took its great development
among the Bharatas, as displayed especially in the Rgvedic
Hymns of the times of Vadhryasva* DivodSsa and their successors.

The infusion of royal scions into the ranks of the Brahmanas
must have enhanced Brahmanahood greatly and also, no doubt,
modified it and therefrom arose a fresh, vigorous and illustrious

development of it with apparently a strong stimulus to sacrificial

worship/
8

Besides causing a revolutionary change in the concept
of caste and democratising Hindu society,

3 the impact

1. Aitareya Brahma^a VII, 27 translated by A, B. Keith :

Rgvcda Brahmanas P. 314.
#

2. F. E. Pargiter: Ancient Indian Historical Tradition p. 340

3. The net result of the Aryan impact on Indian culture in

this respect was that people could change their professions easily at

will and there was no social disability attending on this change of

profession. The RgveJtT IX, 112, 3, informs us that the father of a

bard was a physician and his mother was a grinder of cores and all

pursued their professions peacefully and with honour*

SW
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of the Aryans on Indian culture resulted in the trans-

formation of a cult of fiendish magic and diabolic ritual into

a religion of spiritual values and moral ideals, based on the

fundamental postulates of human equality and fellowship. The
primitive religion of India was marked by a dark* and dismal

pantheon and a sense of repulsion and consternation. The
Aryans introduced a bright and gay pantheon and infused in it

a sense of love and reciprocity. They approached their gods
as friends and comrades. Addressing Varuna, a poet says :

&

*Come, let us talk together, I have brought for you sweet

honey.*'
1

Praising Indra he sings that his leadership was hotly
contested,

**
of whom they ask,

* where is he
*

and some even
say,

* he is not.*
" 2 The friendliness existing among the gods

and the people is manifest from a Narasamsi gathas cited in

the Satapatha Brahmana (XIII, -5, 4, 6) which says that the
Maruts performed the service at the dinners of King Marutta of

Vaisali, Agni was his driver and Visvedevas were his courtiers.
4

In later times Ashoka claimed to have reunited men with gods/
and the Harivamsapurana recalled the day when men and gods
lived together.

6

Thus the impact of the Aryans on Indian culture resulted

in its progressive humanization. Besides, this impact resulted
in its spiritualization also* Many obscene, abstruse and occult

practices, prevailing among the Indians, received at the hands of

1. Rgvcda 125, 17

tf 5
is

2. Rgreda I, 115, 2

3. Rgveda, II, 12, 5

4 mi s^Pim %%
4. *rea: ^isRi H^WRSFI ^at i

sirf^icnpnft: ejrn 1^31: WRR;= u

5, Minor Rock Edict I ( Brahmagiri Version )

6. Harivamsapurana III, 32, 1
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the Aryans a spiritual colouring which changed their entire

character. The sacrifices, sorcery and magic, which constituted

the religion of early Indians, were elevated to the position of

ministering to the highest spiritual urges of man* The late

Lokamanya Balgaogadhar Tilak 1

suggested that in the Vedas
and especially in the Athat^aveda, there is a sprinkling of

Chaldean ideas and phrases. In Atharvaveda ( V, 13 ) in a hymn
against snake poison, there is a reference to the Chaldean water

dragon Tiamat, generally represented as a male monster snake
and Urugula, the deity of the nether world, the abode of the
dead and the Assyrian god Bil or Bilgi ( Aligi and Viligi Xs But
these malevolent deities were endowed with profound spiritua-

lity according to the fundamental law that truth is one, seers

call it differently* Ekam Sadvipra bahudha vadantl (Rgvzda I 9 164,

46) which has been the leitmotif of Vedic and 'thereafter of

Indian culture. Similarly Eka7Vratya, the god of the vratyas,
which later on developed into Siva*, was 'infused with a serenity

1. B* G. Tilak : Chaldtean and Indian Vedas ( R. G Bhandarkar

Commemoration Volume P. 32 ff, )

2. AtJiarvaveda V, 13, 6-8.

;fncfi ^ \

Here the sorcer exercises the poison with the power given by the

Aryan god VaniBa.

*
[ Dr D. R. Bhandarkar, Some Aspects oj Ancient Indian

Culture Pp. 40-48 ]

The Eka-vratya or Siva cult goes back to early times. Dr. H. C.

Raychoudhury identifies it with the Testtp H&pzf'or the 'M&-*AttJii$

cult of Asia Minor. [ H. C. Raychouc&uty Prototypes of Shiva in

Western Asia in D. R. Bhandarkar VotutH^ 'pp. 301-503),

7 [ Annals, B. O, R. J1J
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and loftiness that is unparallelled in Indian literature and religion,

As the Atfaarvaveda shows, Pumscall or harlot associated with

Eka-vratya was replaced by sraddha or faith, the magadha or

the magii priest attending on him was substituted by the god

Mitra^ knowledge became his garments, day and night, his cap

and hair and Matarisvan and Pavamana were connected with

him as the horses of his chariot. 1 He became a great Tapasvin
and practised penances standing for one full year.

2 Thus the

system of Saiva-worship underwent complete metamorphosis

XIII

The above survey of the impact of the Aryans on Indian

culture leads us to the conclusion that the result of this impact
was the engrafting of the values of spirituality and equality on
the culture and society o the Indians. These values persisted
in India through the ages. OS and on there were occasions when
these values were eclipsed by the eruption of reactionary and
materialist forces but everytime the spirit of Aryanism dawned
and dispelled these forces. In the lat^r Brahmana period there
sprang a school of thought, which sought to confine the culture
of the country to the narrow circles of the priests. The
followers of this school considered it a sin and sacrilege to let
the sacred learning spread in all strata of society. Hence they
laid down the rule that if a sudra overhears the Veda,
molten lead and lac is to be poured in his ears; if he utters
the Vedas, his tongue is to cut and if he learns the Vedas
his body is to be torn asunder.5 But soon the spirit of

1. Afharvaveda XV, 1, 5-7.

p \\

2. Attiarvaveda XV, 3, 1~3 *f ^

3 <3autama Dfaarmasutra II, 12, 3,



Aryanlsm arose in the philosophies of a series of sophist thinkers

ranging from the founders of Upanisadic thought to the pro-

genitors of the S3cio moral sects of Buddhism, Jainism and

Bhagvatism. The greatest of them, the Buddha* launched a

crusade against caste and the sordid materialism into which the

cult of sacrifices had degenerated.
1

Again in about the beginning of the Christian era there was
a resurrection of reactionary forces which endeavoured to

imprison the culture of India in the narrow sick-room of sacer-

dotal interests. The laws of Manu,2 the Mahabhasya of PataS-

jali
2 the re-editions of old treatises such as the epics

4 and

the Puranas and the composition of a plethoric* volume of

digests and commentaries, which continued from the accession of

Pusyamitra right to the fall of Prthviraja Chauhana* reveal the

gradual spreading of the pall of decadence over India, But again

the spirit of Aryanism leaped to life at the touch of Islam and

revigorated the sinking culture of India. An illustrious series of

1, Cp, Suttanipata : Basalsutta

2. Manusmrti X f 3

3. Patanjala-Mahabhasya I. 413. 10

: I ; 1, 414 9

4. Mahabharata XIII. 33, 17620

\
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teachers aod thinkers beginning with the Nathas, Yogis, Tautri-

kasf Sufies and Sants proclaimed unequivocally the eternal values

of spirituality and equality, to which this culture has clung for

ever. Kabir, DaJu, Tulsi, Nanak and others shone like beacon-

lights in that dark epach and illumined the firmament of Indian

Society. But the gloom of decadence began to gather again, in

the enervating atmosphere of British raj and the Indians lost all

sense of self-respect and spiritual values and developed a servile

liking for European culture, This time also the spirit of Aryanism
awoke in the persons of Ratnakrsna Pa ramahamsa Rabindranatha
Tagoreand Mahatma Gandhi and asserted itself on Indian culture.
In the result t Indian culture is wide awake again and delivers its

message of goodwill and brotherhood and peace to the modern
man, anguished with sordid and selfish pursuits.



PCRANDHAK:
ITS MONUMENTS AND

BY

H. GOETZ

South of Poona s
between the Karba and Nlra Valleys, there

stretches a conspicuous mountain rao^e, the highest stock of

which, crowned by the Kedaresvar Temple, is occupied by

Puranohar Forfc, some miles South-West of Sa^vsd* To the West

it breaks off In a few short Mil-shoulders, but to the East It falls

down slowly, first in another mountain occupied by Wazlrgadh

( Vajragadh or Rudramala) Fort, then in another group of cliffs,

finally In a long range of lower and lower hills which are crossed

by the railway and motor road to Satara near the well-known

place of pilgrimage, Jejurl. Like rncst mountains of the Western

Deecan this range is built up of several superimposed strata of

hard rock, in this case basalt, separated by softer liparite, which

form successive plateaus and cliff bands, The lowermost strata

form the long eastern hill range and the many hill shoulders

projecting mainly towards the Nlra Valley, but North-West of

Purandhar and North of Vajragadb also to the Karba Valley

side, and finally the plateau ( Machi ) occupied by the Lower

Fort of Purandhar. The next basalt strata bear the plateaus of

the Upper Fort of Purandhar and of Vajragadh, and the cliff

cones to the East and South-East of the latter ; of th'e third hard

stratum only the Kedaresvar Peak in the western part of Upper

Purandhar Fort, and the much lower Rajvada Hill near its

centre are still standing,

Purandhar and Vajragadh stretch, parallel, almost exactly

from East to West, however Pnrandhar Fort to the Horth-

East of Kedire&var, and Vajragadh to the North- East of

Purandhar. The Lower Fort of Parandhar forms a terrace* cs.

one mile long, to the North of the cliffs of the Upper Fort. Much

of this terrace is very narrow as the debris lopes reach down

from the tipper cliffs almost to the edge of the lower cliff band,

Only where at the north-western end the plateau goes over into
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u loni; shoulder, it permits of some room for houses ; and like-

wise towards its eastern end where the slopes are less steep
before they go over Into the Bhairsv Khind ridge leading to

Vajragadb.
The central section of the Upper Fort is formed by a line of

cliffs FO narrow that a passage had to be cut by masons along: its

top. To the East of these cliffs is a somewhat higher plateau
ending in the steep Khandkada Bastion. To *the West another,
more elevated plateau extends, first rather narrow, then expand-
ing to considerable width, finally dissolving into a narrow
terrace band running round the Rajvada and Kedare^var hills.

From this band there project several natural cliff bastions, later

fortified, the Shind! Burj towards the North-West, the Hathi
Burj f less prominent, towards the West, the Eonkanl Burj towards
the South-West, the Fateh Burj towards the South. On the level
of the Lower Fort the KonkanI Borj finds its continuation in the
Mesel-Met plateau, the Faieh Borj in the Bhonchika-Met. Over
the western two-thirds of the Upper Fort there stretches the
highest range of the whole mountain stock, first rising in the
cliffs of Rajvada Hill, then crowned by Kedaresvar Peak and
finally ending in another, unnamed group of cliffs.

Vajragadh is connected with Purandhar by the Bhairav
Khind It likewige consists of several plateaus. The highest
one, topped by a romantic group of cliffs, occupies its south-
western part. North of this there is situated a small plateau,
continued, on the lower level, in a hill-shoulder falling down to
the plains in several steps. A narrow terrace band connects
this plateau with two others towards the East, one behind the
other, at least ending in a wilderness of collapsed cliffs. Beyond,
a ridge connects Vajragadh with another cliff-cone from which
lower ridges extend towards the East and South.

In Maratht history this mountain massive has played a pro-muenfc role. The siege of Purandhar in A. D. 1665 has been the
prelude to SivftjI's famous visit to the Mughal court. And with
the rise of the Peshwls it had become the summer residence and
refuge of the Poona court Madhav Itio I had often stayed in it.Madhav Rio H was bom here, and Nana Farnavls directed from
here the affairs of the MarStha confederation in many of the
troubled years of civil war. Already before, however. It has
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played an important role under the Bahinanl and Nizatnshahl

dynasties, and there are indications that it had been already

occupied at least in the late Hindu Middle Ages.

A general description of the place is found in the
** Poona

District Gazetteer ". Further motos are incorporated In the
**
Progress Report of the* Archaeological Superintendent for

Western India, 1899-1900
"

. But a reconstruction of the history

of the monuments has not yet been undertaken. During the last

war, however, the writer of these pages could take up a careful

survey of these monuments, with the help of Mr. M, J. Kirschner

and some other. German war detenues whose mountaineering

training made the examination of many spots possible which

after centuries of neglect had become almost inaccessible. Not-

withstanding all this assistance, certain problems could neverthe-

less not be solved because most of the innumerable hill forts with

which India is covered, have not yet been studied systematically,

We know s therefore, very little of the average fortification

technique of the Hindu Middle Ages, of the masonry types thro

in prevalence, of the survival of the tradition of cave excavation

so prominent in ancient times. In absence of such archaeological

or of epigraphic evidence, the interpretation and chronological

classification especially of the Pre-Muslim remnants cannot be

more than tentative.

Pre-Muslim Vestiges : The oldest and most mysterious ruins

are a series of caves in the southwestern and southeastern faces

of the cliff-cone to the East of Vajragadh Fort. They are cut

into the liparite, just under the roof of the basalt layer, and

consist of tunnels, 3*2" to 3*10" wide, oa. 3* high and 20', 85',

50* or more generally 60 ?

feet long. At the end is a transversal

rectangular chamber, of a little more than man's length, and half

the breadth. The bottom of all of them is covered with basalt

chips. In two eaves a second, irregular tunnel starts from the

back of these chambers, in one case partly cut into the ceiling

and reached by means of several carefully constructed steps.

The tunnels rise slowly ( 2' in the 60' tunnels ) towards the

chamber, and have a groove ( ca. 3* x 3" ) along their aris.

Various explanations have been proposed, but none has proved

quite satisfactory, The caves oannofc have been intended foy
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human habitation or work. For the tunnels and chambers are s<

low as to render movement; mosfc difficult^ and the air Inside, with

out any ventilation, Is suffocating. The sole workable theory ii

that they had been tombs. But no tombs of such a type are

known In India, and even a most careful investigation by

Mr. M. N. Deshpanc^e, the Archaeological Superintendent, Poona
has revealed not the least vestiges of any corpses ever buried

there, or of objects such as used to accompany the deceased.

However, tombs of such a type had been in use in South-

western Asia and Europe, and similar
*'
cavities by which the

impurity was led out ** had been provided e. g. in the royal sepul-

chres of Jerusalem. Similar provisions are found in the Pars3

Towers of Silence* so that it seems that this had originally been

an Iranian custom. The oaves of Purandhar had been excavated

by means of steel chisels, as is evident from the marks on the

walls, and they seem, therefore, not to go back to prehistoric

times. Under these circumstances the most plausible theory
would be that the caves had been intended as tombs for one of the

barbarian dynasties which invaded the North Western Deccan,
but that they were abandoned when the latter were converted to

some Indian religion*

Whether we have to associate with these caves another one in

the cliffs of fche Shindl Burj, is difficult to determine. It is a small

rectangular chamber, however without a tunnel and, instead,

provided with arrangements for a closing slab. The type is not

less unusual in India, but was likewise known in South-We-
stern Asia, though generally at a later period,

Other pre-Muslirn vestiges are irregular, meandering walls
constructed of gigantic blocks, mostly of very crude workmaship
but in some cases also mosfc carefully dressed. The first type of

masonry was used in protohistoric times, e, g. at Rajgir, but also

in the Middle Ages, e, g. at Idar and TarangS Hill in Northern

G-ujarSt. The second Is characteristic for Mediaeval Hindu
architecture ; in fortresses it can be traced e. g, at Satara, Pava-
gadh, etc. Walls of the crude masonry type can be traced on
Upper Purandhar Fort on top of Rajvada Hill, by the side of

^SJbJSj! Furandhare's Palace, under the BahmanI hall, and on the

pouthside of the adloining plateau ; then around the Lower Ftirfc ;
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and on Vajragadh, partly inside, partly below the Muslim forti-

fications of the upper fort, and on one weak point; on the northern

cliffs of lower Vajragadh Fort where later a postern-gat was

inserted. Well dressed gigantic blocks stand on the Upper Forfc

not far from the just mentioned cyclopic wall* in the Lower Fort

in the wall connecting the Shind! Burj with the Machi enclosure*

and south of the Khandkada Bastion. Though most of these walls

seem to have been repaired under Muslims and Marafcha?, part of

them must go back to Mediaeval Hindu times* protecting some

settlement oa the Machi and a fortress on Parandhar and Vajra-

gadh. This is especially obvious in the case of the wall under

the Bahmanl hall and Abajl Purandhare*s Palace, It is now
situated at some distance behind the Bahmanl bastions, but these

latter support an artificial terrace constructed at a spot where the

natural cliffs had been exceptionally low. The cjolopic wall on

the top of the original escarpment, therefore, must represent the

pre-Bahraanl, 1 e. Mediaeval Hindu fortification of the Upper

Fort.

These conclusions are corroborated by other observations.

Both forts have quite a number of tanks cut into the rock, some

of them half-subterranean cisterns, with rock-cut steps leading

down. One of them, later on built into the Kizam-Shahl Palace,

is of most unusual, L e. hemispherical shape and looks most

archaic. Into this same palace also two other tanks, one of them

the Sakharl Talao, were included. Several others are foand near

the Khandkada Bastion and in the lower section of Vajragadh

Fort Cisterns can" be traced in the upper fort of Vajragadh*

aroimd Bajvada-Kedaresvar hill and along the road leading up

to Kedaresvar Temple. Though nothing is known about the

time of excavation of these tanks and cistern, it is more probable

that they are of pre-Muslim times. For since the coming of the

Muhammedans tanks were constructed more generally by

damming up valleys or depressions than by excavating the rock.

Another excavation Just below the Delhi Gate leading up to

Upper Purundhar Fort, offers an even mor difficult problem,

It can be explained as a cistern to catch the water collected in

the moat once excavated in front of the BahmanI "Ganesh

Gate and later filled in by the construction of the Delhi

I Anmalf, B. p. B* I? }
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Interpretation proves not satisfactory at all. The moat

across the cliffs could catch, and the
" cistern" hold only little

water. And the position of the latter would rather have

endangered the fortifications on top, Indeed would have easily

Itself for undermining: the Bavata Bur;}, whereas its value

for the garrison must have been unimportant. It seems, there-

fore, more probable that it goes back to the pre-Muslim period.

It is unfinished and offers a very good idea of the methods of

ancient Indian cave excavation. The rock was not chiselled

swajt chip for chip, but only grooves were cut out with holes
in the bottom ; apparently these were filled with dry wood which
thereafter was wetted so as to burst off whole blocks, However,
the plan of this unfinished cave resembles rather a Buddhist
vlfaSrs or Hindu cave temple. If so, it would permit us to trace
the history of Purandhar back for many moie centuries, possibly
as far as the mysterious caves in the cliff cone east of Vajragadh.
But the evidence is too flimsy as to venture on any definite
assertions.

However, some other evidence might be adduced. On the
Bfconchika-Met, at the foot of the Fateh Burj, there lie a broken
linga and yonl of considerable sise and careful, though simple
workmanship. Another desecrated linga with its yonl is to be
seen on Vajragadh, near the westernmost bastion. As the Mara-
thls built, and the British respected Hindu temples such a dese-
cration can &ave been committed only by the Muslims ; with
other words, both Imgas must be pre-Muslim. The present
Ked&rs&var Mahadeva Temple was erected by the Peshwas, but
the cult place is said to be very old. As the first linga lies on a
spot where it could easily have landed when thrown down from
Kedaresvar Hill, may we regard it as the last remnant of a pre-Muslim Hindu temple? At Vajragadh at present only a late
MSroti temple is found. But the old name of the place, Rudra*
mala, proves that it had likewise been dedicated to Mahadeva
and probably the heavy desecrated linga there may go back to
another Hindu sanctuary of pre-Muslim times.

Though all these vestiges point to the existence of a Hindu
fiettkment and of temples at Purandhar-Vajragadh during the
pre-Mashm Middle Ages, no corroborating epigraphic or histo-
rical evidence could hitherto be traced. But from the BahmanJ
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period onwards we are on firm ground, afc least as far as the

general history of the two forts Is concerned. And also their

architectural history can be reconstructed with considerable

certainty, as a lot of traditions are preserved, and as monuments
elsewhere permit us to check and correct those traditions.

Early Bahmanl Period ( A. D. 1348-1427 )
: It seems that the

civil wars resulting from the tyranny of sult&n Muhammad
Tughluq were responsible for the construction of the Muslim
forts on Purandhar and Wazlrgadh. Alter the defeat of the

imperial governor Sartlz and the relief of Daulatabad Zafar

Kh5n ( Hasan GangG ), the founder of the Bafoman! dynasty,

must have thought it desirable to strengthen his frontiers against

a possible return of the sultan from Gujarat, and his attention

must have been drawn to the so well situated, though by now

antiquated Hindu forts on the forbidding mountain stock. In

A. D. 1350 he had the two upper forts repaired and garrisoned.

His son Mahmud I began to modernize them in A, D* 1384, and to

extend the fortifications also over the comparatively well defensible

lower plateau of Wazlrgadh. However, the not so strong lower

fort of Purandhar, the Machi, remained neglected until the 17th

century. The constructions of that time are easily discernible

because of their massive character, their slightly convex, sloping

walls of enormous, roughly cut, but regular blocks, and their

very broad towers and bastions with cornparatively high and spa*

cious embrasures ( at Wazlrgadh Gate later on closed ) very simi-

lar to the fortifications of the Tughluq dynasty of Delhi, or the

circumvallations of Gulbarga and Bldar or even of Sholapur and

the Citadels of Ahmadnagar and of Bljapur which latter belongs

to the early AdilshShl period. The fortifications generally follow

the edge of the cliffs, though at a distance of 10-40 feet behind

the actual precipice according to the varying weathering of the

rooks. None of the earlier bastions projects to the actual edge of

the very Imposing, steep and narrow spurs of the basalt cliffs.

Wazlrgadh Fort then covered only the centre of the upper pla-

teau, round a group of isolated cliffs, and its first north-western

wall runs about 20-40 feet behind the present gate. In 1384

Mahmud I built the line of fcowers direct on top of the southern

cliffs one of the weak spots of the fort and the strong gate-
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to the North-West This latter shows the characteristic

system with the entrance lying somewhat behind the

one tower { cp. Gulbarga, Bldar, Bijapur Citadel); only the

inner 3*te, however, with some relief rosettes in the spandrels,

belongs to this period. About the same time also the fortifica-

tion of the lower fort ( to the east of the upper fort ) must have

teen begun. At least the inner semi-circular shield wall divid-

ing the lower fort into two halves was completed, and the

bastion on the cliffs at the eastern end started. However, the

lower fort can never have played more than a complementary
role. For the sole access to it is by a small arched gate in the

south-east wall of the tipper fort,

Algo Purandhar Mil proper was at that time only partly

fortified* Tne early forfe, probably identical with the former

Hindu citadel, comprised the narrow plateau behind the Ganesh
Gate and apparently half of the more spacious area later

occupied by the Nisamshahl Palace, Where this plateau falls

down, in a step of ca. 8 feet, to the ridge linking op with the

KhSndkada plateau, a broad moat, cut into the rock, protected
the

** Ganesh " Gate ( only the inner ^ate then ) and the gigantic
BSvata (Banner) Burj with the Bayata Gate and a, now
destroyed, third tower "bMnd. The fine, rather small, ogival
arch of the Gancsh gate similar to that of Waalrgadh rests

on two semi-octagt.nal pilaster?, an arrangement which recurs

in the Begampizra Mcgque at Delhi { late Tughluq style ). On top
of tte arch the wall is decorated with three sculptuTes f the sole

surviving examples of this time at Purandhar To the right and
left lions of the type often found in the art of the Deccan, but
without elephants in their paws: the coat of arms of the Bahmanls !

{Cp. for instance tho Bara Darwaza at Gawilgarh, Berar, built by
Ahmad ShSh Wall A. D. 1445 ). Whether the central figure after

which the gafee is named, originally was intended as a Ganesh,
is doubtful. It rather looks like one of the flower-buds so
common on the crest of DoccanI arches, bufc 'disfigured by
corrosion and calcareous sinter to something reminding of a
silling Ganesh,

JB the projecting tower to the left there is the entrance to a
now closed, HUbterrane&n passage. It Is said to have Beett' abce-
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sslble for ca. 300 yards s but no information about its direction

and character is available. According to tradition ifc leads to

Wazirgadh, but no opposite exit can be traced. At which time it

had been constructed* is neither known ; in any case it was out

of use already in the 17th century. The original access to this

double gate and its moat must have been via the gap in the cliffs

of the Khandkada ridge which later on was closed by a Khirk!

gate.

On the northern side Mahmud I broadened the narrow plateau

behind the gates by a terrace supported by a wall math six

bastions ( one later renovated ) At the sixth tower there are

clear indications that the wall turned to the South across the

great plateau. The foundations of the latter are now completely

hidden under later debris, but a slight depression between the

mosque and the zenana quarters of the Nizacnshahl palace seems

to Indicate an old moat.

Most early Bahmanl buildings inside this fort must have

made room for the palace of the Ni&amshah! period. There remain

only the eastern half of a great hall, erected on Mediaeval Hindu

foundations, and covered with a vault curved like the arches of

the Jami Masjid at Gulharga( A. IX 1367 ) ; the foundations of the

present mosque ?
and part of a wall round the old hemispherical

tank nearby which probably had become necessary because of the

now higher level of the surrounding plateau.

Late Bahmanl Period ( A. D. 1427-1486 ) : Already in the late

Bahmanl period the fortifications of Purandbar were considerably

strengthened. The fortification system became more coherent

and scientific, envisaging a stronger defence especially of the key

bastions at the ends of the cliff spurs* and a better control of the

intermediate cliff walls from projecting points. The masonry

work used in these constructions still is very heavy, but

less than In the earlier structures; occasionally also somewhat

slimmer towers are used, and the wall embrasures are of the

narrower type found in the later fortifications of Bfdar, the tomb

of Mahmud Shah ( A. D. 1482-1518 )t or the city walls of Bijapur.

At Wazirgadh the northern and western exterior circumva-

llations of the upper fort and most of the walls of th lower fort
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must then have been constructed or repaired. All these walls

have much less towers than tbose of the 14th century. Also the

eastern bastion was completed, and a very small, BOW closed

po^tern-^ate inserted Into the fortifications along the northern

cliffs between the inner shield-wall and the lower tank?. It passes

through the East wall of a bastion projecting over a cliff conside-

rably lom^er than the rest of the fortifications, and once gave
access to a very steep and dangerous path down a gap in the

cliffs.

In Puramlhar the fortification system was likewise extended
over the whole mountain. The very high and difficult cliffs on
the Norfch-West, West and South-West sides could easily be con-

trolled by a line of separate watch towers, with attached small

guard houses, on projecting positions. Prominent amongst these

are only the Fafceh Burj, on the southern, the Korikanl Burj on the

south-western, and HathI Burj on the gmall western cliff spur of

the Kedaresvar hill.

But the low and riven cliffs of the ridge leading to the eastern
Khandkada bastion, of the whole northern front between the old
fort and the North- Western Sfaindi bastion, and of a gap on the
South-Eastern side, at the present Khandkada Darwaza, demanded
special attention. The original intention seems to have been to

transform the Khandkada cliffs into a third fort. Two stron^
towers on the Southeast side, with their connecting wall section,
the Khandkada Burj, another tower at the entrance from the
ridge leading to the Ganesh Gate, and finally a tank on the
South-West side were started. But then the plan must have been
abandoned, and only the two last-mentioned structures were com-
pleted. Instead, the gap in the ridge which once seems to have
been the access to the Upper Fort, was bridged by a fortified cause-
way f with a small postern ( Khirk! ) gate on tae southern side.
This postern ( now walled up ) is, from the inside, reached by a
narrow winding staircase, from the outside by a small ramp
leading down a cliff band to the jungle-decked hillslope. The
passage over the ridge, partly cut into the rock, finally ended in
two low towers opposite the Ganesh Gate, the southern end of
the raoat being left unfortified, inaccessible as it is over the cliffs.

As another access now became necessary, this was cut out of
the cliffs injsid the northern end of the moat in front of the
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Ganesh Gate. This passage was protected by a simple lower

gate In a wall once passing across the present road near the

Maruti shrine ( of Maratha date ), and could be covered from the

Bavata Bur] on top. The last section of this road is formed bj a

ramp built-up against the lowermost cliff?, as in most of these

hill forts ; but the original ramp was steeper than the present one.

The cave beneath it, finally, was closed and transformed into a

magazine.

To the West the old fort received a new protection in the

repaired Hindu Bala-Killa on the top of the adjoining Rajjvada
hill. Its entrance lay on the East side and, thus, was within the

range of missiles both from the Bala-Killa and from the fort.

South of it a strong wall closed the weak position at the

later Khandda Gate. But its course, reaching far down the

cliffs, makes it probable that even at that time at least a small

postern gate led down to an interrnitfcant spring beneath. More
important were the fortifications along the northern cliffs. These

fortifications, however, were situated ca. 20-30 feet behind the

present walls which have been erected under the Nizam shahls.

They extended to some distance beyond their chief bastion, the

strong and important Shindl Burj, Above the present Roman-
Catholic Church another postern-gate was inserted into this wall,

with a long and devious path between it and the cliffs ; the lower

end of this path, cut into the rock, was reached by a steep flight

of steps built against the cliff side.

The Shindl Burj has three storeys, the lowermost of which

( added under the Nls^mshahls ) hangs direct over the precipice*

The access to the middle gallery rather a small court t is by
a ramp on the West side ; a narrow, almost buried gate on its

eastern end leads to the lowermost small gallery* An old tradition

connects this Shindl bastion with a great treasure of two and half

crores of Rupees and two persons buried alive in its foundations.

These latter are said to have been sacrificed in order to pacify the

spirits of the spot which had again and again destroyed the forti-

fications. The tradition is actually mentioned in a copper-plate

grant purporting to have been issued in A, IX 1191 by tfoe king of
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, TrJs is a clumsy fake, probably of the

mi'idl* 17th century. Alo the dimensions of the Shindl Bastion

wouL: hj^Y been too smail for the treasure and its vaults men-

tioned therein. Nevertheless the fake may have been based on a

genuine tradition, and even Its date may be not quite wrong; for

the HI""r! year 5S7 f
whether written in Arabic or Nagarl letfcers s

mi^lit well be a mistake for 8S7, i e. A* D. 1491, marking the last

turbulent time of nominal BahmanI rule, There can be no doubt

that the building of the Shiadl Bastion must have been a very

difficult task, as it was necessary fco cut away all the weathered

of the rock on the very edge of the precipice. It may well

have cost number of victims. As the tradition of human sacri-

burled alive Is found In connection with many fortresses

palaces In India, even of the Mughal period, and as it

is very common also in other countries, we have no reason to

doubt tbe actual former existence of suchlike sacrifices. Several

of the Muslim sultans of the Deecan had been interested in Hindu
magic, part of their greatest nobles had been of Hindu origin ; the

killaclars cf Purandhar seam fco have been mostly Hindus, and in a

time of unrest superstitious practices always tend to crop up. It

is, thus, quite plausible that the frightened masons were induced
to continue their work by committing such a superstitious act.

But the great treasure must be a product of popular fairy tales ;

for chaotic times could never afford to bury two and a half crores

of Rupees IB ^old bricks in one bastion of one of many strong for-

tresses. Though it is, of course, not impossible that in a very
small vault, possibly under the middle gallery, some gilded cop-
perplates with magic fomulas and diagrams have been deposited
by the side of the unfortunate victims. Yet it is impossible to

ascertain the truth without pulling down the whole big bastion.
An attempt to find the treasure made by/ English soldiers was
abandoned, after they bad with dynamite blasted a big hole into
the West side of the middle bastion.

Inside the old Poraodhar Fort the great early BahmanI hall
{ later OB repaired by Abaj! Ptirandfaare and included in his palace )

i Published In the ** Transactions of tbe Bombay Geographical Society
vol. I, pp. 191-258 and mentioned also in the ss Fooaa District Gazetteer '*.
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was expanded on the West side. Outside the old fort probably the

later Zanaiia garden of the Nizarnshahl palace seems to have
been laid out, possibly also the two big rectangular tanks with
their steps nearby, especially the Sakhar! Talao.

The Nizarn-Shahl ( Ahmadnagar } Period ( A. D. 1486-1637 }>

Tbe fortifications of Purandhar were again brought up-to-date
under the later -Nizam-Shahls when the introduction of fire arms,
guns and powder mines as well as rifles, and the increasing
threat of Mughal imperialism demanded a defence system giving
mora protection and permitting not only to concentrate more
defenders at exposed points, but also to control the foot of the

cliffs. The architecture of this time is more gracious, the stones

employed are considerably smaller, but extremely well dressed

and profiled. Towers are slim, the parapets decked with semi-
circular coping stones. Great quantities of these stones have been

re-employed in the British buildings. The numerous narrow

loopholes for guas and matchlocks in these parapets are arranged
for alternating shooting levels. Simple Muslim architecture orna-

ments are comparatively common, arches low ( like in the earlier

buildings of Bljapur ) and combined with Hindu architraves*

At Wazlrgadh the defence lines were at last completed. The
bastion at the eastern end was reduplicated by a lower exterior

wall erected on top of the lower cliffs. Access to it is over a

stair down to a small port-hole, with an oglval arch on top of a

Hindu lintel 9 broken through the south side of the bastion.

For this eastern bastion had always been a weak point of

Wazirgadh as the cliffs, rising in several steps, offer a good
opportunity to attackers protected by many dead corners, Never*

theless the narrowness of the adjoining ridge seems to have

discouraged any serious attack from this side* The main entrance

to the fort was likewise strengthened by an exterior gate with

battlements* lambrequins, meandering creeper ornaments above

the arch ( as in the contemporary buildings at Ahmadnagar^
Bljapur and G-oloonda ), and door hinges In all the corners of

the gate vault.

Most of the civil buildings whose foundations are still to be

seen, may have been erected In this time when the population of

the two forts seems to have reached Its highest figure. In the

9 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. J
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upper fort they occupied, round several quadrangular court?, the

plateau 4 o the West and Northwest of the central cliffs, and accom-

panied, on a higher terrace, the fortifications of the south side*

Natural roe ks, and towers were incorporated Into this system by

means of concectiug flights of steps. To the lower fort the road

wound down through several courts lying on successive terraces.

Other buildings occupied the plateaus to the North of the lower

thinks* behind the East end bastion and finally the slopa between

northern interior and exterior defence lines.

At Purand/mr an exterior gate, with steps and a slim flanking

tower, was added In the corner between the two huge Bahmani
bastions of the Qanesh Darwaza. The moat was filled up and
into It the Delhi Gate, with its nice mouldings In the style of the

middle 16th century, was sei?9 together with the rampart linking
Ife up with the new gate in front of the Ganesh Gate, In both

the walls follow a convex groundline. In this period also

the lower prolongation of the ramp parapet must have been added,

though it has been largely renewed later on.

In the same manner the narrow defence line over the ridge

leading to the Khandkada plateau was provided with irregular

parapets ; the postern-gate received a slim defence tower, the

Bahmani tower at the entrance to the Khandfcada plateau a lower
defence gallery. The Balakilla on Rajvada hill was on the North
side enclosed bj a more solid wall with slim towers and a small
refuge chamber near its western end. The fortifications between
the old fort and the Shindl Burj were advanced towards the pre-

cipice. The Khandkada Burj ( now destroyed ) was strengthened
by a high shield waU with two towers along the North side and
by a second gallery below the most exposed bastion ; the Fateh
Bsirj on the South spur likewise received a second gallery. The
Konklnl Burj on the utmost overhanging end of the West spur
wa completely reconstructed, and the mighty Shindl Burj ampli-
fied by the lowermost third gallery ( The original tower system
is now Included in sections of all its three galleries ).

In view of this strengthening of all fortifications along the
cliffs the Wast wall of the old Burandhar Fort, at the foot of the
REjvlda hill, proved no more necessary. After it had been sloped,
a gr*at palace which had been begun already in late Bahmaal
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times, could be expanded over the whole plateau so that at last it

covered an area of 441' x 241', resp. 328'. With the exception of
the mosque and of a pavilion rebuilt by the Peshwa Madhav Rao I
the palace is now completely destroyed, but can be easily reeo*
gniaad, as its walls are still standing up to a height of two to five
feet A0 far as the groundplan of the ruins permits some conclu-
sion, the pavilion ( 65' x 36|' ) fco the North-East rebuilt by
Madhav Rao had been the Jharokha for public durbars kept in
an open square to its East, between the eastern wing of the palace
and the Northern castle wall. On its West side probably the
D!wan-i~Khass court had been. Along a number of rooms a ramp
leads from there to a block of buildings around two tanks, the

greater of which is the Sakharl Talao ( the Sugar Tank ). These
buildings seem to have been the zenana ; it ends in a garden and
garden pavilion at the foot of the Rajvada hill. The mosque
adjoins the Dlwan-i-Khass court to the South. It is a small,
rather ruined building ( 26' x 18' X probably going back to late
BahmanI times. Its three vaults rest on broad, low keel arches
of the type found in the LodI buildings of Delhi, the early Barld
tombs at Bldar or the earliest

*

Adilshahl structures at Bljapur ;

the niches have trifoliated and cusped arches as in Ahmadnagar
and Bljapur, or the concave-pointed arching traceable in many
Rajput monuments of the middle 16th century ; the octagonal
pillars are of a simple Hindu type. The tract around the mosque
must have been occupied by administrative and garrison
buildings. The rooms to the South of the zenna make the impre-
ssion of servants quarters and outhouses.

Another complex of buildings, comprising a series of three

quadrangles, stood on the Fateh Burj spur. And vestiges of

many barracks are found along most of the fortifications.

The Early Maratha ( Mughal and Adilshahl ) Period ( A. D.
167-J665 ) / Already towards the end of the 16fch century
Purandhar passed to Malojl, grandfather of Sivajl, when Bahadur
Nizam Shah granted him Poona and Supa ; and it remained also
with his Eon ShahajL But no archaeological vestiges of this
time can be traced, except perhaps a barbarian memorial stone
for a warrior, with shield and sabre in his hands, on the plateau
below the northern bastioj; of Waalrgadh, First the Mughal
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of A. IX 1627 gave occasion fco another change In the forti-

fication system. It seems tLsfe the Mugtals tried to blow up the

Bastion by means of a mine driven into the

rocl^ just north of a circumvallation of unidentified date around

Its foot 1

As already mentioned, the lower fort ( Machi ) of JPurandhar

"seems to have been occupied already in the Mediaeval Hindu

period But neither the Bahmanls nor the N*izamshahls appear to

have fortified it. The Mughals mtist9 therefore, not have encoun-

tered any difficulties in reaching the northern foot of the Khan*
dkada Burj, Bo I the fort was taken before the mine was blown

up so that its bifurcated tonnel as well as most of the fine bastion
above are still Intact On this occasion the NizSmshahl palace

to have been destroyed. For the careful exemption of the

mosque makes it probale that the work of destruction had been
committed by Muslim troops, whereas during the next siege of
Purandhar in A. D. 1665 we find the upper fort already
unoccupied.

The settlement on the Machi grew apparently from the

Mughal camps opposite the Delhi Darwassa, the Shindl and the
KfaSndksda Burj. The only house ruin of this time is the fine

terrace on which later on the Peshwa palace was erected.
Whether the fortification was begun already after the occupation of

or only after its return to
1 Nothing is known about this mine, but It cannot be earlier than the late

16th century when powder came into full use. It can neither be later than
the middle of the 17th, as it is within the Machi walls already existing during
the siege of 1665, and as during later attacks no fighting in this part of the
fort is mentioned. As the Mughal* were great mining engineers whereas the
Marlthas preferred surprise escalades, it must belong to a Mughal siege, and
the only one in this time is that of A. D. 1627.

s
According to a local tradition ShShaji was interned by the BljSpur

authorities as a hostage for the good behaviour of Sivajl in a little vault
(without any vestiges of a former door) of the NizSmshShi gate in the
Gaged! DarwSza. Though this story is incorrect, it is possible that Shahaji'snume was later on conferred on some otfcer political prisoner who had been
kept in this place. As it would have been impossible to confine a prominent
prisoner to this hole, the whole court between the two gates must have been
used as a prison. And as this was the only then existing good access to the
interior of the upper fort, this is further evi4ence that the letter must then
Jipv beep unoccupied*

'

s
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Bljapur In A. D 1637* when Shahaj! had made his peace with the

Mughals by delivering into their hands his protege, the last child

king of fche Nisamshahl house, this can no more bs ascertained.

For most of these later walls have been sloped by the British. Only

by the side of the Blnl Gate some yards of this Mughal ciroomval-

lation remain- The fortification of the Maohi must have recom-

mended itself in many ways. It protected not only the foot of

the two most exposed and important bastions, but it blocked also

the access to best bases for an attack against fche central fort

This fortification line must have been completed before 1647, the

year when Sivaji took the place by a coup-de-main. The masonry

is rather crude and of hasty workmanship, with the exception of

the Bfnl Gate which continues the fine S.dilshahl tradition*

though in a later and less elegant mixed style. For whereas the

pointed horseshoe arch of its front is crowned by a trefoil battle-

ment frieze, the back shows a rounded keel-arcb, and fche

guard niche early Mughal architraves and ceiling.

On the Easfc side the fortifications seem not yet to have extended

to the line of A.D. 1665, but stretched from the lowest saddle of

She Bhairav Khind down the hill slope South of the present

PadmavatI Tank, Thus when the population of the Maohi increa-

sed, the shortage of water must have become rather painful.

Sivaji, therefore, constructed the great PadmavatI Tank in the

valley between the Khandkada plateau and the Bhairav Khind

which connects Purandhar with Wazlrgadh ( now called Fajra-

gadh ). Ib is a fine work, at present on four sides surrounded by

plain walls ; but in Maratha times it possessed ghats on the East

and possible also on the South side ( their two lowermost Eastern

courses are still to be seen on the ground of the tank ) ; fragments

of some sfcone pillars, a broken linga basis, etc. point also to one

or several small temples along its embankment.

But the construction of the PadmavatI Tank involved an altera-

tion of the fortification line which had to be pushed forward to a

less favourable position behind another incision higher up the

Bhairav Khind. For the new fortifications faced a hillock over-

looking them from nearby. This weakness was somewhat balan-

ced by the fact that that hillock could be kept under fire from

Vajragadh. Yet in consideration of these disadvantages Sivaj
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built two defence lines, one beMnd the oilier, over the ridge. The

first had three towers, of which two were the so-called
"
White

Towers'" /because they had been whitewashed?), the other

centred round the strong
is

Black Tower "
( Shahbfirj ). Whereas

the North Gate and the wall leading up from the tank to the ridge

CEO still be traced* the ruins of the chief fortifications were comple-

destroyed by the contractors building the British hill sani-

tarium. For all the present buildings on this spot are constructed

of Mar&tha stone work. There are
s however, still three slight

elevations which mark the place of the three famous towers. Of
the Bharrad DarwSza, on the South side of the Bhairav Khind,
the foundations of the eastern tower are now builfc into a bunga-
low terrace, those of the left one destroyed or buried beneath

another terrace.

The Siege of Purttndkar by Maharaja Jai Singh in A. D. 1&65 :
*

We have already mentioned several facts which became fatal

during the famous siege of A. D. 1665, so fateful for the career of

Sivajl and for the whole future of the Maratha Empire : The
abandonment of the upper fort and the vulnerability of the forti-

fications on the Bhairav Khind, We can here not go into the details

of that famous siege. But its traces are still to be seen in a number
of places. On all the hill spurs round Purandhar and Vajragadh
foundations of old buildings and small tanks are to be seen which
may have been erected by the besieging Mughal army ; the most
important of them are on the edge of the plateau at the foot of the
Kockan! Burj. Over the long and slowly rising spur on the North
side of Vajragadh Turktass Khan brought his guns against the,
in this place, not very high cliffs. Somewhat to the West of the'

northern bastion of Vajragadh the slopes still are covered with
the gigantic blocks blown up by Mughal mines in the night of the
13th April 1665 whereafter Vajragadh had been escaladed. The
hillock and the Bhairav Khind overlooking the '*

White " and'

Black" Towers of the Maohi has already been mentioned It
was stormed by the troops of Dillr Khan on the SOfch March/ and
the vestiges of the wUda there are still to be seen, as well 'as of

around the western and
1 OP, Jsdunath Sarkar, History of Aurangzeb, IV,

H, Gotz 9 Kotei on the Siege of Porandhar by MahBrSja Jai Singh

*

Foona
Orientalist, VII, pis, 3-4, pp. 181-186, Oct. 1943 - Jan, 194$.

" '
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northern sides of the hillock. But as the declivity of the ridge

and some isolated rocks there offered merely an insufficient protec-

tion against the fire of Vajragadfa, the attack on the line of the
" White Towers' 9 could be begun only after the fall of that fort

After sis: weeks of preparations, bombardments and assaults from
the hillock the two defence lines over the Bhairav Khlnd fell. On
the 2nd of June the defenders of Purandhar asked for a truce

which was followed by the treaty of 'Purandhar on the llth.

Nevertheless this sudden collapse of Maratha resistance might
seem surprising ; for the inipregnable upper fort had not yet been

attacked at all. But by that time, some weeks before the break

of the monsoon, the 2000 defenders and their following of oa.

5-6000 persons ( on the evacuation 7000 persons left the Maehi )

must have been without a drop of water, as even at the present

day the much improved water supply is sufficient; only for ca. 500

persons. And to hold out at the price of terrible losses until the

monsoon would likewise have been useless ; for the upper fort had
been left unoccupied and could offer for the garrison neither

shelter against the rains, nor had it any storage opportunities

for food.

Purandhar A. D. 1663-1760: In A. D. 1670 Purandhar was

scaled, for Sivajl, by Suryaj! Malusre ; in A. D. 1705 it fell again
before the emperor Aurang^eb, in A D. 1707 it was retaken by
Sankrajl Narayan Sachlv, an adherent of Tarabai, the widow of

Rajaram ( 1689-1700 ). After Shahu had been established as

Chatrapatf 9 the first Peshwa Balajl Vishvanath acquired Purandhar,
so near to his family headquarter at Sasvad, from the mother of

the Pant Sachlv, in return for the latter*s release from Hingangaon
where he had been Imprisoned by Damajl Thor&t, a partisan of

Kolhapur. Also Maharaja Shahu visited Porandhar,

But rather few monuments of this agitated time are extant.

In the first place the many Portuguese guns are to be mentioned
which tradition ascribes to SivajL But it is much more probable

that they belong to the booty brought home 9 like the Portuguese
church bell in the Mahadev Temple of Bhlma&amkar, from the

victorious campaign against Bassein and Tha.na in A. D. 1739.

For the guns are of a late, iron type ; not to speak of the obvious

observation that Sivajl's guns would probably have been removed
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after t*v-> Mughal ocxn^dofis Afc that time also a mighty gun
lowrJ- wu- u HeJ rr? ti:e w^I! West of the Blcl Gate, dominating:

tve k?*vcr terra*: e over which the road wir-ds up to the gate,

M?ii;-irVi h*h"< is p-aiJ to have begun a palace on the Rajvada

Hi!\ an:! ai*n::Uly ^r>mc foundations alonir the wall overlooking-

thfc* Mai'hi could be traced ; but they can have belonged only to

foisn: li^h: summer pavilkiL The sole remarkable structure of

tnis juried is the Khandda- Dar^aza In the south-eastern wall of

the Upper Fort, on a spot where already in BahraanI times there

i;*H probably been a postern gate. The Khandda Darwaza is

f-'pie-l on Adllifhahl models, and its excellent masonry work, its

rectangular wall corners and its plain, but beautifully proportioned
facade i resembling an exaggerated niihrab niche ) compare

most favourably witb the heavy and crude early fortification

myalls around. Although only **one of the Pesiiwas'
7

is mentioned
&B its builder, its sober eclectic style is eharacfcerisfcic for the time
of Baj! Rao L The gate ( now walled up ) was reserved
for the priests of the Kedaresvar Temple on the top of fche fort.

The of Purandr.ar under Madhac Rao I ( A* I).

?&l-?!>): Althuugli during the minority of Madhav Rao I the
regent Raghunath Rao granted Purandhar to fi.bajl Purandhare in
A. D. 176'2 f Porandhar became practically the summer residence
of that great PesliwS. For Mahadajl &baj! Purandhare, a Deshasta
brahraana and the son of a school friend of Balajl Visvanatb,
founder of the Peshwa dynasty, was one of the most confidential
and trusted allies of the Pesliwa family. Both lie and Madhav

1 vied with each other In embellishing the place with new
buildings.

Unfortunately Marlbav Rao's palace has been almost completely
destroyed. For its stones, like those of all the old secular buildings
la the Lower Fort, have been used for the bungalows of the present
hill station. Of Ra^iiunath Rao ?

s wada, near the Bhairav Khind
hardly any traces are 10ft Yet under a great bungalow above
the court of the Purandhesvam temple which we shall discuss
later on excellent foundations and some steps, pillar bases anda sculptured garden seat are to be seen which may be its last
rcmmaitts Vestiges of an old road lead from there tip to the Delhi
Gate. In the upper fort there still standsthe pavilion erected by this
x on the spot of the former durbar Jharokhs of the Muslim
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palace. Its ground floor Is a granary, like those few others built at

the same period on the plateau, especially the fine great store-house

on the south-eastern slope of RajvSda hill ; its upper storey ( part-

ly in bricks), very sober, but well proportioned, has big quadr-
angular windows looking out over the country* Madhav Rao is

also the builder of the great Mukarase Talao, the fine counterpart
to Sivajl's PadmavatI ( Rajaval ) Tank near the West end of the

Machi ; Its construction, like that of another small tank and well

on the Northwest corner of the Bonchika Met, South of the Fateh

Burj, permits some conclusion as to the great number of inhabi-

tants in that happy time,

Abajl Purandhare was an even greater builder than the PeshwS
whose interests, of course, were absorbed by many other problems.

His palace lies in the upper fort, in the area between the Ganesfa

Gate and the ruins of the Muslim palace. It is an enclosure

with several separate buildings, amongst them the repaired

BahmanI hall. The oblong houses have one to three rooms, very

massive, with heavy, bomb-proof vaults* Notwithstanding their

size, however, their artistic value is small, and they breathe a

rather rustic atmosphere.

Of much greater interest are the two great temples, the KedS~

re&vara Mahadev Temple on the summit of Purandhar Hill, and

the Purandhesvar temple in the Machi. The first is a fine building

( Cella 12' V x 12' T\ mandapa 16' 1" x 18' 5% on a broad double

terrace ), of simple form and ornamentation, but of excellent

taste. The Nandi Mandapa ( 6' 4* x 6' ^ ) in front is a small

chhattrl on Deccanl-Hindu ( HemadpanthI ) columns. The temple

group in the Lower Fort, below the Peshva's palace and on the

back of the present post office, is on the whole of the same type.

The greatest shrine, the Purandhe&var (Cella 15
'

x 15% mandapa

22' x 21% ardhamandapa 10|' x 8|' ) stands in the centre of a large

paved court, surrounded by an enclosure with an exterior gate i

front and another with steps on the down-hill side. The second,

also dedicated to Siva ( 42!' x 12' ) occupies the right back

corner of the court, the third, probably later, shrine ( dedicated to

10 [ Annalfl B, O. B, I* J
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Maruii ; is situated jusfc outside the lateral entrance. Before the

principal turn pie again a Nandl puvilion, and then two ohabutras.'

These temples and likewise the bomb-proof houses and

magazines represent a type of architecture peculiar to the

MarathS, country. They are rutiier plain, quadrangular buildings.
tae smaller ones almost cubes, the greater ones two cubes ( a

smaller for the cells 9 a somewhat bigger one for the niandapaj and
sometimes a small ardhamandapa on pillars in front ) with low,

pyramidal roofs. This type, originally with step-roofs, represents a

rural degeneration of the Mediaeval Hindu temple evolved during
the early period of Muslim rule. In the early and middle 18th

century Ifc became more refined again $ but this refinement was the

result of, often archaic, Muhammedan influences. Thus, the
doors and gates are modelled on the classical Tughluq-Lodl-
Bahmanl mifarab niche; wall niches are ofLod! 5 Bahrnani or

Mughal type ; the cornice hails either from the Bljapurl ( Puran-
dbesvar ) or from the late Mughal tradition ( Kedaresvar ) ; the
low roof comes from late 16th cantury Mughal architecture ; the
Muslim parapet ( battlement or lambrequin ) design is very
common, the pillars, on the other hand, reveal Deccanl-Hindu
forms. Since the time of Nana Farnavis, however, this type of

architecture degenerated or was superseded by richer types more
dependent OB late Mughal or Rajput models.

There are some other, probably later temples both in the lower
forts of Vajragadh ( Maruti shrine ) and Purandhar (

'*
Lohar's "

temple, with two crude Maruti images ; Bamesvar, now a P. W 9

D. godown ) ; they are of the same type, but their execution is

cruder and much more summary. The store houses on both forts
resemble them very much 5 but they have an oblong groundplan
with the entrance in one corner.

The Late Maratha Period ( A. D. 1772-1818 ) / After Madhav
Rao's death Purandhar became even more important, serving as
a place of refuge in the period of continuous civil wars disrupting
the Marath Empire, After the assassination of the fifth PeshwS

and residence of his

An.ttnfintohed pillar intended for ^7^^^
Met,
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widow Gangi B&i who here gave birth to Sava! Madhav Raof the

last noble ruler of the Peshwa house ; and likewise it became the

seat of the Bar-Bhai regency council under Nana Farnavls and

Sakharara Bapu whenever first the intrigues of Peshwa Raghunath
Rao and then the civil war against the pretender took some cri-

tical turn (A.D. 1774, 1775, 1776, 1778). Here the treaty of Puran*

dhar was signed in A D 1775 which though only of temporary effecff

meant the first cession of Maratha territory to the British, After

the suicide of Sayai Madhav Rao in A..D. 1795, the empire began it

disintegrate. Nana Farnavls had again to flee to the fort In A, D9

1796, but died four years later so that he had no more to witness the

sack of Poona by Holkar in A. D. 1802. In the later reign of

the last Peshwa Bajl Rao II Purandhar did not play any prominent

role. In A. D. 1818 it was taken by a British force after a brief

bombardment.

Few buildings were added to the monuments of the place in

this troubled time, yefc*those few are of historical interest. Nana*g

house, by the side of the Peshwa's palace, has been destroyed

like the latter, but its foundations can still be traced, above those

of the Binlwalla's ( Quartermaster's ) compound near the Blnl

Gate. Near that latter there is also a temple where offerings were

laid down on the occasion of the birthday of the child Peshwa.

It is of the same type as the other shrines in the fort, cubic, with a

low pyramidal roof 5 but the cusped arches of its interior niches

and the lotus knob on its top are evidence of its later style. Also

a fine dlpdan by the side of the Kedaresvar temple must belong to

this time ; unfortunately exposure to storm and rain has destro-

yed if* beautiful carvings to a deplorable degree and brought half

of it to collapse.

East of the foundations of the Peshwa palace the terraca of a

former bazar can be traced. Quite a number of bungalows still

stand On Maratha foundations, and most of them are built of stones

taken from former Maratha buildings. But these bungalows of

the British hill sanitarium are simple works of military engi-

neering without artistic pretensions and qualities. And the little

church in memory of Lord Frederick Fitzclarence ( died A. D.

1856 ), son of kwg William IV, is likewise a very provincial

product*



EXPLANATION OF THE PLAN OF PUBANDHAB

ANI> WAZlBGADH ( VAJRAGADH-RUDRMALA )

A. Pufondhar*

1 House ruins, possibly going

back to the Mughal siege

IB A, D. 1665,

2 Three old water basins? out

into the rock.

S KoBkBl Burj.

4 Barrack ruins,

5 Hath! Ruii
6 S 8-15 W&toh towers.

7 Natural caves*

16 Barrack ruins.

1? Fateh Burj.

18 Small tank constructed by
Peshwi Madhav Rao I.

19 Village ruins.

20 Maratha pillar.

21 Lings (of Mediaeval
Kedtresvar Temple ? )

22 Village ruins.

23 Kfa&ndda Darwasa construc-

ted by Peshwi Bjl Rao I
24 Cistern.

25 Kedaresvar Temple.
26 Late Mar&tha Dlpdan,
27 Flight of steps constructed

by Peshwa Bajl Rao I
28, 29 Cisterns.

30 Rajvada Forfc ( Bala-Killa ).

31 Refuge Chamber*
32 Platform,

33 Grains store constructed by

36 Shindl Burj t

3? Rock Chamber in the foot
cliffs of the Shindl Burj.

38 Hole blown by treasure-

hunting British soldiers.

39 Wall connecting the Shindl

Burj with the Lower Fort

(partly Mediaeval Hindu ?),

40 Tower.

41 KonkSnt Darwaza.
42 Gun tower.

43 Mukarase Talao, construct-
ed by Peshwi Madhav
Rao I

44 Postern Gate.

45 Sakharl Talao.

46 Tank.

47 Nizmshahl Garden and
Garden Pavilion.

48 Nizamshahl Palace.
49 Late Bahmanl Mosque.
50 Hemispherical archaic Tank.

51 Well-dressed Pre-Muslim
(Mediaeval Hindu?) Wall
Fragments.

52 Nizamshahl Jharokha

( Peshwa Madhav Rao Fs
Pavilion ).

53 Bastion Line of Mahmud
Shah I Bahnianl.

54 Cyclopic Wall ( Mediaeval
Hindu IWtification ? ).

55 Abajl Purandhare's Palace*
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56 Bahmanl Hall.

57 Bavata Burj s Ganesh Gate

and Underground Passage.

58 Delhi Gate and MarutI

Shrine ( Nizam shah! and

Maratha ).

59 Filled-up Moat.

60 Cave under Bavata Burj

( Magazine or Stable, ori-

ginally Cistern ? or possibly

unfinished Hindu Temple or

Buddhist Vihara ? ).

61 Bin! Gate ( Mughal ) and

Lohar's Temple.

62 Blnlwalla's Wada ( Founda-

tions ),

63 Savai' Madhav Rao's

Temple.

64 Nana Farnavls'' Wada
( Foundations )

65 Peshwa's Palace ( Founda-

tions ).

66 Purandhesvara Temple.
67 Passage excavated into the

Ridge between the Ganesh

Gate and the Khandkada
Bastion*

68 Ramesivar Temple ( R W. D,

Store ).

69 Ruins of Former Bazar.

70 KhirkI Gate ( Nizamshahl ).

71 Gateway ( Ruins ) to the

Khandkada Plateau.

72, 73 Tanks.

74 Bahmanl shield Wall.

75 Khandkada Burj.

76 Ring Wall.

77 Connecting Wall to Bharrad
Barj.

78 Raghunath Raoy
s Palace {?),

79 Mughal Mine Tunnel
80 Padmavat! ( Rajaval ) Talao

constructed bj SivSjI.
81 Gun Tower and Dam, con-

structed by SivajL
82 Bharrad Darwaza
83 Pre-Muslim Stone Blocks,

84 North Gate.

85 SRah Burj ( destroyed ).

86, 87
"
White Towers J?

( destro-

yed).

88, 89 Mughal Trenches, Wada
Ruins, cliffs.

B. Wazlrgcxj.h ( Vajragadh ) :

90 West Bastion and Pre-Mus-
lim Lingam,

91 South Bastion

92 Fortification Line of Mah-
mud Shah I Bahmanl.

93 Inner Terrace ( Mediaeval

Hindu?).

94 Tower.

95 Cistern (Mediaeval Hindu ?)

96 House Ruins.

97 Central Cliffs.

98 Principal Gate ( Bahmani

and Nizamshahl ),

99 Breach in Upper Circumva-

Hation ( A* D. 1665 ? ).

100 Mine blown up in A. D.

1665.

101 Mughal Gun Emplacement

102, 103 Camp Euins (?).

104, 105 Towers,
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106 Pre-Muslim (?) Wall

107 Shield Wail of

Upper Fort ( BahmanI ).

108, 109 Barrack Ruins.

110 Gate to Lower Fort

111 Store*

112 Mfiruti temple,

113 Tanks ( Mediaeval Hindu ?).

114 Low-laying Tower and Po-

stern Gate,

115 Interior Shield Wall of

Lower Fort ( Bafaman! ).

116 Stairs to Lower East-End
Bastion.

117 East-End Bastion (Bahman!
and Nizamshah! }.

118 Cliffs.

119 Unidentified Oaves

( Tombs ? ).

ISO House Ruins.

121 Natural Cave.

122 Modern Village Cult Place/
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ANOTHER VALUABLE COLLECTION OF
BUDDHIST SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPTS

containing among others

The Sramanya-pliala Sutra in Sanskrit

BY
P. V. BAPAT

Some years ago ( about the beginning of the year 1940 ) Mr.

Agah Mahamad Alt Shah of Empress Road, Lahore, 1 a Captain in

the Northern Command Signals* Ravalpindi, in 1946) sent by way
of a sample some bits and fragments of birch-bark manuscripts
for identification to the Secretary, Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute, Poona, The fragments of the manuscripts were so

brittle that it was impossible fee handle them without breaking,

Hence the authorities of the Institute got those fragments photo-

graphed in an enlarged size and handed them over to me for iden-

tification.

On account of my previous literary undertakings, I could not

spend much time over the reading of these fragments until the

early part of the year 1946. It was only then that I could devote

to those fragments my attention and I intend to give in the follow*

ing pages the results of my study of those fragments.

I had correspondence with Mr. M, A. Shall at Ms latest

residence in 1946 at Ravalpindi (Frontier Province, now Pakistan^

and he wrote to me that he had in his possession two collections of

the birch-bark Manuscripts, one of about 275 leaves, each measur-

ing approximately 20" x 5% and the other of 100 leaves, each measu-

ring l&i x 2| *. He also reported in his letter received in

February 1947 that he had an offer of 1,500 from the authoring

of ths British, Museum for those collections but he did not part

with them at that time. He appeared to be still unwilling to

part with them unless he was offered a price in some thousands

in the neighbourhood of the figure mentioned above.

The fragments he had sent to the Bhandarka? Institute contain-

ed some big pieces which, with both sides* 1 have marked ( a, b)

( o t d ) ; ( A, B ) f ( R, S ). The first t^vo of them were written in a

script 'which may be put somewhere^between Gupfca Q Kutlla

script on the one hand and the old Sarada Script on the other.

Bather it approaches the latter than the former. It corresponds
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to fcr a script illustrated in the photographic plate of Gilgit Mss.

vol. lilt part 2. The second Is definitely in an older script, the

Gupta Script, illustrated in photographic olates as given in

Gilgit Manuscripts, vol. I, (except the first plate }.

The collection in the Gupta Script contains two different frag-

raents. The sheets marked A aod B form one continuous passage

which I have read and identified with a passage that we find in

the printed edition of the Sadd/tarma-Pundarika-Sfltra ( edited by

Kern and Nanjio and published in the Bibliotheca Buddhica Series),

PB 417^ i 1-418, 1-4 The other smaller piece (marked R and S), only

a" fragment and also written in Gupta Script, I could not yet identi-

fy. But from the frequent mention of the various Paramitas in

the passage, throughout, it seems probable that it is a Paramita

Test. This fragment also bears in fche left-hand in the margin a

few letters written vertically, which, perhaps, give the name

and page-number of the tert. The letters are indistinct and I have

not yet been able to read them.

The other group marked (a, b), (c, d) also contains two different

passages, one ( a, b ) of which is very interesting- as it reveals

to be a fragment of the Sramanynr-phala Sutra* perhaps incor-

porated in the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins. Rockhill's

Life of the Buddha ( pp. 95-106 ) also gives the summary of this

Sutra as it occurs in the Dulva, the Tibetan Vinaya. The other

passage (o, d ) also I have identified and I find that it corresponds
to the intervening lines of the passages in the JBhaisajyarvastu^

printed on pp. 241, 1. 1-243, L 19 of Gilgit Manuscripts voL iii,

part 1, edited by Dr, Nalinaksh Dutt and published by the

Calcutta Oriental Press under the patronage of His Highness the

Maharajah of Kashmir. The Editor, OB p. 240 of this volume, indi-

cates that some leaves in his collection are missing and that his

note OB page 241 says he has supplied the passage from a similar

text in the DIvjayadana pp. 123 ff. Apparently the missing leaves

in the Collection of Dr. N. Dutfc are found here in fragments.

Unfortunately, these passages are all fragmentary as it appe-
ars that the leaves of the Srimanya-phala Sutra ( a and b ) are

only the left side fragments of the whole leaves while the other

passage ( c and d ) is still more fragmentary as the fragment
appears to be only the middle portion, the portions both on the
left and the right sides of the leaves being missing. That is why,
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in the bits of the passage that are available In these fragments of
manuscripts, we can trace only a few intervening lines of the
pages, mentioned above, of Gilgit Manuscripts, vol. iiit part I..

In the left-hand margin of the leaf, I marked as ( a ), there are
some four marks, letters or figures or partly both, which I have
been unable to interpret,

That the fragments ( a ) and ( b ) are definitely from a Sanskrit
version of the Pali Samanna-phala Sufia of the Dlgha-nlkaya vol,

I. ,
Sutta No, 2, there is no doubt, as in the fragmentary passage,

we come across the expression S&ndrstikam $rdjia?z$/a~~pkala7tt
twice ( af 1 7 ; b 1 4 ) and as there are several words, expres-
sions and similes corresponding to those in the Pali Text as pub*
lished by the Pali Text Society, vol. I pages 72-76, paragraphs
71-81. This whole sutta may probably have been included as Dr.
Nalinaksha Dutt suggested to me in the Vinaya of the Mala-
Sarvastivadins. Rockhill in his Life of the Buddha gives (pp. 95
-106 ), as said above a detailed account of this sutra as it occuri
in Dulva, Tibetan Vinaya.

This Sanskrit ^ramanya-phcda SUtra is coming to light for the

first time and hence the importance of these fragments* Th
ramanya"-phala Sutra incorporates the dialogue on the visible

benefits of the holy life of a mendicant, between Gautama Buddha
and King Ajatasatru, the King of Magadha* who assumed
the throne after having murdered his father King Bimbisara.

This Sutra was considered to be very important by the Buddhists.

Besides the Pali and Tibetan versions referred to above, there are

as many as three versions in Chinese * translated at different

times **

(i) The first translated by Than-wu-Ian ( Dharma-raksa or

Dharmarama) of the Eastern Tshin Dynasty, A. D. S17-420, one

fascicule ; ISTanjio No. 593.

( ii ) The Second is translated by Dharmanandin ( A. D. 384-

385 ) of the former Tshin Dynasty ( A. D. 350-394 ) and included

in the Chinese Translation of EkottarSgama ( 39-7 \ Nanjio

No. 543.

( iii ) The Third translated by Buddhayasas together with

Chu-fo-nien ( A. D. 412-13) of the later Tshin Dynasty. ( A. D.

384-417 ) ; Nanjio No. 545. This Sutra is included in the Chinese

version ( as Sutra No. 27 ) of the Dlrgh&gaina.

I For the contents of tfcese Chinese versions, see my paper in Indian

Culture, XV, Nos. 1-4 ( 1948-49, Barua Commemoration Vol. ) pp. 107-113,

II AnnsU, B- O. ff. I-
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All the three Chinese versions roughly agree with one another

sa far as the main story is considered the story of the dialogue
between King Ajatasatru and the Buddha. But in the details of

the philosophical views advocated by the six famous heretic

teachers* they differ widely.

A study of fchege different versions will form a different paper
altogether and if the whole of the Sanskrit collection can be reco-

vered or purchased from fche gentleman who has it in his" posses-

sion and who Is asking a very fan(5y^price9 it would really be a

boon to scholars of Buddhism.

A further examination of the collection of the original manu-
gcripfcs may reveal, I strongly suspect, that this collection forms
a part of the same collection from which Sir Aurel Stein, Prof.
Levi t Prof, Herars of St. Xavier's College, Bombay and Dr. Nali-

naksht Dutt have secured portions of the Text. In this connection
Dr. Nalinaksh Dutt's note on Gilgit Manuscripts of the Vinaya-
pitaka in Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. XIV. { 1938 ), pp. 409-
11 may be read with interest.

I am giving herewith photographic reproduction of those
fragments, a and b In plate I, c and d in plate II, A and B in

plate III and B and S in plate IV. I am also appending my
readings of those fragments. Where the letters are not properly
deciphered, I have put the question marks.

If we compare this Sanskrit passage in plate I (a) and (b) with
the Pali Batnannaphala Sutla in D t i-pp. 72-76, paragraphs 71-81,
(PTS. edition ) we find the following parallels :

SANSKRIT PALI
(a) Lr~2. Adasa(h) syat ... Dasaui/a mutto

bhujisyo yena k bhujisso yena kamamgamo
( Para. 72 )

tf L-3 Bahuga4habandhana~ bandhanagare baddho ( ,71)
baddhah

*

, t L-4 Puruqobfaayat ksemam anupapuyeyya khemam
gacchet appatibJiayam ( n 7.5 )

L-6 (sa~) mtarkam sa~iri- sa-i4takkam sa-vicaram viveka-
caram iiivekajaw jam pltisukham pathamajjhanam
jprttisufcJiam prathamam upasampajja (

dhyanam upasam ( q~
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SANSKJRIT
L-7 I'ivekajena prltisiikh&ia

L-9 sandr&tikam sramartya-

phalam

Li 10 Samadhijena prl

(b) L-l Udakahradah tasya ca

puruasyatn disata

L 2 Tadudakahradam sHa

L-3 ( syandaya )ti parisyan*

dayati pariprmati pari

L-4 Sandrstikam ^ramany**
phalam sa pitter vi-

ragad upeksako

, L 5 Sukhenabhisyandayati ...

pari

L 6 itdake nimagna-kosani ...

yavacca mulam

5 , L 7 kayad asplmtam bhavaty

aspharawiyam yaduta

nispritikena su/che(na)

L 8 Praharjjal purmmeva ca

... upeksa-smrti

PALI
civekajena pitixtikhena i ?5, ?t; ^

sanditthikavn xamanfiaphalam
(

"

76)

samadhijena ptti&ukhena

udaka-rahada-tasBn
ssa pitratthimana (

udakarhadam sitena

cartna {

abhisandeti pansandeti

paripureti parippharati (

Sanditthikam SarnaiiHG-

phalam ... pttiya ca

viraga upekkhako (

Sukhena abhisandeli

parisandeti paripurett

parippharati (

udaka anuggatani anto-

nimuggaposini . ss jyara

ca a^^ra yaixr ca mw/a { t ,

nasaa kind sabbaiuto

kayassa nippltikena
snkhena apphutam hoii

(

pahana pubbeva soma*

SO)

atthagama adukkhant

asukham upekkha~sati~

parisuddhim ( n 81

Thus we are left in no doubt about the identity of the passage

though we do not find anything in Pali parallel to the 9th line in

( b ) above.
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JAIMINI SABABA AND THE SCIENCE
OF GRAMMAR!

BY
D. V. GARGE

Jaimini, the author of the Purva-MIcoamsa- Sutras reserves

one special adhikarapa wherein he establishes the authority
( pnnnanija ) of the Science of Grammar for the correct interpreta-
tion of Vedic passages and coDsequently treats grammatical
treaties equal to Smrti works that have a direct hearing on
Dharma. l

Sabaia, the Bhasyakara of J. S,, every now and then
seeks help from Grammar, and in doing so displays his sound
knowledge of phonetics as well as of the Papiniyan school of

grammar. A study of the relevant references to and quotations
from grammatical works found in J. S. and the Sabara-Bhasya
fchereon throws much light on the indebtedness of Purva-
Mlmamsa to Grammar.

JAIMINI-SUTRAS AND PANINI-SUTRAS :

In the whole extent of the J. S. there is only one adhikarana-
a set of five Sutras ( J. S. 12 3. 20-24 ) which has got a parallel in
PaninI Sutra (1.2. 34, 36.)

Jatmini: ( i ) During the sacrificial performance, Mantras
should be recited with the ordinary textual accent and not the
Sha&ka ( i e, Brahmana -

) mode of recitation ( 12.3. 20-22 ).

{ ii ) Those Mantras, however, which are not found in the
Mantra-section but are found laid down in the Br hm ana- section
should be used with foe Bhasika ( i. e, Brahmana ) accent, ( 12,3.
23**34 X

Pavini' (i) During the sacrificial performance, the Mantras
ercept the Japa Mantras, NyuAKfia and Saman*, should be recited
in ekatruti ( mono ) tone ( P. S. 1.2.34 ).

(ii)The recital of Vedic Mantras ( outside a sacrificial per*
fofmanee ) should be with or without accents ( P. S. 1.2. 3-6 ).

t Adapted from the writer's Thesis for Ph. B.
~"

J.S 1324-29. For a critical survey 'of the Sahara's bhSsya and
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Katyayana in his Vartika mentions different views on this point -

(a) Threefold accent at a sacrificial performance, (b) Bha*ika accent.

( c )

*
ekasruli

' mode of recitation. KatySyana Sraufeasutra ( 1,8,

16-19 ) discards the first two and accepts the third, thus agreeing

with Panini.

Psnini's rule can be historically interpreted thus : In Brahmana

and later times, the accents of words changed, as changes slowly

take place in every spoken language, even in grammar. This

difference in accents in Vedic hymns and the spoken language

( of the Brahmanas and later works ) became troublesome, As its

consequence, gradually the Samhitas and Brahmanas began to be

recited without accents at sacrifices and P&Bini had to sanction

this process optionally by his sutra 1.2. 36.
!

From J.S. 12.3: 20-24 however, it appears that Jaimini not

minding his difference with Papini, made a vigorous attempt to

rastore the old practice of reciting Vedic Mantras with their

threefold accents whether for study or for ritual purposes.

SABABA AND PAHINI-SCJTRA

Sahara in his Bhasya discusses or refers to en passant many a

question from grammar with or without a mention or reference

to Paninf or his successors. It is quite in the fitness of things

that a writer dealing with the science of
*

Interpretation of

sentences
'

( vakyabodha ) should every now and then seek help

from the
'

science of words ?

( Sabdabodha) 1 e. grammar,

The references to grammar in the Bhasya can be conveniently

divided into the following groups :
( 1 ) Passages referring to

Slksa ( 2 ) References to by name or otherwise and quotations from

Panini and Katyayana, ( 3 ) Quotations from the MahEbhSsya of

PatafijalL ,
_

( i ) PASSAGES REFERRING TO SIKSA :

Sahara appears to be referring to the extent P^niniya Siks&

when he says
2 that the feksakfiras lay down that the

" wind "
is

transformed into
* word '. The passage,

'

*rsn<W* s^HT**
' sounds

like a quarter of a stanza and may have been quoted from some

i C. V. Vaidya, Hist, of Sk. Literature, op. ctf ., III. 132.

3 Vide J.S. 1.3.24-29 and Sahara thereon. Also Sabara on 9,131 ( 3rd

interpretation ).
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Siks-work ( of. Narada-Siksa 1.5.8.10 ). Then again, we find

another passage at J. S. 1. 3-25 : gT^r^i%rf: srr?r T%mw: 9^
l%rfifa:, a&3T5WT5F*r *RJZ*(: , ^^ I^^C rifisTTq ^^T^m^^fT t

It Is a close paraphrase of verses 7 and 9 of Panini Siksa. It Is

not unlikely that this passage is based on Naradlya Siksa verses

13.8-10 which mention the origin of various musical notes in the

human body and explain the process of a word-pronunciation*

Then again, he quotes the well-known verse occurring: in Siksa

works, about the recital of a mantra in a faulty manner.

err

Sahara on J. S. 9.4.21.

Trans* If a Mantra is defective, either in accent or in

tillable, it is wrongly uttered and (hence) does not express the

Intended meaning. It becomes a verbal thunderbolt and strikes

the sacrifice? as happened in the case of the word *

Indra-Satru \

through wrong accentuation.

Sahara cites this verse in support of his conclusion that at the

Asvamedha which is an Ectjpe, (vikrti) the Mantra that is

borrowed from the Archetype ( prakrfi yaga ) shoud be modified so

as to suit the new context, otherwise the Mantra would be

defective in meaning and lead to evil consequences.

This verse is found in Panini Siksa ( V. 52 ). Naradlya Siksa

(V, 5) and Madhyandina Siksa (V.I) Patanjali in his Maha-

bfaasya also reads this verse with the variation
*

dustah sabdak'
for

*

mantro hlnah.
*

( perhaps to suit his new context ! X

It is clear that iSabara quotes this verse from some Siksa, We
cannot definitely say that it is from. Panini Siksa because this

Siksa besrs on the face of it a stamp of modernness, and secondly
because the verse occurs also in other Siksa works* 1 We may,
therefore, postulate that the original treatise on phonetics from
which Sabara quotes ifc was a fairly old work and was the common
source for both Patanjali as well as Sabara, The antiquity of this

verse is also established by the fact that the incident referred to

in it is as old as the Brahmanas,

1 Belvalls ar systems of Sk* Grammar, p,
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( 2 ) REFERENCES TO OB QUOTATIONS FROM PANINI

AND KATYAYANA :

Panini Sabara mentions Pamni with great reverence and

styles bitn
c

Bkagavan
' In four places, under J. S. 6.1. 22, 23 ; 1(18,5

and 10.8.4. There is one passage which appears to have baen

quoted from Panln's Dhatupatha * srcm fm ifq-: i 3T<r cir^r^f ~rif%

(under J. S. 12.4.1 ). The number of Panini Sutras quoted,

discussed or referred to by Sabara, is twenty one

( a ) P. S. that is quoted under J. S 8

1.1.1. 1.1.5

1.1.73
'

1.1.5

1.450 4.2,17

3.1.130 5.3.5

4.2.24 5.4.19

( b ) P* S, that are referred to under J. S.

1.4.34 9-2.32

1.3.25 7.3,36

1.4.32 42.18

2.3.13 4.2.18

S.2.45 10,3.45

344 p. 676 Bib. Xnci ed.

5.1.123 2. 3.
3^

( c ) P S that are discussed under J, ix

1.2.67 6.1. 32, 23

1 .4.21 3.4.13 ; 10.1.38

1422 3.4.13

1 449 2.1.10, 12 ; 10.1.12, 14

2.3.2 3i -12

2.319 6"4 - 43

3.1.68
3.4.13

3.4.69
3 -4 ' 13

5.1.123
2 -3 '3

Besides Sabara uses a number of Panini's grammatical terms.

The following are some of them :
'

Karmapravacanlya prati
^

(on J. S. 10-6.3), 'Dvandvagarbhabahuvrlhi' 'Anekapadabahuvrlhi

( 011 J. S. 10.6.4 ). . .

KattfU/ana* Sahara not only looked upon PSmm with

reverence, but also on Katyayana who also is styled Bhagavan
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by him. Sahara says
1

;
*

Katyayana laid down that the com-

pound of the particle
*

na * with a
*

subanta
* was *

nitya*
y

while

Panini laid down that It was optional* Under these circumstances
Panlni's rule must be followed and not Katyayaua's as the former

lays down what is correct.
?

At another place, Sahara speaks of the rule that
*

a&ti
* may be

understood In a sentence though not actually employed :
*

Astir

bhavantlparah
?

( on J. S. 11.2.2 ; Partite 11 on PS. 2.3.1 ).

*

Nastasva-dagdharathavat sarhprayogaii
7

( Vartika 16 on PS.
1,1.50) quoted on J. S. 2.1.1 and *

Pratyavayavarh ca vakyapari-
safnapteh

*

( F. 12 on PS. 1.1.1 ) quoted on J. S, 3*1.12 and 10.6.8,

( 3 ) QUOTATIONS FROM THE MAHABHASYA OF PATANJALI :

We now pass on to the passages that are quoted or adapted
from, the Mahabhasya by Sahara to illustrate or prove the point
under consideration. It will be seen that very few of them have
been introduced with words that indicate that they are direct

quotations from some older work ; most of them have been so

inserted in the body of the Bhasya that it is very hard to detect

them as citations or adaptations. It is to be noted that Sahara
nowhere mentions the name of Patanjali, the author of these

quotations though the words *

acarya
'

( on J. S. 3.4.13 ) and
*

abhi-

yukta
?

( on J, S. 6.7.33 ) are references to him. 3STot in all these

places Sabara accepts PatanjalFs views.
Sahara Patanjali

( i ) ( a ) ( 3Hf )
'

sifnrawrsjsfr ( * )

: *s*$ %rcqviili l sfir srrraf

\

( on 6
on ( ST. 5gr. 3.4.13 )

J

( b )

qrr I

sr^
r: I

( on ^T. ?T. 1 1. 1. 22 )

( on r. 5R-, ir.r.24 )

On J. B, 10.34,
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In all these three places in Sabarabliasja the passage is pot
in the mouth of the Plirvapaksln who maintains that the subject
word is the principal factor in a sentence. The SiddhSntin ( a
MImamsaka) however, rejects this view and finally establishes
that in a sentence neither the agent ( subject ), nor the action is

the predominant factor ; the predominant factor in all sentences
is the

"
Being

"
( L e. corning: into existence, Bhavana ) which is

a part of the verb itself. The statement in the above pasesgi is

true only so far as nouns are concerned,

Only in the first place in the Sabarabhasyaf the passage Is

followed by the word *

Scary opadesa
*

thus indicating that it is a
quotation. In the other two places, it reads in such a way that
it is hard to detect it as a quotation. The word *

ac&rya
?

coming
into immediate juxtaposition with the word s

sutrakara *

( which
refers to Panini ) refers to Patanjali, an acarya par excellence*

2 ) sraiwrrgro&ra fwnffrsmn \lwt ( 2 ) %cr^^rgg^rfT^?iT^fW-
I *r ^ TO- ^mre: fife ^Ewwra; l 9t % <

( on qrr. ^ 6,51, grf a 3 )

(
on Ir. ^. 6.7.33 )

Sahara says, the word *

Satayu
* cannot be expounded as

* one
whose span of life extends over hundreds ( instead of hundred ) of

years
? because numerals are not compounded in this fasMon s

nor are they expressive even when formed, The *
learned *

*

abhiyukta
'

people have also declared that
*
there can. be no

compounding of words with the dual or plural ending- *. The
word e

abhiyukta
* here obviously refers to PataSjali

( 3 ) C
a ) ( **njr : ) STHI% ^FPI- ( 3 )

t

^T. 12)

I 3FIT W: Also see on <ir. s> 1.1.7; 2.

S i.4;.i-5' 8,3,58; 8.4,2;

- ^ 3- 1. 12) 2,3.46.

( on ^r. ^. r 0.6,8 ).

Aimalfl, B, O. B. I. J
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In the lojunctlve passage
*

ar^drqr re*rf?3T q/^grsr^r qRrrst gftorrf^ \
the qualities 3?w, fifonsr, and q^snrsr oollectiyely and not several-

Ij 9 qualify the
* cow \ Sahara substantiates his argument by

quoting the instance from Mahabhasya *
*T*TP etc., which means :

* Members of the Garga family^ all taken together and not
several!y 9 are fined one hundred.

? The passage contains two
well known Paribhasas : sTf^qfe etc

9 and ^gapir etc. The first one
f

as already noted above, is embodied in Katyayana's vartika.

It is to be noted that the second Paribhasa has been cited by
Sabara along: with the introductory remark in the Mahabhasya s

i

wr*rar

t ( on qr. ^. 1.1.23 ^r- 4 )

( on iar. 3. 3*x.i2 ). also on 1.3.12 ; 6. 1.50 )

From the striking similarity between the passages from two
Bhasyas, apparently it would seem difficult to determine which
of them is the borrower, since the passage contains a standard
maxim applicable to both the contexts. On a closer scrutiny
however, we find that Patanjali discusses the point at a great
length

^
putting forth drstantas for and against the Siddhanta

view. Sahara's passage, on the other hand, forms the middle most
part of the long and homogeneous passage in the Mahabhasya*
Sahara's brief reference to the general maxim as well as the
words

*

tvam ikapi
*

that follow it, sufficiently indicate that Sabara
is the borrower,

( on w. ^ 1.3,24 ) wiufr ifrarr

J 1 am indebted to Mm. P. V. Kane for this reference. Vide his article
'Pat.ISjali and Sabara' in the Magazine Bharatiya VidyS Bbavana
( Mfeh;1945j.

"
"ayajia
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Sabara argues that the corrupt forms '

gam' etc., cannot be
treated as synonyms of the original Sanskrit wordV '

These
corrupt forms are to be treated as non -expressive of the meanio"-
and hance non-eternal, for the obvious reason that their utfceranee
is mainly due to a slip in. pronunciation of the correct Sanskrit
rm.

is

form.

6 ) a*crf?cr <r fggrfiT n?*m% ( 6

<TT ^reier, af^a^rf
I ( on %. ^ 4.3.4 )

( ou ST. ^. 6.6. 20 cf. on
i-. ^. 8.3.7.14 )

( 8 ) dfevft, ^^nft 9^ramr ( 8 )

I

3fTM ^ l ( on Jr. *. 1.1.5 ; ct. ^-TI% ^T
on 4.3.10 ; 9.1.9 ). fl%[ (.....

PataSjali cites these examples to illustrate that certain sen-tences are based on facts and hence are reliable while some we
otherwise and hence of no practical use. Sabara seems to havechosen only the above three illustrative statements from a numberof such ones found in the Mababhasya.

uumoer

( on ST. ^. 3.2.1 ; cf. on 3. ( on qr. ^ i. r .i5 srr. 3 ; r .

3.14 ; 6.5.34). 4. 108 ; 6.3.46; 8.5.82).

( on 53-. ^. 6.2.27 '>
with ( on qrr. ^. 6.1.84 ^r- 4 ; also

slight changes in the reading* on 6.1.108 and 6.4.104 *r. 3 ).

on ^-. IT. 6.2.29.30 ; n.i.

22.28; 11.1.35; and 12.3.
io ).

()
( on ^. ^. 6.2,30 ). (on ?! g:- i.i.i )
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Besides these parallel passages, there are some peculiar collo-

quial expressions and phrases like '^arrift *r==rf%
?
or

*

**sri% 3*frTR: ?1

and *

'Frnrgr 3TQ"'<R$R;
' 2 for which Sahara seems to be indebted to

Patafijali.

These passages establish beyond doubt not only that Sabara
knew PataSjali but that the former was greatly influenced by
the diction and

^
style of the latter. They further lead us to the

conclusion that Sabara must have lived at a date when Patafijali
had attained great fame both as a writer and an authority on
Grammar, worthy to be reckoned only with Panini-the Sutrakara.
It will be reasonable* therefore^ to allow at least two centuries
between Patanjaii and Sahara, thus placing Sabara after 100 A.D.

Prol G. V. Devasfchali, in his article On the probable date of

Sabarasvamin 9 s
puts forth certain data such as the relation of

Sabara with Patafijali, which, in his opinion, 'requires us to push
Sahara's date up about three or four centuries' and place him not
later than 100 B. O. * The fact that Sabara does not name either

Patafijali or his Mahabhasya is probably responsible for the

erroneous view that Sabara was earlier than Patanjali.
5 But this

argumentum ex silenfio is thoroughly misleading (as it is in most
cases) so far as the problem of Sahara's date is concerned,
especially because of Sahara's peculiar tendency towards the
avoidance as far as possible of naming earlier aufchors. The above
quotations are sufficient to finally decide that Sabara was later
than Patanjali,

i Sahara on J.S. 3.1.2 ;4.US8; 1.4.10; 8.4.28 Patanjali Paspasa p. 5 ; on
PS. 1.2.64; 4*2, 3

3 Sabara on 3U.27; Patafijali on PS. 2.1.30, 56 etc,
* Annals of B. O. R. I., XXIII, 84-97,
4 Op. eh. p. 95. B Op.oitp.98.



BHAGAVADGtrS. AND ASTAUHYAYI
*

BY
P. 0. DlVANJI

L Introductory remarks; II. References 'in fche Astaclhyajl

to ( a } the principal characters In the Bharata Sarhhita, O) ? ite

author, his pupils and grandpupils and ( c ) the literature of the

Sutra period; III. Bhagavadglta an essential part of that Samhita;
IV.' Its structure not inconsistent with its being the work of a pre-

Paninian author : V. Concluding remarks.

I. Introductory Remarks

I had tried to establish in a previous paper
1 that the author

of the Bharata Epic and the Bhagavadglta must be the game sag*t

Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa* who is reputed to be the compiler of

the Vedic Samhitas and that he must have been living in a& age

falling between 1500 and 1100 B. 0. I had iowever stated in the

last paragraph of thai; paper that the said conclusion deserved to

be supported so far as the Bhagavadglta was concerned bj a criii*

cal examination of the contents thereof from seveial points of

view and a comparative study of the said work and the other

standard works ija Sanskrit on other subjects whose dates have
'

been fired with reasonable certainty. One of such works is the

Astadhyayl of Panini, it being a standard work on Sanskrit-

Grammar and having been ascertained to have been composed

between 700 and 500 B. C, It is therefore proposed to determine

here the position of the Bhagavadglta in the Sanskrit literature

relatively to the said work by drawing the attention of scholars

to several of the Sutras therein indicating a thorough knowledge

on the part of its author of the piincipal characters in the Bharata

Epic, of the history of the Kaurava family as narrated therein upto

the time of Janamejaya and of the literary output of the Brahmana

1 " Authorship and Date of the Bharata Epic and the Bhagavadgiia'*,

a paper read at the XHIth Session of the A. I. O. Conference held at Nagpuir

in 1946 and published in the Jha Research Society Journal* VoL IV, Part 2

t February 1947 ) at pp. 113 to
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gages who had been living upto the time of that descendant of

Arjuna and then pointing out by a critical examination of the

work from the standpoints of prosody, grammar, style, use of

philosophical terms, metaphors etc., in the Gita that it is an

essential part of the Bharata Samhita and as such one of the few

works of the post-Vedic and pi-e-Paninian Smrti literature which

has been handed down to our generation in an undiluted form,

II. References in the Astadhyvyi

2. (a) To the principal characters in the Great Epic. Sir

Kamakrishna Bhandarkar had many years ago drawn the atten

tion of the Oriental Scholars to a Sufcra in the Astadhyayi
1 with a

view to establish that the worship of Vasudeva as an Incarnatkn

oi God Visnu must have been current from a time prior to that of

Fanini and that the Sfiagavadgtta which specially recommends

singular devotion to Him must originally have been the first

canonical work of the Bhagavatas, also known as the Vasudevakas

and Satvafcas
8
* Another Indian Scholar Dr. P. S. S. Sastri of the

AnnaiBalai University seems to have examined the Astadhyayi

with a view to ascertain inter alia whether there is or is not a

reasonable ground for believing that its author must have been

aware of an Epic of the Kauravas. He has pointed out several

Snfcras, besides the above, pointing to an answer to the said

question in the affirmative. Thus besides Vasudeva and Arjuna
to whom the above-mentioned Sutra refers, he has found the names
of Bhlma and Bhlsma, whose formation is taught in III 4. 74^
Drona referred to in IV, 1, 103

4
e Amba, Ambala and AinbikS in VI.

1.11&5
, the Kurus and Andhaka-Vrsnis in IV. 1.114 6

, Salveya
and Gandharl in IV. 1. 1697 and the formation of the word

\\

1 Vais^avlsm, Saivlsm and other Minor Sects pp. 4-5.

ti B. *** n

It
**

<*. ^v it

II ^. ^.

II v. *.
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Mahabharata taught in VL 2, 38,
1 To these some more can be

easily added if we study closely the words whose formation Is

taught in that work. That done we find the formation of the

word
" Yudhtsthira" explained in VIII 3, 952 that of the word

** Kuntl
" in IV. 1. 176 s and those of

"
Diiryodhana

^

fi

Dufesasana
" in III. 3. 130*. I do not attach much Importance

to the references in Panini to
" Sakun! "

in VL 1. 142, 116,
ft Nakula " in VI. 3. 75,

" Drona "
In VI. 1. 103, and t& Vidura"

in IV. 3. 84 because those words have not baan used there as

names of human beings.

3, ( b ) To its author^ his pupils and grandpupils. Moreover

Panini shows acquaintance with Krsna Dva!payana s son of ParS-

Sara, his pupils, Paila and Vaisampayana and several other

ancient and contemporary Brahmana sages.
**

Parasarya
n

is

referred to as the sage who was the author of the Shiksu-sutra In

IV. 3. 11(X S A. special class of Bhiksug who studied that Sutra of

his were distinguished after him as the
" ParaSarlBah.

f * Paila

was a pupil of his whom he had given the BK Samhita. 6 This

word is shown to be both a Gotra and a Yuvan word in the Sutras

II. 4. 59 and VL 1. 118.7 Vaiiampayana is a second pupil of his

to whom he had given the Kr&ria Yajurv^da Samhifa and he was

also the pupil whom he had taught the Bhttrafa SaJhhilu, which

enabled him to recite it at the court of Janamejaya during a great

sacrifice.
8 The works of his

*' Antevasins
?? have been referred

to in IV, 3. 104. 9 Sakalya, whose views on the method of reci-

tation of the Vedas are often referred to,
10 was

the^son
of Sail*

bharl, who had learnt the Bahvrca ( Bgveda) Samhfa from

*- H ^. 3*^H IS

l v. <*. ^^\ \\

ii %. B. %3o st

6 Bhagavata PurSna XII, 6.52; Pargifcer, Ancient Indian Historical

Tradition pp. 322-23.

7 q^rf^W ^. *. H^ ! *8WI *T lln *. ** II

BhS.Pa.XII.6.15-58;idiparran I. 57-58 ; FArgiter, AIHT r p. 321-23,

9 qFSTf^F^FWlf^WW H ** B. **** il

10 Panini I. 1. 16 ; VL 1. 127 ; VIII. 4, 51 etc,
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mitra t who bad received Its knowledge from Mandukeyat a grand

pupil of Paila through Indrapramit! in the line of teachers of the

said Samfaita, 1 Skalja is also shown to be a contemporary of

Adhisliuakrsns, Vfiskali, Sakapurna and Yajfiavalkya* II ( son, of

Brahmavafaa, not Vajasaneyin).* Saunaka referred to in IV. 3.

106' was tbe family name of an ancient line of sages, and the
personal name of one of the sages before whom the Mahabharata
or BhUrala is said to have been recited by Sufca, a contempo-
rary of Adhislrnakysna.

4
Lastly, Kanva is the reputed founder

of a Sakha of the white Yajurveda. 5 A Gotra named after him
is referred to in Panlni IV. 2, 111 6

, It is a well-known fact that
the White Yajurueda Safnhita was first compiled by Yajnavalkya
Vsjasaneyin or Devaratl, a contemporary of Satanika, the son
of Janamejaja III7 and Kanva and Madhyandlna from amongst
the pupils of Yajiia^alkya who founded 15 Sakhas of that Veda,
are said to hae heard ifc recited by

<s
Hari ( the Sun-god ) who

had entered the body of a horse." 8
Ifc is therefore clear that Panini

must have belonged to a generation later than tb at of the said
sage and his direct popils Kanva and Madhyandina. How much
later, the references to Sakalya above given, tell very convin-
cingly. Ifc must be the third generation from his, because Yajaa^
valkya Vajasaneyin was a contemporary of Satanika, the 98th in
descent from Manu Vaivasvata while' Ssfcalya was one of Adhi-

^ Bfa5u Pu. XIT. 6, 54-57. According to Pargiter ( AIHT, Pp. 322-23 )

Sakaiya was the eighth in descent fn.m Paila, a direct pupil of VySsa
According to the Bha. Pu. { XIL 6. 57 ) he had sub-divided the Sarhhita into
5 parts and taught one each to his 5 pupils, Vafcsya, Mudgala and others.

* Pargicer, AIHT, pp. 330-31.

- idipanran 1-V, particularly r. 1.19; IV, 1. 1. etc. ; Pargiter, AIHT,
S *ill.,

5 Bh5. Pu. XII. 7. 74.

T
^l

re
;:
rence is enough * show ^at the opinion of GoldstuofcerconSrined by Thieume ( P^ini and the Veda, p. 74 ) cited by Dr. sIsS

( Lectures oa Patafljah's Mahahhasya, Vol. I, p. XZVIII ) that PBnini had
be 'true and

Pargiter, AIHT, pp. 330-31. 8 Bhs< pu Xlr



and

slmakrsna, the 100th in descent from the said progenitor1
. Tim

'Hulyakalafcva>'( being of fche same age ) of Yajnayalkya, spoken
of by Katyayana in his Varfctika on IV.3.1Q5E

must, in iew of
fche above, be understood to convey the idea that he was not rela-
tively to Panini so old a sage as to deserve to be included in the
category of the ''Parana" Rsis.

4, The above references justify the inference that Panini mint
necessarily have been aware of the division of the Veda into four
Saihhitas, of the existence of soma of the Brahmanas at least* they
being of the nature of commentaries on the Samhitas, some of tbe
old Upani$ads and the Kalpasutras, which served to act as guides
In the use of fche Mantras of the SamhitSs at sacrifices, and also
of the Institution of the Vedic "Caranas^presidediover by JLc&ryas
where the Vedas were taught along with their Angas to pupils
who observed celibacy* When his work is examined from that

standpoint, the Sutras below-mentioned3
prove that to be a fact*

5. Nay more. The mention of the JBhiksusulra and even the

Natasutra in IV .3,110 as works of ancient writers goes to show-

that the composition of non-Vedic works in the Siitra style, which
are included in the works of the "Smrti" class as opposed to those

of the "Sruti" class, . e> 9 works composed by the scholars (Sistas)

who lived in the Aryavarta,* had commenced a fairly long time

prior to the time of PaninL Again the mention of the first and
of

c*Dharma" with reference to the
f f

Caranas? * in IV. 2* 46, of a
"Brahmacarin" in VL 3* 86, of the schools of the KalEpas*

Kathakas, Carakas, Chandogas and KSnvas in the various other

sutras and of the "Maskarins" as the synonym of the
"

1 Pargiter, AIHT, pp. 330-3L

T^^if u y
. 5. iH H

II

This excludes the Satapatha Brahma^a.
S I. 2. 39; 4. 29, 79 ; II. 4. 63 ; IV. 2. 46, 66 ; 3. 69, 105, 107, 126, 129 ; 4. 107 ;

V. 1. 62, 72 ; 2. 59 ; VI. 1. 71; 3. 86, 113; VIII. 1, 108; 4. 52. The remark of

Patanjali ^%%^qrrT^ fT? 5TF^ H as to the AstSdhySyi ( MahEbhEsya OB

VI. 3. 14 ) Is thus found to be completely well-founded-
4

Saatri, op. cit, pp. XIV-XV ; BaudhSyana Dharmasutm I 1. 2* 10,

14 I Annali, B. O, B. l^ )
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fskas*' in VL1.154 1

point to there having been established" fixed

orders of Brahmacarins and Sannyasins and definite rules of

conduct having: been framed and caused to be observed in the

Caracas and in the society at large. It is also possible that some

of these works had been committed to writing because there is.a

reference to a 4

*Lipi" in III. 2. 21. The references to "Bhasa" in

VIII* 2. 98 and to "Sloka" in III.1.25 and III.2.2S show that the

popular language at least in the Madhyadesa was somewhat

different from Vedic and that ballads and didactic songs in Slokas

may have been current in society prior to the time of the gramma'
rian. Most probably the JBharata Sathhila in a skilfully woven

tezture made out of such loose threads of narratives, songs etc.

This must haTe been done a fairly long time before that of Panini

III. Bhagavadgit an essential part of that Samhita.

B* When the Bhagamdglta is viewed as a whole it appears to

have been composed specially for dissuading people from throw-

Ing off the social restrictions incidental to a family life and

rasorting to a solitary place for one's spiritual elevation. Even in

the $amfiparvan* the foundation of the teaching of Bajadharma,
JLpaddharma and Moksadharma to Yudhisthira is laid on abasia

similar to that in the G-ita, namely, that Yudhisthira was incli-

ned to give up the kingdom as it had been won after killing seve-

ral elderly and younger relations and friends and to resort to a

solitary place for the expiration of the sin involved in doing so.-

The difference between the nature of the exposition made in both of

the IJpanifads of the earliest group it is the Brhada~ranyaka
which speaks of a sag, Yajnavlkya, having formally renounced the world
after having initiated his wife Maitreyl into the Adhyatmavidya; ( IV. 5. 15 ).

Next to it comes probably the Jabala, which purports to record the rules on
the subject of Sanny&sa as the fourth JLsrama, promulgated by YSjnavalkya
himself. There are several other later Upanisads dealing with that subject
such as the 5rui?iika Faramahamsa, Nirvana, Turlyatlta, Sannyasa, Parama-
hamsa-Parivrljaka* Avadhuta and others. The Mahabharata ( XII, 3. 46.

16-20 ) refers to a special treatise, a Tyaga^astra^ composed for the guidance
of the Bhallavlns known by the name of Samydgavadha. This is most
probably a work subsequent to the Upanisads. The Paramahamsas are those

recluses,who are not bound by any of the rules of the order prescribed by the
Blatra on VarnSsrama Bharma,
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them Is that while in the Oita it is only the principles that are

enunciated, in the &Untiparvan they are elaborately discusser!

Illustrated.
1 According to a statement in the JLdipxrcan*' V\asa

had composed the Bharaia Samhita after the three sons begotten

by him on the widows of Viclfcravlrya* had died* which means

even after Dhrtarastra and Vidura, who were staying with the

P,ndavas after Yudhisthlra's coronation,, had died. object

in composing it was to supply a book of guidance to the men and

women who could not study the Yedas, the primary source of

Dharma. 2 It is therefore described as an Upaoisad4 and the

Krsna-Veda. 5 It being in the form of the narration of a dialogue

and the middle age life of Krsna being largely intertwined with

that of the Pandavas, the principal dramalis pertatuB in war were

made use of therein as the types of men and women who were fife

to impart and to receive or resent tke teaching embodied therein.

It is therefore idle to consider in connection with the

gtta the question whether a conversation of such length as exten-

ding over about 650 verses could have been shown by the poet to

have taken place on the battlefield on the eve of the commeGCe-

ment of operations, and to come to the conclusion that
**
in all

probability the original epic included only a very short dialogue

between Arjuna and the hero and charioteer (not the god)

Krgl?a
5 rrhe only explanation can be that the poet-teacher

thought in his wisdom that the said was the right place and

occasion for expounding the teaching contained therein. The

same may be said of the teaching contained in the

Both before and after the battle, the principal characters ar over-

powered by a feeling of despondency andin the GSta, Krsna alone,

as was appropriate to the occasion, and in the SSntfpowm, Biilama

Krsna and Vyasa come to their rescue and save them from aban*

donlns the tasks before them by advising them to P^^^
i This is also the view of Lok. Tilak expressed in Ms Ottfr-Bahasg* at

p. 518 of the 1915 edition.

*

Op
1P

oit

Va
i91-210. *TMs is borne out by the Bhaga^adgitS having

promised the' attainment of the highest state *r by women and fed*.

flX 3) and recommended that even one who w*s the moafcmi.behaTed .himld

--- ) " 1" u<1* I
-.-

Winternitz, HIL.,, Vol. I. p. 437.
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in a spirit of service to the Almighty Instead of in that of egoism

and selfish ness.

7* Moreover the main topics dealt with in the original

JSharata Samhita BB a whole containing 24,000 verses were (1) a

detailed history of the Kuru dynasty, (2) the devotion to Dharma
of GtndharJ, (3) the mature wisdom of Vidiira, (4) the fortitude

of KuntI, (5) the spiritual and moral greatness ( Mahatmya ) of

V&sudeva and (6 ) the adherence to the principles of right conduct

( Satyadharinata ) of the Pandavas 1
. The fifth topic shows that

Krsna had been looked upon as an Avatara by the poet and several

of bis contemporaries and that the narration of how he behaved

and advised others to behave on critical occasions must have, from

the first* formed a part of the original Samhita, Without it the

Sathhlt would not have been acknowledged as the fifth Veda,
which It has been even In one of the older Upanisads

2
. As stated

above It claims to be an TJpanisad, a secret doctrine. How could

It be so without the Incorporation of the **Guhya
7

\ "Guhyatara"
and **Guhyatama

?>

teachings contained in the Gita? which have
earned for that work too the title of the Bhagavadgitopanisadah* ?

And these teachings have been so moulded as to be comprehensible
even to the unsophisticated. It is they and the manner of their

presentation
5
, not the philosophical exposition in that work, which

had attracted the attention of the European Scholars and induced
them to assign to It a place in ths world-literature on a par with
the Bible.

8. It Is wrong to say, as many Indians even da, that it is an
Uplkhyana ( subsidiary episode ) in the Bharata Samhita and as

Btich could have been subsequently added. An Upakhyana is a
story in which the characters must be different from those in the

original work though narrated by one of the latter to another,

* idiparvan I. 59-61. * Chandogya Upanisad VII. 2.
8 Bfaa* GI. XL 1 ; XVIII, 68, 75 ; XVIII. 63 ; XV. SO,
* This topic will be found elaborately dealt with in my paper on the" Probable Sources of the BhagavadgitS

*

( JJRI, Vol, IV, Pts. 34-4, p . 287.)
* Mark that throughout the work there is no statement containing a

refe*enoe to the Advaita doctrine of the illusory nature of the worldly
phenomena. The * Divine MSyS "

in VII 14-15 is the "
Gui^amayi

which causes " Moha "
( delusion ).
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such for instance as the Nalakhylna* SatyaYan-Savitrl Akhyana,
Sanat-sujatlya, Uparicarakhyana and so oa la the Bhag'ivadgittt f

except Dhrtarastra, Saiiijaya, Arjuna an4 Krsna as Bhsgavan
there is no other speaker or hearer.

IV. Its structure not inconsistent with its being the work </ n

pre-Paninian author.

9. Now, If it was a part of the BKantta Santhita as composed
by Veda Vyasa, whom I have shown to be a pre-Pantnian author,
its structure, i. e. to say> its prosody and grammatical construc-
tion and the use of words and turns of expression and also the

metaphors therein must be "very simple indeed and free from
inconvenient conventional rules laid down in the work of Panini
and his contemporaries.

9 A. Thereout as for the metres made us in thtse works they
are short and sweet. Speaking particularly of this work* out of the

700 stanzas in the vulgate, 645 are found to have been composed
in the Anustubh or Sloka metre. This and some others, weref

according to Madhusudana SarasvatI 5 known as the ** Laukika "

metres and were modifications of the Vedic metres, &nustubb f

Tristubh and others* made in order to suit the composition of the

Ttihasa and Parana works* That leaves only 55 stanaas in other

metres* Thereout 51 are in either Indravajra or Upendravajra, both

modifications of the Vedic Tristubh, consisting of 4 lines of 11

syllables each, differing only in the arrangement of the Ganas

{ syllabic feet ). The remaining 4 are of the mixed type called TJpa-

jatL Three of them2 have 3 lines of 11 syllables eaoh and 1

of 12. The fourth has two lines of 11 syllables and two of 13*
s

10. In this respect the Bhagavadgita falls in the same class

as not only the Mahabharata but also the Arthasmtra of Kauti*

lya
4 and some of the Upanisads of the early and middle periods

l Divanji's edition of the Prasthanabheda with a Gujan*ti translation,

notes, Introduction etc., p. 30.

a These are: IT. 29. (11, 12, 11* 11), VIII, 10 (11, 11, 11, 12) and X.V* 3

8 This is II. 6. ,

4 The metres found in the verse interspersed between prose passages in

the Siltra style in the Arthasastra are the Antistubh, Indra^ajrS, Upendra-

vajra" ( Trbfendrum edition, p. 70 }> UpaJSii (Ibid p. 73), IndravajrS again

( Ibid p. 74 ) and UpajStI again ( Ibid pp. 365-66 )*
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as the l$a, Kena, Katha, ^uetasvaiara, Mundaka and

Prnsua.

11. As for grammatical Irregularities, Lok. Tilak has in the

Ctitti'-Rtihatfya
! noted some instances of archaic uses of some of

the words used and of some of IJn-Paninlan Samdhis occurring

in the work. Those of the first are ; "Anta" in II. 16, "Bhasa" in

the sense of Laksanas in II, 54, "Brahman" in the sense of Prakrti

in XIV, 3,
**

Yoga
* ?

in the sesse of Karma-Yoga ( at places not

specified ) and the use of the expletive
" ha " In II. 9. Those of

the latter are :

ft Namaskrtva "
in XL 35,

"
Sakya aham "

in

XL 48 and
" Senanlnamaham Skandah,

"
(a wrong use of the

genitive case-inflexion ) in X. 24. These instances can be easily

increased by the addition of the following ones namely :
*

4S Tva" (IL 2 and XVIII. 66 in the vnlgate, IL 7, XL
19, 21 and 32 in the Kasmlr recension )

"
Niraslrbandhatsah "

( II. 48 ) and
"
Bhogai&varyagatlh. ( IL 48 ), both in the Kamlr

recension,
* s

Vrajeta kim "
in the sense of

" Katharh gacchet
"

( IL 53 ),

" Atho "
( IV. 35 ),

"
Yogaih

"
in the sense of

"
Yogibhit" (V. 5),

uSukhamn in the sense of "Sukhena" (V. 3, 13),
u Yatra kEle

"
in the sense of

ct Yasmin kale M
( VIIL 23 ),

s< Avasam M in the sense of
** Asvatantram n

( IX. 8 ),
"
Attha,

"

an unusual form of
" Bru "

or
"
Ah,

"
( XL 3 ),

"
Prasadaye

"
in

the sense of
" Prasadarthe prarthaye

"
( XL 54),

"
Sarvatalipani-

pftdftntsm
n In the Kasmlr recension ( XIII. 13 ),

u
Dhisthitath ?>

in place of
" Adhisthitam ( XIIL 17 ). "Ahetukam" in the Kasmlr

recension (XVI.8),
"
Anekacittavibhrantah ", where "

citta
" means

*
Oitta vrfcti *\ ( XVI. 16 ),

u Nibodha me "
( XVIII. 13, 50 )

and **
iSrunu me "

( XVIIL 36 ), where "me" is used in the sense
of

"
from me "t

(i

Bahulayasam
"

( XVIIL 24 ), wherein an adje-
ctive and a noun are compounded together and used in the sense
of "Bafaulayasena", and ciKIeabahulam? *

in the Kasfmlr recension
( XVIIL 24 X Additional instances of irregular uses of tenses can
be shown to be ; those of "Gantasi" (II. 52 \ and "

Jefcasi
"

( XL 34 X Irregular Samdhis are further found in
** He safcheti

"

(XL41X "PriySytehBsi" (XL44), "Aparasparasambhutam" (XVL8)
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and "Namaskuru* ?

( XVIII. 65 ). A. case of elliptical construction
is found in XVIL1A Saihkara and his followers finding a difficulty
in construing the sentence understand a

tu" in the sense of

Avasthanam s
the word * 4

Nistha *\ which Is a noun in the nomi-
native case, to have been used In the eense of "Msthlyalt** and
uka?? in that of

* :

kirix
j

*. These instances are picked up from my
Critical Word-Index. If the text itself is scanned perhaps many
more may be found. These are, however, enough to demonstrate
the pre-Paninian character of the work.

12. The same conclusion is borne out by the different ta

which the philosophical terms like
** Atman t

** u Brahman "
f

"Buddhi," "Saihkhya/' "Yoga," "Jfiana" etc. and their

derivatives and even the roots like
"
Yuj

??
are put in this work* f

This topic is so comprehensive and vast that separate papers ara

required to be written on the relation between this work and the

standard works on the Samkhya* Yoga and Vedaata systems of

philosophy. On that of the
**

Bhagavadglta and the Samkhya
Philosophy

"
I already read one paper at the session of the I. P.

Congress at Bombay in December 1948, One on the
**

Bhagavad-

glta and Yoga philosophy
"

is half-finished while that on the
**

Bhagvadglta and the Ved&nta Philosophy
n

is only under con-

templation. The conclusion which is drawn in the first map-

tioned paper and is likely to be common to the two others is that

there is sufficient evidence, internal and external, as to the CKta

having been composed at a time much earlier than that in which

the standard works on the three systems were composed, This
1

conclusion does not deserve to be much emphasised here because

even in Panini's grammar many philosophical terms are found to

have been used in their etymological senses and none is found to

: 11 i*. i n

3 EL g. the word ** JLtman "
is used in VI. 5-7 in the sense of the ss JIT& "

or the empirical self in the ccmpouad *' YatacittlEtmS '\ in "VI. 10 in the sans

of the sense-organs, in the compounds
" tmavluddhaye

n and ** Pra~

in VI. 12-14 in. the sense of the Antahkaraija, and in the verse

I%=?TCT etc. ( VL 20 ) in the senses of the self as objectified in the state

of trance and the Antahkarana. The word ** Brahman " has been used in the

sense of the "Aksara** in IV. $4, in that of the ** Savi^eaa-Brahman **

in

VJU. 34, in that of the M Prakrti
"
in XIV, 3-4 and so on^
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have been used la Its secondary technical sense. *
It should only

be noted that on the first point the Bhagavadgita is on a par with
the AqtUdhyayi and that one of its peculiarities is that it contains
too oianj new words and phrases specially coined from familiar
words for expressing unfamiliar philosophical ideas by the gram*
matieal devices of forming: Nan compounds by prefixing

" A "
or

** An " and the rhetoric device of equating or comparing metaphy*
slcal ide^s to coijerete objects.

2

13. This brings us to the question of the similes and meta*
phors made use of therein. Their number is found to be so large
that I cannot explain here exhaustively what are the unfamiliar
objects or ideas to be made familiar and what are the familiar
objects through which they are sought to be made familiar. I
therefore cite below g the chapters and verses in which they are
found to occur and make the general remark which had suggested
itself to me on a close scrutiny of those figures of speech, namely
thafc the author shows thereby a greater familiarity of himself
and the people of his age with the Vedic religion and its pantheon,
its mode of worship by sacrifices and the notions of Punya and
Pipa and Svarga and Naraka, than with the Pauranic religion,
wherein the worship of the idols of Brahma, Visnu, Rudra and
iditya predominates, and with the ordinary actions in which a
Rr&hmana and a Ksatriya used to be engaged. To cite a few
examples, the necessity to suppress the desire for enjoyment of the

1 See for example the use of t^e word "Yoga "
in I. 2. 55 and V 1 102" Yukta "

In I. 2, 51 and VL 2. 81,
- Buddhi "in L 4. 52,

" Atman "
in III

"

1 8*
V. 1. 9, aad VI. 3. 6; 4. 141, 169,

- Brahman "
in III. 2. 87, Pnrusa "

in III 4
43 ; IF. 1. 24; V. 1. 10; 2. 38; 4. 56 and VI. 2. 190,

' Bhakta "
( meaning food "or

a regularly fed servant) in IV. 4. 68 and VL 2. 71,
"
Jyotis "( meaning a

beavenly bcdy ) in VI. 3. 84 etc,

See for example Aklrti "
( XVI. 2), Akusala "

(XVIII 10)
"AkrtStman" ( XV. 11 ), Akrtsnarit ( III. 29 ),

- Akrodha ' (XVI *

'

"Acetaa" (III. 32; XV. 11, XVII. 6), Atafctvarthavat " (XVIII 22)^
Atapaska -

( XVIII. 67 ) f Adrstapurva ( XL 45 ),
< Ananyabhak ''

( IX
30), "AnabhifYa&ga" ( XIII. 9 ), Anabfaisneha "

(11.57), Ayasa "

( X 5 ) etc.

* I. 1 ; II. 22, 32, 46, 58, 69, 70 ; III. 16, 23, 37. 38, 39 - IV 11 19 24-30 Sfi
. 42 ; V. 10, 13, 16 ; VI. 8. !9, 24, 34, 38 , VII. 7 ; ir. 6, 15 X l'- XI 2 12 17

W, 28, 29 ; XIII. 32, 33 ; XV. 1-3, 8) 10 ; XVI. 21, 22 ; xW fs, .^
"'
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gense^objects is emphasised by saying that all desires must Im

merged in the self just as all the waters are merged in the

( 11.70 ), further, desire is personified and called a voracious

and to he insatiable like fire ( III.37.S9 ), the human soul is

said to have been enveloped by ignorance, as fire Is by smokft, a

mirror by dirt, a foetus by a skin-bag: ( 111,38 X one is advised not

to worry about the event of death because It means only a change

of clothing ( IL22 ), one's intellect Is said to have become steady

wh@n the senses are made to quit their habit of fanning

objects and to be drawn inwards to the self as a tortoise draws In

its limbs ( 11,58 ) the human body is called a town with Bine gates

( V.13 )f restraint of each* the mind, the senses and the vital

breath, is compared to a sacrifice ( IV, 24-30 } and so on* Owing
to the various effects knowledge has on the human mind it Is

compared with numerous familiar objects such as a boat (IV. 36}t

fire (IV. 37), a sword ( IV. 42 ), a sacrifice ( IV. 19 ; IX. 15,

XVIII. 70), a lamp (X. 11) and an additional eye (XV. 10).

Similarly, the sun and Its light, the sky, the wind* a lotus-leaf,

a tree, a thread passing through several beads, a destructive

weapon and other things have been pressed Into service either for

drawing comparisons or fcr identification*

14. The social organisation also to which references are found

in the Q-lta
1

puts it in a line with the RgvedoP rather than with

the Dharmasastra, because whereas the four Vrnas are, the four

orders are not, referred to therein. True, there are references to

" Brahmacarya3 " and " Brahmacarl-vrata
4
,

" but they are refer-

red to as a kind of Tapas and as an aid to the realisation of the

Highest Essence, not as an Asrama. Similarly* there are frequent

references to
*<
Sannyasa

" and
u
Sanoj tains.

"_
But the word

"Sannyasa" is never used in the sense of an Asrsraa, s Even

when it is compounded with either
* Karman * or

" Yoga
"

it has

* IV. 13 and XVIII. 41-47.

* Purusasukta, Bg. X. 90.

S VIII. 11 ;
XVII. 14.

5 lee Entries Nos. 343G-38 in Ft. IA of the Critical Wvrd-Indx

Divanji.

15 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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an etymological meaning, The same is the case when the word
**
SaunySsin

"
Is compouded with the words "Nitya" and

"

V, Concluding Remarks

15* The conclusions that can thus be arrived at on a critical

lamination of the materials collected together in this paper are

that there are numerous references in the Astadhjay! furnishing
tinmistakeable proof of its author being aware of the existence of

the original Bharata S&rtthita composed by the same sage who had

arranged the Vedic Sathhitan, of the Vedic traditions current in

the Caranas founded by his pupils and grandpupils and their

successors upto the time of Adhislmakrsna of Hasfcinapura, the 6th

in descent from the Pandava Arjuua, the principal hero on the

P&ndava side in the Bharata war and the pupil to whom the teach-

ing in the Bhagwdglta has been imparted, and of the Vedic and
post-Vedic literatures that had come into being- till then, that the

Skagvadgita must have been a part of the original Bharata Sam-
hila and that there is nothing in its prosody, grammar, use of

philosophical terms and metaphors and in the picture of social

life of the age presented by it which militates against its being
the work of the pre-PSninian author, Veda Vyasa, and therefore

a work of the early Smrfci period which preceded the commence-
ment of the Sutra period. The question whether it has retained
the same form throughout deserves to have a separate paper
devoted to it.

2

I Bee Ibid entries No. 970-72 in Part IIA,
This question has now been dealt with by me at considerable length in

my contribution to the Fotdar Commemoration Volume, entitled " Was
tljere an Original Shorter Gits,

** which is boing printed,



DATE OF SRIDHARASVAMIN, AUTHOR OF THE

COMMENTARIES ON THE BHAGAVATA
PURANA AND OTHER WORKS
( Between C, A. D a 1350 and 1450 )

BY

P. K. GODE

During the course of my studies in Indian literary history my
attention was directed to the date of Srldharasvamin, the author of

the popular Sanskrit commentary on the JBbagaz'atapuratja and

other works. In this connection I consulted a Marathi book called the

JBh&gavat&daria by Mr. Kolhatkar, who states on p. 494 of his book

that the date of Srldharasv&mi is not certain* In view of this

statement I began to collect some data on the problem of Srldhara-

svami*s date for the purpose of clarifying the present doubts and

uncertainties about this date. The notes gathered by me so far are

recorded in this paper with my tentative conclusion about this date

within the limits of the data discovered by me,

( i ) J. N. Farquhar in his Outline of Religious Literature of India

( Oxford, 1920 ) refers to Sridhara's date as follows:-

Page 231 *-
** Sndhara SvamI, the author of the most famous

commentary on it ( JBbagavMa ), who prdmbly
lived about A. D+ 1400*

"

Page 239 J3h&gavatabMsya of Visnusvaml is referred to by

Sridharasvamin in his comment on Sb^gavala
P.-I. 7.

Page 269 Devi JBbdgavata is prior to
* c ^rldhara who lived

about A. D. 1400.
"

Page 297 Probably about A. D. 1400, Sridharasvami, Mahant

of the Samkarite monastery, Govardhana in Purl,

wrote a commentary on the Bb&ga<wta P He

begins his commentary with the distinct state-

ment that the great Pur&va was not written by
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VOPADEVA ... Srldhara wrote at a time consider-

ably later than A. D. 1300, when Vopadeva
flourished.

3>

Sridhara's commentary was well-

known by the end of the I5th century.

Page }oS Cattanya read JBhdgavata with Srldhara's commentary.

Page j)$ Bliatta Nllakanfha, the author of Jilaka commen-

tary on the Dtvl Bh&gavata calls himself a disciple

of Srldhara. As Sridhara flourished about A. D.

1400 Nllakantha may belong to the I5th or the

1 6th century.

( 2 ) Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogorum makes the follow-

ing entries about Srldharasv&min and his works:-

C. C. I, p. 66$
i

9fhnft?rftra[ pupil of Paramananda :

( i ) *nnrs!hcr

( 3 )

( 4 ) flrsgrentfT srHpr BTTrHST^r^T.
4 He used the commen-

tary of

( 5 ) ^?f3r% vfasr from his comm. on the

1 CO I, 3U8-3Q8 :?n%4r by ^NT^fR^ 10. 184, 286 W. p. 105, 108.
Oxf. 2a. Paris ( D 6). Khn. 24. K. 34. B. 2. 58, Report XXVII, ( 5^(%ft )
Ben. 72. 78. Tub. 16. 20 Radh. 5. Oudh, XV. 16. Burnell 186a. Bhk, 30. Bhr.'
254* 255. Bonn. 123. Opperfc 2308, 7516. II, 3138. 5447. 6658. 7543. 8291.

CO II, sc* - BL. 181. FL 423. Gov. Or. Lib. Madras. 23. Hz, 81. 407 457
494 575, 10. 286. 549. 846. 1577 A. 1910, 2070. 2147. 2387. 2764 2803 Oudh
XX, 22. 24. XXII, 56. Stein 194.

'

CO 111, 85 A 163. As p. 127. Or. Cs. 4. 92. 93. 95. 96. 100. IQ 286 549
846 ( till 3, 18 ). 1577 A ( till 4, 25 ). 2070. 3147. 2387. 2764. 2803. Lz. 145. 146.
148. 149, 150. 151 ( these both in a further recension). Whish 40.

g CO I, 893
^nwfirfr^TTffl^R by an'cTTT^nf BP. 273,

8 CO I. 402 - TOrf??fi*1 by dfamrfiq; ( numerous MSS Commentary
on fl. ^ifart by %?Ff?W called W. fr. ^Tfsffofr quoted by him in 3Tf^nCTqlr3whieh is a modern law book called after 3}f^n, wife of Kharujerao ( Holkar ).

OC1, 991 3TFWr*FT$T or OTWRT by ^T^TiH^ ( References : India
Office, Weber, Oxford, Bikaner, Burmil, Oppert).
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( 6 ) ^3TitfH ( Printed in Haberlin, p. 519 ).

( 7 ) Some verses of his are given in rermfi ^ oi *OT-

( S ) qsfrsr sr^Titr^T-sfiuc-sfi^r (?) Oppcrt II 4714,
C. C. II, 1 60 ( 9 ) ^fr^smfr^qrw srraiirfafir ( BL. 201 >.

See C. C. II, 165.

( 3 ) If Sridhara used the commentary on l'

r

ii(iupuru*f d by
Ciisukha as stated in the above entries he must be later than Cit-

sukha 1

. Sridhara must be earlier than ROpagosvamin, who quoub
some verses of Sridhara in his PadyamlL Citsukha is said to have

flourished between A.D. 1220 and 1284-. If this date for Citsukha is

correct \ve are warranted in fixing C. A. D. 1200 as the earlier ter-

minus to the date of Sndhara. In this connection Dr. S. K. De
observes:-

" As Sndhara refers to Vopadeva, he could not ha f

;e

been earlier than 1300 A. D.
"

This view of Dr. De is in harmony
with the statement of Amarnath Ray ! who states in one of his

articles that Sridhara is a
tf

late 14^3 or early i$th century teacher ?
3 *

( 4 ) The later limit to the date of Sridhara can be fixed defi-

nitely on the strength of some dated MSS of Sridhara^ works

noted below:

( i ) The Catalogue of Anup Sanskrit Library, ( Bikaner, 1944 )

records the following MSS of Srldhara's commentaries dated

A. D. 1516 and i j<?2:

Page 96 General No. 94 T%^STTO^T ( ^sr^rsp- ) by

OTftrat* folios 43, dated bwhvat ijjj (A.D*
owner

l -Yaiiisidhard, author of Bhavarthadrpika ( Venkatesvara Press I informs

us that the commentary on the Bhagavata by Sndhara was preceded by
^

that

of Citsukha (Vide Poona Orientalist, Vol. I> No. 2, p. 65 Review of rw*i-

kalpalata by Dr. H. Sharma )* If Vamsldiiara's statement is correct ifc

supports Aufrecht's entry about the posteriority of grfdhara to Citsukha.

According to Vamsldhara two other commentaries on the Bhagavata by

Samkara and Hanumat respectively preceded Srldhara's commentary,

* See p. 278 of Journal of Mythic Society, January 1934.

8 See p. 13 of Vaisnava Faith and Movement in Bengal by S, K. De.

* See p. 168 of Vol XIV of Annals ( B. O. R. Institute ) article of

Amarnath Bay on "
Vignjatvamin Riddle.

**
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pll;:
,

y/
_ General No. 29 w*rsrcr-R?rs?T<ir-arfaT (

by m^^irHg; dated Sanwat 1639 ( A. D. 1582 )

folios 117 owner Anupasirnha.

( ii ) Catalogue of Nep&l Manuscripts by A* P. Sastri and Cecil

Bendall ( Calcutta, 1905 ) records MSS of

Sndhara's commentary on the Bhtigarata dated

A. D. ijii and JJ<?o as will be seen from the

following extract:-

Prelace p. H C

wm^TcrsT^r. p. 28, No. 934 ; and p. 91, No. 14
**f of the new collection. The first is Sridhara's commentary copied
in Maithila character in La, Sam. 472 (

= A.D. ijpo ) byNarayana
at Korcni in Mithila. The second also was copied in the same
character by Raghnpati at the village Poari in La. Sam. jyj
(
= A. D* jjzj ). It contains the commentary on the eleventh

and twelfth Skandhas only.
?J

It is clear from the above evidence that there are MSS of
Srldhara's commentaries dated d. D. /jir, iji6, jj<?2 and ijyo.
This evidence enables us to fix A. D. 1500 as the later htrnt to

Srtdhara's date. This limit can be pushed back still further on the
basis of further evidence to follow.

( 5 ) Visnupuri of Tirhut was one of the early inspirers of the
Bhakti movement in Bengal. He followed the tradition of Sridhara
which he directly acknowledges in the closing verse of his work

This verse 2 reads as follows:_

Caitanya himself possessed the highest veneration for Sridhara
and on one occasion he is said to have repudiated a commentary on
tfie Gm on the ground that it departed from Srldhara's interpret*
lion.' Kavi Karnapura, who flourished much earlier than the

s-

p. xi of Intro, to Padtfavati*
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period of Caitanya mentions Visnupurl as a predecessor according

to Dr. S K. De 1
. We thus get the following series of authors from

Sridhara onwards:-

(later than A.0.1300) (A.0.1350-1400) ^.0.1485-1527)

( 6 ) Rupagosvamln 5 disciple of Caitanya^ who flourished hti^ien

A*D* 1495' and 15jo ( p, liii of Intro, to Pady&vali ed. by S. K. De )

quotes some verses of Sridharasvamin in his Padyavali { p. 669 of

Part I of Cata. Caialogorum by Aufrecht ). This evidence would

justify us in pushing back the later limit to the date of Sndhara-

svamiii to about A. D. 1450. We have already referred to the

priority of Sridhara to Caitanya, who was born In A. D. 1485.

( 7 ) Laksmanabhatta in his commentary on the Nai$adb&

refers to Sridhara's commentary on the Bbtlgamia as follows:

Folio 9 A of MS No. 714 of 1886-92

" **& ^T^^iHig \\

"

Laksmanabhatta flourished between A. D, 1431 and 1730 as I have

shown in my paper^ on this author.

( 8 ) Vaidya Mahadeva in his commentary on Suiruta (Baroda

Oriental Institute MS No. 6041 ) quotes Bh&gavata and refers to

Sridhara:

1 Vide p. 231 of PadyUvaU.
* Vide Faraufcar's Outline etc., Page 80% ** Vis^upurl who belonged to

Tirhut probably lived in the 2nd half of the 14th century" Page 37&

BhaktiratnavaU of Visrtupurl, about A. D. 1400, Vide also Glassenapp's

Madhva Philosophie des Yi&iu Glaubens [ Bonn and Iiipgs 1928, p. 61 Ha

is wrongly called a Madhva ascetic in thes works J. ( I owe this reference

to Dr. S. K. De).

According to Duff's chronology (p. 264) Caitanya was born in A. P.

1485 According to Burgess* Chronology of Modern India < p. fcl ) Caitanya

died in A D 1527. According to Farquhar ( Outline, etc. p. 308 ) Caitanya

passed away in 1533.
- According to Dr. De { p. xvii of PadyUvaU Intro. |.

Caitanya was born in February IMS A. D. and died in June-July 1*83

*

yide pp. 312-314 of Calcutta Oriental Journal, Vol. II { 1935 ).
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*ft* ift sfliisrd* 11
"

( 9 ) Rauiarsi in his commentary on the Nalodaya Kavya
called the YamaJtabodhinl composed In A. D. 1608 refers to Srldhara

and his commentary on the Bkagavata as follows in verse 5 at the

end of MS No. 411 of 1887-91 in the Govt. MSS Library at the

B f O. R* Institute ( p. 374 of Catalogue of Kavya MSS5 Vol. XIII,

Part I, 1940 )
:

Ramarst compares his father Vrddhavyasa to Srldhara in the

exposition of the Bb&gavata in verse 5 which reads as follows :

u
"

( 10 ) An illustrated MS. of the Hbdgavata with Sridhara's

commentary ( No. 61 oj ijoj-ijis in the Govt. MSS Library at the

B. CX R. Institute, Poona ) is dated Satfwat 170$ ( A. D. 1648,

Thursday, loth August ).
2

( 1 1 ) Another MS of the Bhdgavata with Sridhara's commen-
tary ( No. 435 F of Vis I in the Govt, MSS Library at the B. CX R,
Institute ) is dated Samvat 1612 ( = A. D. 1556 )* This date is in

harmony with the dates A. D. ijii (Nepal MS) and /5i
( Bikaner MS ) already recorded by me while dealing with the

dated MSS of Stidhara's commentary on the Bh&gavata copied
in the i6th century.

( 12 ) Dr. P. V. Kane? refers to one "
sftarenfrq mentioned

by *greFT in ccwwfhwr ( Vol. II, p. 25 ), in ^OTWTsr ( Vol. I,

p. 820, as the author of a ;flrg^r?T
"

). According to Dr. Kane
Raghunandana the author of q-^r^^frciT^ flourished between A. D.
i4$andi5TQ (seep.4i9 of VoIJ of History ofDharmaSastra^i^o). If

this Sridharasvamin is identical with his name-sake, the commentator
of the Bbagavata etc. we get A, D. 1490 as the later terminus to
the date of Srldharasvamin, which harmonises with his priority to

Caitanya ( born A. D. 1485 ) as noted by me already in this

paper,

1 When I took down this quotation fifteen years ago from the Baroda MS
I forgot to note the 'exact number of the folio on which this quotation
is found*

3 Vide my paper on this MS in New Indian Antiquary, Vol. I ( 1938)
July, pp. 249-&5S.

<* Vide p. 75$ of History of Dharmq&$tra9 Foona, 1930.
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( 13 ) There are in the Govt. MSS Library at the B. O, R.
Institute, Poona, the following dated MSS of SrldharasvSmin's

commentary called the Subodbini on the

( i ) No. 164 of 1891-95 dated Sanivat 1762 ( = A. D. 1706 )

(ii) No. 2$s of 1882-83 dated Sathvat 174$ ( = A. D. i68y )

(iii) No. 60 of 1902-07 dated &aka 1696 ( = A. D. 177.1 )

(iv) No. 16} of 1891-9$ dated Sathval 185$ ( = A. D. 1797 )

(v) No. 425 of 1875-76 Paper MS, fragmentary and worn out,

in Sarada characters.

This MS contains the following stanza giving the date of the

copying of the MS at the end:

The chronogram in this verse needs to be interpreted. Pandit

Visvanatha Sastri of the Mahabharata Department of the B. O. R.

Institute interprets
"

Ti*nfg%
**

as meaning the year "1432^
according to the " ^^^mf^

"
system of calculation. The consananu

in the expression
cc
wmftfe

'" are shown below with their numerical

values:-

Reversing the numbers 2,, 3, 4, i we get 1432 as the year indi-

cated by the expression
e *

^pnrrisra-
"

If this, calculation is correct

the date of the MS would be Vikramaditya Saka 1432 = A*D. *37&*

I hope that experts in Indian chronology would verify this calcula-

tion in the light of other details mentioned in the last three lines

of the stanza and see if it is correct.

On the strength of the data recorded above I am inclined to fix

up the date of Sridharasvamin between C.A*D. 1350 and

3.6 [ Annals, B, O. B. I. ]



THE BUDDHIST MANU OB THE PPOPAG&TIOR OF

HINDU LAW IN HINAYANIST INDOCHINA.*

BY

R, LINGAT

It Is a well known faofe that Hindu Law, L e, dharmasastras

law s has exercised a deep influence on the development of i

genous law in Burma, Siam, Cambodia and Laos, still visible in

their present legislation. In all these countries, the name of

Manu is associated, as in India* with the origin of the law.

This fact gives risa to a problem which has hitherto been left

unnoticed by historians of Hindu law. The prescriptions of the

dharmasastras are obligations of a religious character. They are

authoritative in India because Hindus see in them the expression
f a divine Law, which Manu revealed to the Great Sages who,

in their turn, have transmitted is to mankinds in order that men
might follow the way towards salvation. It is easy to understand
that these prescriptions have retained their value outside of India,
in countries where Indian civilization had brought brahmanical
traditions, In such Hinduized countries, it was natural that the
native rulers, whose education did not differ from that of Hindu
princes, were inspired by the precepts of the Sacred Books of
India to render justice. So, it is not surprising that local law
was constituted there little by little within Hindu frames, as may
be seen in Java and may be conjectured, through epigraphy, in

Champa and in ancient Cambodia. Intervention of Mahayanism
does not appear to have impeded this influence of Hindu Law,
for Mahayana, especially in outer India, is deeply tinged with
Hinduism. But, in countries, like those first mentioned, whera
Indian civilisation came or survived through the channel of Pali
Buddhism, it seems, at least prima fade, that such an influence
should have encountered an unsuperable barrier, Pali Buddhism
torn not recognize the authority of the Vedas, and admits them as

*
Translation of a Ffenoh paper read at thxXL Interzonal Con-

gress of Orientalists, Paris, 1948,
v *
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a source of secondary knowledge only. It also rejects the pri-

macy of the Brahmans. Virtue and Science, not; birtb, confer

Brahmanhood, Dharma is the Good Law preached by the Buddha.

This new Dharma alone, and not the rules of conduct prescribed

in the Brahmanical codes* will lead men to salvation. Conse-

quently, it seems that we should notice in those countries a com-

plete discontinuity or breaking off from the institutions la^s

of Brafemanical India. What could be the value for the Buddhfots

of the prescriptions of tlae dMfmasastras, the authority of which

rests finally in the Vedas ? Is it not, therefore, a paradoxical

that Burmese and Siamese lawst as well as Cambodian and Laotian

laws, are showing such conspicuous signs of Hindu, i e.

sastras, influence ?

In India proper, for the time when India was partly converted

to Buddhism, the problem, as far as we can ascertain it, appeared

in a different manner The Bight Path preached by the Buddha

was opened to all, but as a way of individual salvation. The

Buddha and his disciples, -the fact is now unquestioned,
- hava

never contemplated revolutionizing social order as existing in

India, The Buddhist canonical books contain rules forming a

code ( the Patimokkha is a real code ) but only for the use of the

Samgha, the community of monks and the community of nuns,

i. e. those who have left their families to lead a religious life,

For the faithful remaining in the wordly life, the Buddha's

instructions have a character so general that they do not nece-

ssarily disagree with the rules of caste, and even with the pra-

ctices of domestic cult, to which they attach only a new and

esoteric sense. They appeal essentially to feelings of the faithful.

Moreover, some passages of the Buddhist Scriptures clearly show

that the Buddha had no desire to play the part of a revolutionary

apostle. Like Jesus, and almost in the same words as the Gospel,

he urged the faithful to give to Caesar what belongs to Caesar,

He wished to avoid trouble with the secular power. Accordingly

the Hindu converted to Buddhism but stilt living in the world,

the upasaka, continued, after his conversion, to be subject to the

same legal rules as before, i. e. the rules of his caste, corporation,

village or family. It was only when he put on the bMkkhu robe

that he was subjected to new rules and to a mode of life which
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set him aside from the Hindu world* He then became an utcast

and even a heretic, but at the same time he entered into a new

community which was not very different from those associations

of ascetics recognized by brahrnanical laws, and which possibly

would have eventually been integrated into the Hindu society,

had Buddhist attitude not been so uncompromising on some points

of doctrine. In any case* the want of special rules for the lay
Buddhists was not felt in India, as Buddhist laymen remained In

Indian society until an irresistible vocation had made them
abandon their home to seek admission into the Buddha's Order,

As long as the fruit of that vocation had not matured, the new
religion constituted for the convert only an inner discipline
which did not debar him from living according to secular laws.

The situation was different in those countries of Further India
-where Pali Buddhism was the dominating, if not the only religion.
There Buddhism had necessarily to play the role of educator

played elsewhere by Brahmanism, a role, therefore, not only reli-

gious, as in India, but also social. Buddhist immigrants there
could not remain unconcerned with the administration of justice.

They had to strive to influence local usages and customs ; to
Introduce rules of conduct, i e. they had to possess their own
dharmasastras. It seems natural enough that they had lookd for
tlieir models In India. But, in order to be used as such, Hindu
codes had to undergo a deep transformation, and, first of all,
means had to be found to maintain their imperative character,
though their ties with Brahmanical traditions had to be severed.

This difficult adaptation was the work of the Mons or Tala-
Ings of RamaSfladeSa, a nation which constitutes to-day a very
small ethnic element in the populations of Burma and Siam, but
which appears to have played in the past a very important role in
these countries as a Vehicle of Indian civilization. It Is through
the efforts of this gifted nation that the Buddhist part of Further
India was provided with treatises in Pali, similar to the Sanskrit
dharmaSastraSi and called dhammasattfiams, after the corresponding
Pali term*

This dhammasattham literature is net accurately known. As a
matter of fact, we know it only, through Burmese versions or
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3urrnese juridical literature of a much later period than the

nal Pali works. Fortunately Burmese law is much better known,
thanks to the research undertaken by Sir John Jard!ne f British

Commissioner for the Administration of Justice in Burma, and

"by Dr. E, Forchhammer, a German archaeologist appointed by the

British Government in 1881 as head of the Archeological Service

of Burma. Sir John Jardine persuaded Dr. Forchhammer to da

inquiry on the origin and history of Burmese law, The result of

his research was recorded by Dr. Forchhammer In a book publi-

shed in Rangoon in 1885 under the title : THE JABDZNE PB1ZE, It

is the only general work we still possess on the subject. Forchha-

mmer^ conclusions have been generally endorsed by all those

who had since to deal with it. Forchhammer *s book written at a

time when Burma was, almost in ail fields of research, terra m-

cognita, cannot however be free from errors. A recent article by

J. S. Furnivall : MANU IN BURMA1 has cast some doubt on

Forchhammer 's argumentation and on the value of texts upon
which it is found ed* without, however, questioning his thesis

concerning the general evolution of Burmese law.

The first reference we find to a dhammasattham is in a Burmese

tradition according to which a Mon priest, named Sariputtaf at

the request of king Narapatizitfau, of Pagan, composed in 1174

A. D. a code based on a Manudhammasattham. This code was

called Dhammavilasa, after the title bestowed by the king to its

author. Though this tradition came to us through a compara-

tively recent source ( A History of Burmese Literature written at

the end of the XVIIIfch century ), there are no serious reasons to

reject it, especially as an echo of it is found in the famous

Kalyana inscriptions which date back to the end of the XVth

century, and record an important religious reform accomplished

under the reign of Dhammacedi ( 1472-1492 ), one of Warera's

successors on the throne of Pegu.

Another tradition, seemingly authentic, attributes to Waretn*

who proclaimed himself king of Pegu on the very year of the fall

of Pagan (1287 A.D.), the compilation in Mon language of another

code, also based on a Pali dhammasattham.

i Journ* f the &urm, Kes. 8ocn Vol. XXX, part II, Aug. l40t p,
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On another slde s the Burmese juridical literature, which

appears at a much later period ( XVIIth century ) refers to many
ancient dhtimniasatthams written in Pall, passages of which are

often quoted in their original language, according to the habit of

native translators and commentators.

It" may b inferred from these facts or traditions that, pre-

viously to local codes, there existed in Burma dhammasatthams

composed in Pali, the oldest of which were known during the

Pagan period.

Hone of these works was transmitted to us in its original form.

We have one f and even two, works bearing the name of Dhanama-

vil&sa, but both are or the middle of the XVIIth century. It is

possible, as Forchhammer believed, that they are, if not exactly

commentaries, at least new versions of the work written in the

Xlltb century and alluded to by the Burmese tradition. But they

may be left aside, as we are fortunate enough as to possess a

Burmese version of the Wareru Code.

The Wareru Code, as stated above, is a Mon translation of a
Pali Manudhammasattham. This Mon version was in its turn

translated into Burmese in the second half of the XVIth century
( between 1550 and 1560 ) and, according to J. S. Furnivall,
revised in 1637 A. B. It is in this last Burmese version that the

code came to oar hands. Therefore, we get our information about
the original Pali source only through two or even three successive

translations made at dates very distant one from another. But
ifc ought to be noticed that, in conformity with the habit of the

native translators alluded to above many terms and quotations
of the original work have survived through the translations.

Betiidegj the contents of the book attest to its old age. A compa-
rison with other pieces of Burmese juridical literature would
show at once it is undoubtedly the

oldest of all the dhammasa-
tthams used in Burma, Forchhammer was right in paying special
attention to it He made an edition of it with English translation

and notes in 1892 under the title : KING WAGARlfs MANU
DHAMMASATTHAM.

The work is very short (39 p. only in the English translation).
It begins with fche Buddhist formula of adoration of the Three
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Jewels, followed by an Introduction stating the origin of the
prescriptions contained in the dhammaaafthjm, to which I will
revert later. Then, it enumerates the 18 branches of Law* corre-

sponding: broadly with the 18 marga of the Mantismrfel
branch constitutes the title of a chapter under which the

provisions concerning the matter are disposed. After the 18th
chapter* rules concerning witnesses are laid down. The book is

ended by the asseveration that a judge will go to Hell if he does
not decide cases according to law, while a judge who administers
justice in conformity with the sacred precepts will afctain a higher
condition on his rebirth.

Forchharnmer has carefully compared the legal rules in the
Wareru Code with those of Hindu smrtis : Manu t Yajfiavalkya,
Narada, Katyayana, and even of dJiarmasutras. H quotes many
of them, which may be found substantially the same in the Hindu
codes. He shows a partial exaggeration when he concludes :

w There are indeed very few passages in the Wagaru which are

not clearly and distinctly Hindu law as contained in Mann and
other ancient Codes/* * It cannot be denied, however, that the

Wareru Code Is related to the dharmasastras, especially to the two
versions of Manu* the Manusmrfci and the NaradasmrtL This

kinship is plainly shown, not only by the &ame division of the

judicial matter into 18 branches, but also by the numerous simi-

larities and corresponding points. On many respects, the Wareru
Code looks as an epitome of Hindu Law.

Besides, Forchhammer rightly points out the almost complete
absence in the Wareru Code of any religious feature* First,

hardly a trace of brahmanical element is visible.
4*The Wagaru

mentions neither Brahma, nor the Vedas, nor the sacrificial fire

nor any point denoting influence of the Brahmans and of civil

and religious institutions peculiar to Brahmanical India/* 8

He might have observed that this difference form Hindu sosfrj^

is due to the fact that, of the three great parts of dharmasaslras

namely : acara> vyavahara and prayasdtta, Wareru, as Narada,

deals only with the second one, which, even in Hindo smrtis, is

DR. K FORCHHAMMEB, The Jardine prize* p. 58.

JMd* p. 58.
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already nearly free from religious influence. It is, nevertheless,

remarkable that the author of the Wareru Code, or rather of the

original Manudhammasattham, did not attempt to substitute for

the two other parts, viz. Holy custom and penances, of the

sastras, corresponding lules of the Buddhist Canon, Moreover,

the Buddhist element, as Forchhammer also noticed, is almost

completely absent from this dJiammasattham which begins with a

prayer to the Three Jewels* No provision in it is founded upon
a Buddha dictum, or claims authority from the Buddhist Dharma,
the Good Law, Forchhammar is even wrong, I think, when he

explains by a Buddhist ienet the almost total absence of corporal

punishment in the provisions of the Wareru, This affirmation

is only partially true. Corporal punishment, although rare, is

however not so unfrequent as Forchhammer suggests. It is,

nevertheless, true that even serious offences as murder are punished

only by fines. But this point, far form showing a direct influence

of the Buddhist repugnancy to corporal punishment and especially

to death penalty, rather seems to appear as the expression of a

still primitive law, of a stage of civilisation in which every kind

of offence is regarded as a private affair, the sanction of which is,

as a rule, a sum of money payable to the injured party. But, be

that as it may s the Wareru Code, as Forchhammer says, is undoub-

tedly a mere civil or lay code. The brahmanical atmosphere is

lacking on one side, and on the other; the Buddhist influence is

also absent. The Buddhist faith professed by its author left just

a stamp of approval.

What is the origin of the Manudhammasattharn on which the

Warero Code is based ? Forchhammer notices that the Pali quota-
tions recorded in it are not mere translations of the corresponding
passages of the Hindu codes. The author often uses a terminology
of his own. If he admits Manu's 18 types of lawsuits, which he
calls mula> roots, and not marga ( in order perhaps to avoid a con-
fusion with Buddhist terminology, L e. with the ariya atthangika
magga), he does not feel himself bound to follow Manu's order in

disposing of the judicial matter, and the names he gives to them
are not always mere transcriptions in Pali of the Sanskrit techni-
cal terms* From such remarks, Forchhammer concludes that the

known to us through the Wareru Code is an origi-
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ails entirely distinct work
s owing nothing: to the

He explains the obvious kinship relating It to the latter with the

Idea that its author has utilized the same sources as the authors of

smrtis, I. e. Hindu custom before the triumph af neobrahmanism.
He unhesitatingly finds out in the provisions of the Wareru Code
a reflection of the political and social conditions as existing in

India "when Bnddhism was prevailing throughout the Penin-

sula 1
. "It would be strange, he says s

"
If Buddhistic India, which

cultivated every branch of learning:, developed the mightiest
most extensive native empires, and covered the land with archi-

tectures of wonderful and stupendous magnitude, should have left

us no record of Its civil institutions" !
. So he assumes that the

Wareru Code Is a remnant of BuddMsfe civil codes which emanated
from a Buddhist Manava school In India, more closely related to

the original teaching: than the subsequent bratimanical codes*

However, as one would be surprised that such a work would have

remained totally unknown to the great commentators of the

Buddhist Canon, such as Buddhaghosa, Dfaammapala* Vajira-

buddha and Buddhadafcta, he Is compelled, when he tries to assign

it a date, to go hack at least to the Vllth century of our era*

**Further researches/* he says,
**
will probably fix the seventh*

eighth and ninth centuries as the period of the rise and develop-

ment of the Buddhist law of Manu" ft
. Hindu colonies settled

in Pegu were governed by that law* Codes came to them from

Ceylon, or more probably KafLcI, because of the cultural rol of

this port, and of the early relations established between the

Dekkan and Pegu. The natives of Pegu, viz. the Monsf became

acquainted with them. Their monasteries were the depositories

of learning ; Dhammavilasa, and a century later the priest whom
Wareru consulted had only to searoh their libraries to find out

the code which the country needed.

Forchhammer's ingenious hypothesis must be carefully con-

sidered, for, If it is justified or has only some chance to be
^trae,

the Wareru Code will become an important work for the history

of Hindu law. But, though it hs been accepted with slight

* DR. E, FORCHHAMMER, Op. c**.t p.

f Ibid* P. 63,

17 { Annals, B. G, R. I. ]
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f^trictlouB by Julius Jolly ( HlKDtr LAW AND CUSTOM, Calcutta,

p. 91-93 X and outlined by M. Bu Bode as
" an interesting- con-

jecture
9f

( THE PALI LITERATURE OF BURMA, p. 86 ), it seems

extremely weak and most unlikely- It is unnecessary to insist

upon the improbability of the existence of a Buddhist Manava
school whose traditions would have survived till the Vllth or

IXth century of our era. Leaving aside the still disputed

question of the existence of a Manava Dharmasutra prior to the

Cod of Manu, those who, following: Buhler t relate the Manusmrti
to an old Manava school have in mind a cararia, a Vedic school

connected with a sathhita of the Black Yajurveda. Such a school

has nothing to do with Buddhism. Besides, even if the writing
of the Manudharnmasattham is put back to the VII-IXth
centuries, the complete silence of late pali literature cannot fail

to excite surprise, if such a work is really of a general, not local,

nature. Since Forchhammer has published his book, no dhamma-
tattham has ever been found, not only in India, but even in Ceylon.
The very word, with the meaning of a lawboofe: special to

Buddhist nations, is unknown to Pali lexicons* All tie dhammct-
satthams we know come from Pegu or Burma. Such is the case
for the dkammasaftharn prefacing the Siamese code compiled in
1805 A. D. from old materials : its introductory stanzas declare it

was first written in Ramafinadesa, viz. in Mon country. All these
facts speak in favour of a purely local origin of the dhamma*
sattham literature.

Moreover, a good deal of naivety, -or of boldness,- is needed
to gee in the provisions of the Wareru Code, a reflection of tha
social conditions as existing in India at Asoka's time or even in
the Vll-IXth centuries. The code is clear and well arranged.
But its rules are expressed in sharp sentences without any
nuances. It is true they show no conflict of opinions, as smrtis
do. But they also know nothing of the smrtis' elaborate discrimi-
nations. They are Hindu law, but reduced to a collection of
elementary rules judiciously selected so as to be easily under-
stood and used by uninformed judges, unacquainted with the
lubtlekiegof Indian dialectics. Compared with the sro^tis, the
Wftreru Code is in a somewhat similar position to that of -the
Sentences of Paul with respect to the genuine worku of tl
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Boman jurist Besides, this code is not wholly Indian, and the

parts of it which are not Indian clearly betray a still low stag of

civilization. It has already been mentioned that criminal

offences are expiated by way of pecuniary compensations. Many
other provisions show that the Wareru Code was composed for a
population the customs of which were still primitive and in any
case greatly different from those of India. Marriage may be

dissolved very easily, by mutual agreement or even by the will

of either party. Remarriage of women is allowed unreservedly
without any prejudice being shown against it. Property rela-

tions between husband and wife are governed by rules entirely

different from Hindu law, both parlies having coparcenary

rights to the common property. It is impossible to me in thin

book anything else than a Mon code, written by Mons for the

use of Mons.

Then, the composition of the Manndhammasatiham and of

similar works which may have appeared previously can easily

be accounted for. The Hindu colonies who had settled to

Ramannadesa had continued to be subjected to their own laws.

Their brahmans administered justice and decided cases according

to the rules of dharmasastras. When Buddhism became the

prevalent religion among them, nothing was changed with

regard to the condition of laymen: They continued to be

subjected to the secular law, viz. the law of Manu. Buddhist

communities enjoyed more freedom and security, and ware able

to live without hindrance according to Vinaya rules. At time

went on Hindu influence was felt more and more among the

native, Mon population. They were hitherto governed by their

own custom, which a long contact with Hindu civilization had

probably improved, but they had no written law. This state of

things must have lasted a great extent of time, and it is most

likely that, in conformity with the Burmese traditions, the first

dhammasattham was composed at Pagan, during the period when

a local Pali literature came into existence, i e. after King

Amawratha's reign. Then, as in Java during AMangga's reign

or the Majopahit Empire, the Mon Burmese population having

been long Hinduiaed, wanted to have their own code of law*
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The need was felt more acutely since the whole population profe-

only Hinayamsm, and had no reason to accept the teaching
of the dharmasastras, the authority of which Is

?

based upon the

Vedas. The Hindu colonies had for a long: time mingled with
the native population. The Mon priests who were entrusted with
the task of preparing a code of laws did not unearth a Manudha-
mmasattham that came of yore from India or Ceylon. They
worked it out fully, taking of course for their model the brahraa-
nical codes or, more probably, some treatise in use in the Dekkan
which had been introduced "by the Hindu Immigrants, and was
perhaps still referred to by the judges of their time. For, the

r^aooAura, that part of the brahmanical codes which deals espe-
cially with the disposal of lawsuits, is substantially a technical

handbook, unrelated to the brahmanical speculations about dfiarma,
and It is from this part alone, as has been mentioned, that the
authors of the Wareru Code have borrowed materials. Their
task of

fl

debrahmanlsing
? ' Hindu codes did not therefore encoun-

ter great difficulty. It was facilitated by the work already accom-
plished by the Hindus themselves In that branch of teaching
which, with the NSradasrarti, had separated from the two other
parts, purely religious, of the dharmasastras. They have only
achieved this work of laicizing. They have left out the rules
which could not agree with the established usages of their country.
They substituted Instead of them rules taken from their custom.
They have effected a work of adaptation that Is undoubtedly
worthy of praise, and which even often shows a keen understand-
ing of law, but which was not beyond the powers of learned
monks, gifted with a legal sense,

The lack of Buddhist influence In the Manudhammasattham,
Its neutral character, may then be easily explained : The sources
from which Its authors drew their materials were not Buddhist,
except in the rare Instances when native custom had been in-
fluenced by Buddhist morals. One may be surprised that they
did mot make use of the Buddhist Scriptures in which they were
surely conversant. The probable reason is that the Buddha's
teachings do not contain specific legal rules for the lay devotees.
Of course it is possible to infer from them principles and rules of
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conduct susceptible of being embodied In the form of legal pre-

cepts. But these are to be found scattered in the whole mass of

canonical books and commentaries ; they are nowhere written In

a methodical matter. Thej cover but a small part of the sphere

of law. It will take a long time before Buddhist law-givers
realize that they may profit from them. Moreover* it Is likely

that the authors of the Manudhammasatthara considered the law

of Marra as the law still applying to laity, and they did nofe think

of using other sources than dharmasastras*

But, as soon as their task had been completed s they were faced

with a very difficult problem. In composing their dhamma-

sattham, they had evidently intended to substitute for the brahma-

nical codes a work carrying the same weight, and able to fulfil in

the Mon Burmese society the same purpose as the brahmanieal

codes had done in India. But in India the brahmanieal codes

were authoritative because they were regarded as a part of the

Smrti, the Sacred Tradition. They proclaimed the Transcendiog

Law as it had been taught by Brahma, the Self-Existent Beiog;t

to Manu, by whom it was subsequently revealed to Holy TJsla

in order that they might proclaim it in their turn and instruct

men about their duties. Ifc was to this divine revelation and to

this sacred Tradition that the precepts of the dharmasaslras owed

their everlasting power over men. What authority could these

precepts claim, once they were isolated from their brahmanieal

surroundings, severed from their religious foundations? As they

were not taken from the Buddhist Scriptures, they could not rely

upon the authority of Buddha's teaching. The forging of an

apocryph sutta appeared probably too audacious a means for our

monks. Moreover, they were surely anxious to adhere to the

na oie of Manu, which was too closely connected in all the Indian

world with the revelation of law to be put aside without detri-

mental effect Unfortunately Manu is hardly referred to in the

Pali literature. But, in such circumstances, our authors ha^e

proved themselves very clever, at least with regard to the level

of culture afcd to the degree of credulousness of the people for the

sake of whom they were working.

The Buddhist Scriptures have their own Genesis. They relate

that at the beginning of the world, men lived peacefully without
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a ruler. But in coarse of time, this harmonious union of the

Golden Age was broken. Theft appeared wifch individual property.
Govetoasness and all sorts of sins grew in the hearts of man.
Innumerable and endless contentions rose up among them. To
put an end to disorder, the inhabitants of the world agreed to give
themselves a king, and to leave him a share of their harvest in
order to enable him to perform his duties. They chose one among
themselves, who was called Mahasammata ( The Great Elect),
because he had been appointed by the common assent of all. This
king happened to be a future Buddha. He naturally governed the
world wisely, and was the founder of the Solar dynasty. Buddhist
Scriptures tell nothing more. The authors of our dhammasattham
availed themselves of this story. After a brief record of it, the

preamble to which I hava alluded, continues asserting that JOng
Mahasammata had as a councillor a rsi called Manu, well
versed in the art of administering justice. At the request of the

king* Manu, who, as a rsi, was endowed with supernatural
powers* rose one day into the expanse of heaven. He arrived at
the Cakkavala, the mountainous wall which surrounds the world,
according to Buddhist cosmology. And there he saw all the legal
precepts carved in letters the size of a full grown cow. He com^
initted them to memory and, having returned, communicated
them to King Mahasammata. Such is the marvellous origin of
the prescriptions contained in tlie dhammasattham.

The success this childish tale met in Burma, Siam and Cam-
bodia, where it prefaces all codes of laws, affords sufficient proof
that our religious authors were good psychologists. But we
should not be giving them their just dues if we thought they had
imagined that story only with a view of embellishing their work
with attractive additions. Their aim was to uphold in Buddhist
world the notion of a Law superior to customary rules as well as to
commands of kings, L e. to maintain the Indian conception of
Dharma as it was taught in the dharmasastras. The story of Manu
the rsi has then a far reaching meaning, and its success ought
to be considered as a very remarkable achievement for the further
development of law in Buddhist Indochina. It will ascribe to
the prescription of the dhammasattham the same transcending

as those of the smrtis, though they do not come from the
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mouth 9f a divine being or of an Inspired Vedic rsi They will

express the eternal order of the world, to which even a king like

Mahasammata, a future Buddha, must submit himself If he wish
to perform his royal duties accurately. DhammasatthamSi therefore*
will bring to the nations of Indochina, as dharniasastras did to the

peoples of India, more than a mere code of laws* In societies

still primitive, in way of transformation, which it might have

been dangerous to lock up in their actual customs* they will con*

stitute a kind of ideal legislation, which wise rulers will be &bl@

to accommodate with the fluctuating necessities of time and place.

In brief, it is the Hindu system of law that is introduced^ thanks

to a clever addition to an old legend, among peoples who, bacause

of their beliefs and morals, will become more and more foreign to

India proper*



WAS THE BBAGAVAD-GITA KNOWN TO

MEGASTHENES?*
BY

S. K. DIKSHIT

^ the first important tiaveller, that visited India

In historical times, and wrote a somewhat detailed account of her

peoples or tribes, their manners and customs, states and polity,

etc., also gave an interesting account of the philosophers ( or

the Sophists, as he calls them ), and the philosophy, he actually

acquainted himself with during his stay at the Mauryan court

and elsewhere in India. He looks upon the Sophists of India as

forming a separate caste,
fit

in point of number ... inferior to the

other castes, but in point of dignity pre-eminent over all.
1 "

Megasthenes mentions two kinds of philosophers, the Brachmanes
or Brachhmanes ( Brahmanas ) and the Sarmanes ( Sramanas ).

Of these two groups, the former were* in his opinion, more

highly honoured,
**
for they are more consistent in fcheir

opinions:
8 **

Elsewhere he includes them among the "learned

men of the country,
2 " It is, therefore, quite natural to find that

he acquaints himself primarily with the philosophy of the Brah-

manas, rather than with that of any other Indian philosophers of

his days 9 such as the
*

Sramanas,
?

etc. Be that as it may, it is

to be noted that when Megasthenes speaks of how the
*

Sophists
'

guided the intellectual and spiritual life of the society, he gene-

rally appears to have before his mind, the Brahrnanical priests
or philosophers, as will be clear from the following quotations s

(1) "From the time of their conception in the womb, they
are under the guardian care of learned men, who go to their

mothers and under the pretence of using some incantations for

the welfare of herself and her unborn babe, in reality give her

prudent hints and counsels. The women, who listen most will-

* This article is ao appendix In our work, Tha Wandas and the Mauryas.
submitted as a thesis for the D, Litt. decree of the University of Calcutta.

1 McCrindle, India, as described by Megasthenes and Arrian> p. 38 f,; 214 f.
*

Ibid,, p. 97, 3 Ibid., p. 57,
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ingly are thought to b the most fortunate In their children*

After their blrth 9 the children are under the care of 0ns person
after another, and as they advance in age each succeeding master

is more accomplished than his predecessor
1

.

"

It may be remembered that the Kautiliya ArthasSstra alludes

to the duties of the Stvijs, &he Kaumara-bhrtyas$
and the Paro-

hitas at the ticae of the gestation, child-birth, and early childhood

respectively, of the off-spring of the royal family
8
.

( 2 )

"
They are, bowevers engaged by private persona to offer

the sacrifices due in life time, and to celebrate the obsequies of

the dead ; for they are believed to be most dear to the gods* and

to be the most conversant with matters pertaining to the Hades-

In requital of such services they receive valuable gifts

privileges
3

.

"

Showing private persons the
**

proper mode * ?
of offering sacri-

fices to the gods,- or rather, serving as priests at others* sacrifices

( i. e., yajana ) and receiving gifts were the special privileges of

the Brahmanas, according to the Kautillya Arfcha-sastra, as well

as according to a number of other Brahmanlcal texts,
*

( 3 ) "To the people of India at large ihy also render ^reat

benefits, when, gathered together at the beginning of the year*

they forewarn the assembled multitudes about droughts and wefe

weather, and also about propitious winds, and diseases, and other

topics capable of profiting the hearers. Thus the people and the

i Ibid , p. 97 f.

* Kautiliya Artha-sastra, I. 1? ( = Translation of K. A. by R. Sbama

Sastri, p. 38 ) :

McGcindle, Megasthenes and Arrian* p. 215.

Cf. Kautiliya Artha-sastra, I. 3:

Compare Manu., X. 75:

K is because of these six duties, that a Brahma?* is oalled

See Amar^kosa, lit BUina-vrg^ ffe* 4,

18 [ AniMtlf. B. Of Rt It 1
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learning beforehand what is feo happen, always make
adequate provision against a coming deficiency and never fail to

prepare beforehand what will help In a time of need. The philo-

sopher, who errs In his predictions Incurs no other penalty than
obloquy, and he then observes silence for the rest of liijs life

1
*

*'

( a ) With this may be compared the following passage from
the Kautiliya, which refers to the royal astrologer-priest of the
Brahmana caste :-

"
Him, whose family and character are highly

spoken of, who Is well-educated In the Vadas and bhe six Angas,
is skilful, in reading portents prorldential or accidental, is well-
versed in the science of government, and who Is obedient and
who can prevent calamities, providential or human, by performing
such expiatory rites as are prescribed in the Atharva-veda, the
king shall employ as high priest As a student his teacher, a son
his father, and a servant his master the king shall follow him2

.
"

( b) In another passage of the Kautillya Artha-sastra, we find
certain instructions given as regards prophecies about rain-fall,

etc^

" A fore-cast of such rainfall can ba made by observing the*
position, motion and pregnancy ( garbhadhana) of Jupiter
( Brhaspati ), the rise and set and motion of Venus, and natural
or unnatural aspect of the Suns

.

* 7

( c ) As regards making adequate provision against a coming
deficiency, referred to by Megasthenes, we have tried to show
elsewhere that this function was primarily assigned to theWe find in addition a general rule in the^ rt thus

f 1B reS6rVet <* off the calamities of the

3
MeCrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 215 f.

Translation of the Kaut. Artha,, p. 15; cf. Kant. Artha., I. 19 :

s
Ibid, IL 24;

4 * ^^ ( ^q )

i .
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people^ and only the other half shall be used
1
.

? '

The purpose of

noting these passages from the Kautillja In this content is to

show that as In a number of other Instances, in the of the

description of the first and the most Important cast or class,

known to Megasthenep, these two supposedly contemporary works

betray a deal of similarity^ ; i. e. that Megasthenes depended for

his information on persons and sources, that he took to be more

reliable, e. g., the Brahmana priests, that he met in the court, and

the most iinportart Brahmana works on polity and philosophy,

that were in vogue in his days.

Quotation No. ( 2 ) above speaks of the Brahmana and also,

perhaps, of the Sramana philosophers as being
**

the most con-

versant with matters pertaining to the Hades.
?l

This implies

that they had certain fixed views not only about the dark under-

world, into which an impious man was thrown after his death,

but also probably about the heaven, to which a pious man was

lifted. In brief, they had a philosophy about life, and death, or

life after death. In this brief essay, we shall chiefly notice

the impressions, gathered by an intelligent and well-educated

foreigner, the earliest one to visit India in historical times, via.,

Megasfchenes, about the philosophy of the Brahmanas, their ideaa

concerning life and death, or life after death, etc., noting that

until lately, hardly any other foreigner, save Al-BIrfinI, has dealt

with this question at any length.

Clement Alexander quotes the following as the very words of

Megasthenes :

u
All that has been said regarding nature by the

ancients is asserted also by philosophers out of Greeee, on the

one part in India by the Brachmanes, and on the otter in Syria

by the people called the Jews/' 2 Students of comparative

philosophy will agree with this verdict of Megasthenes, when h

points* out the essential similarity between the philoeophical

systems of the pre-Aristotelian Greeks and those of ffaft

Trs. of Kaut. Artha,, p. 101 = Kant. Artha., II. 15 :

Vide our article in
"
SahySdri

H
( Maratbi magazine ), May, 1947*

MoOrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian> p* 103.
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Brabmanas, the Jews* etc. Asa modern scholar has observed,
* c These early thinkers traced the origin of all things to a

material basis and to material processes ; jet it would not b

right to describe them as materialists, because the hard and fast

distinction between mind and matter was alien to their way of

thinking. For, them, and for the Greeks generally, matter was
something living. They were hylozoists, not materialists ; they

regarded all things as composed, not of dead inert matter, but of

living substances.
7T l

Undlfferentiated identity between matter and mind lies at the

root of all pre-Aristoteliaii philosophy throughout the ancient

world ; and it continued to be so even in later Indian philoso-

phy, Brahmanical, Buddhist or Jain. The clearest expression of

such an identity and the most perspicacious exposition of the

ideas based on it, to be found in the Indian philosophy, is to be
met with in the Brahmanical texts, not the least famous of

which, in this respect, is the BhagavadgltsL The undifferentiated
dualism of matter and mind is expressed in that and other texts

by the concept of ultimate identity of matter and form, or the
individual and the universal, or the real and tie ideal, or Fra-
krti and Purusa, or Acit and Cit* or Asat and Sat. Accord-

ing: to all these philosophers of the ancient world, in India as
well as outside India,

**
All matter is alive, and all living things

have souls ... ... Thought is ascribed to all things without distin-
ction.

" A corollary of this was that matter was supposed to
have no independent existence apart from mind ( or soul ), and
was naturally considered to be without fundamental reality ( or

p&ramarthika satta ), which was a characteristic only of the
mind.

A psychological elucidation of this phenomenon is offered in
the following by a modern authority :

** A principle, which can-
not be perceived by the senses is - invoked to explain the evolu-
tion of the cosmos; for mind is distinguished from material
things by its characters of simplicity, freedom, omniscience and
omnipotence. Just as hylozoism ( the conception of the all-per-
vading life of matter ) was projection of unanalysed personal

* An Outline of Modern Knowledge, p, 6.

p. 308.
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'"'

^o^

consciousness upon objects of the external world, so here spirit or
reason, experienced in personal thinking, planning and willing.
is a projection upon the universe. 1 '" An objection may, however,
be raised to this inference, based merely on psychological consi-
derations ; since this

u
hylozoism

"
is found to exist in India

long after the Indian philosophers had learnt to analyze personal
consciousness, and especially since this may be only putting the
cart before the horse.

The character of this common philosophical heritage of the
ancient world is, however, explained quite ably by the same
modern authority as follows :

*' A group of thinkers, beginning
with the postulate that Being is, and not-Being can neither
exist nor be conceived to exist,

2 came to the conclusion that

Being is one, unproduced, unchangeable, and undivided. This
fundamental doctrine of the absolute unity and immutability
of Being acutely raised the problem of the distinction between
reason and sense, threw doubt upon the validity of the sense-

perception of the external world. ...The doubts shus cast by all

the schools alike upon the validity of sense-perception deepened
in the scepticism of the Sophists."

3 From this, it would be

perfectly clear that the Sophists, that Megasthenes was con-

versant with in his own country, did not differ in any material

or fundamental respect from the Brahmanical and Buddhist

philosophers, in respect of their philosophical outlook towards

the universe. It is therefore, quite natural to find Megasthenes

calling the Brahmanas and the Sramanas the Sophists of India*

About the Brahmanas, Megasthenes observes that
a Their

ideas about physical phenomena. .....are very crude, for they are

better in their actions than in their reasonings inasmuch as their

belief is in great measures based upon fables ; yet on many
points, their opinions coincide with those of the Greeks, for like

them they say that the world had a beginning, and is liable to

i Ibid,

8 Of. GltS, II. 16 :

.iRffft i%*re *wt HPWt i%ii *ren it

8 An Outline of Modem Knowledge p, 309,
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destruction,
l and Is in shape spherical,

g and that the Deity who
made It and who governs It, is diffused through all its parts. 5

They hold that various first principles operate in the universe,
and that water was the principle employed in the making of the

world, 4 Tn addition to the four elements there is a fifth agency,
from which the heaven and the stars were produced.

5 The earth is

placed in the centre of the universe. Concerning: generation, and
the nature of the soul and many other subjects, they express views
like those maintained by the Greeks. They wrap up their

doctrines about immortality and future judgment and kindred
topics in allegorie?, after the manner of Plato.

?? 6

While the doctrine propounded here is to be met with in such
early philosophical treatises as the Bhagavad-glta, the Upani-

* Of. Glt5, II, 2? :

u
srmFi ff spfr *jr*r; etc. M

"

Also ibid,, XV. 16 ; etc,

* Of. BrahmS^4a, iagad-a$<Ja and other expressions. Also Rgveda
X. 7J. 8 f. i

"

* Of. GItS, VII. 7 :

Ibid., IX, 4 ;

Ibid,, VIII. M:-*

Up^ IV. 10 :

* Vide The Mother Goddess (Poona, 1943), Preface, p.Uf. f where the
present amhor has dealt with the question of the four or fi elements of

5 Ibid* p. 17.
*

MoOfiiadle, M&ga&tfwnes and Arrian, p, 100 f,
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ads, etc., ifc must be admitted that tills passage doss nofc reveal

anything distinctive, of the philosophical notions, to be found
therein. Nonetheless, the passage appears to supply a clue,

inasmuch as it speaks of
**

allegories,
** which Is a peculiar feature

of the Upanisads and the Bhagavad-glta. Some such allegories,
it is curious to note, are to be found in the encounter of Alexander
and Dandamis or Mandanis ( ? = Dandayards ) the story of which
is narrated by Megathenes himself. What ia more s some of these

allegories as well as much of the philosophy that Megasthienem
attributes to the Brachmanes (or Brahrnanas ) is to be met with

in the famous philosophical work of antiquity, to be found in the

Mahabharata, viz,, the Bhagavad-glta, rather than anywhere
else. Therefore, while dealing with the account of the Br&fatoa-

nical philosophy, known to Megasthenes, we propose mainly to

bring out the similarity that is betrayed by the philosophy
of that work. Although such a type of evidence can never be

looked upon as conclusive, or even very much convincing, this

similarity is so* much deep-rooted, that it makes us inclined to

believe that that work must be dated to a period anterior to that of

Megasthenes. At any rate, certain important philosophical tenets

found in that work, appear to have become already quite popular

in those days, so that even foreigners had become acquainted

with them.
Dandamis sent the following word to Alexander* when the

latter had asked him to come to him on penalty of death :

** Should Alexander cut off my head, he cannot destroy my soul.

My head alone, now silent, will remain, but the soul will go

away to its Master, leaving the body like a torn garment upon

the earth, whence also it was taken 1
.

"
Comparable with this are

certain famous verses in the Bhagavad-glfca, which tell us that

the soul is not killed by any arms*, that it leaves one body

i McCrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 126 ; of. page 129.
%

3 Ibid., II. 23 f. :

Ibid., II.. 3D:
41

: n
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another like torn garments, and enters new bodies, as one would
put OB new clothes,

1 and that after a correct realization of the
realities about God, soul and the world, ete., it merges into the

Eternal, Indestructible, Immutable Soul, that is God8
. In-

cidentally, In support of our view about the date of the text of
the Bhagavad-glta, we may briefly note a point of similarity that,
we feel, is observable In a passage In the Bhagavad-g!ta and
another found in the Mahabhasya of Patanjali. After having
referred to the

"
gunas

**
( of Prakrti ), and enumerated them,

as they are found In most of the Samkhya works, as well as the

Bha,gavad~-g!fca f the Mahabhasya proceeds to tell us that none
indeed remains

**

self-contained " even for a moment*. This

Ibid, II. 22 :

41

wffriffi

Bhagavad-glta, II, 29 f. :

*r*nf?r

Of. Katba Up., L ii. 18 f. :

it

"

s, II, 24 :

*

Ibid, X20:

Ibid, VIII. 15 :

f: u

Of. Bvei^svatara IJp. VI. 13 :

"
iJfcft Hr^fRf

* Mahabhlsya, IL p. 198 :

: I

*>
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passage can be adequately compared with the one in the

Bhagavad-glfca, that tells that none, Indeed, can remain for a

nioment without carrying on any action, and that one is help

lessly compalled to act (or impelled towards action) by the
* 6

gunas"
born of Prakrfci 1

. Be that as it may, the Mahabh&sya contains

some other passages, which too betray an acquaintance with the

philosophy of the Saxhkhyas in general f and also in some measure

that of the Bhagavad-glta in particular, a faott that is already

noticed by some scholars including Sir R, G. .Bhandarkar* etc,

Another important extract, to be found in Megasthenes* about

the Brahmanical philosophy of his time 9 Is given by Strabo

( XV. i. 59 )
:

" Death is with them ( = the Brachmanes > a

frequent subject of discourse. They regard this life, as, so to

speak, the time when the child within the womb becomes mature,

and death as a birth into a real and happy life for the notaries of

philosophy* On -this account, they undergo much discipline as a

preparation for death. They consider nothing that befalls men to

be either good or bad, to suppose otherwise being a dream-like

illusion, ...
??2 Although exact parallels can scarcely be adduced

for any of these sentences, the theme, underlying them* Is the

same as that, which we find to be the foundation of the philosophy

of Karmayoga, propounded in tie Bhagavad-glta f with its

emphasis on equanimity with which all worldly happenings

should be viewed, on Avyakta being the Everlasting and hence

the Real, on all life coming out of Avyakta and again passing

into it, on this human life being a great opportunity for acquiring

merit and for preparing for a much happier and richer life after

death, on everything in this life being filled with
Sfi maya

f * or a

dream-like illusion, and on death itself being consequently no

matter of sorrow3
. Dandamis ( ? DandayanisHs, indeed, repre-

l Gita, III. 51 :

t

2 McOindle, Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 100.

S GltS, II. 11:

Ibid., II. 131
"

sft>s

( continued on the next page }

19 [ Annals, B. O. R. I. ]
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sauted to have said, that
u

if he died, he would be delivered from

the body of flesh now afflicted with age, and would be translate^
to a better and purer life.

?JI

The principle of equanimity, underlying the philosophy of

Karraayoga, is also apparent in the following words, attributed

to Dandam Is :

" Let Alexander, then, terrify with these threats
to those, who wish for gold and for wealth, and who dread death,
for against us these weapons are both alike powerless, since

( continued from the previous page )

\\

Ibid.t It 27 f. :

f|

VIII. 18 f. :

Ibld. t IL 38:

Ibid., If. 56 f.:

u

U

Ibid,, IV, 22 :

14

HCr|ndie? Megasthenes and Arrian^ p. 107 ; of, pag 116
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Bragmanes neither love gold nor fear death.
* ? s There is still

another passage, concerning Dandamis* which lays down some of

the common ideas of Indian philosophy, that are frequently meB-

tioned in the Bhagavad-glfca.
2 We have quoted below some of the

Ibid*, P. 126, Of, ibid., p. 129 ; also GitE, IV. 8 :

* GIta, II, 0f.:

Ibid., Ill, 37 f. :

44 ^m tpr s

Ibid.* VI. 7 ;

VII. 27 :

Ibid., XIII. 5 f. :

Ibid.t II. 58 ;

^ fi ^r &&$ *u& ^Tippfw

^^^iqTI^^f^F
1^ ^PT s^rf|? it

Ibid* III. 34:
Cl

... ii

Mbh. IU. 211. 24 (quoted by Hopkins, TA Great Epic of India, p. 35)
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passages in the latter work, which may be compared' with the

following from Megasthenes :

u There is war, the Brachhmaits

hold, in the fiody wherewith they are clothed, and they regard the

body as being the fruitful source of wars, and, as we have already

shown, fight against it like solders in battle contending against

the enemy. They maintain, moreover, that all men are held in

bondage* like prisoners of war, to their own innate enemies, the

sensual appetites, gluttony, anger, joy, grief, longing, desire, .and

such like, while it IE only the man who has triumphed over these

enemies, who goes to God. Dandamis accordingly ...... is spoken
of by the Brachchrnans as a god, because he conquered in the

warfare against the body...,,.
7I *

It must, however, be admitted that many of the conceptions

given above were probably shared by the Bhagavad-glta in

common with a number of other works, belonging approximately
to the same time, or even to an earlier date. 2 The afore-quoted

passage contains ideas, that were held in common by followers of

different schools of philosophy in India, even outside the

Brahmanical faith, e. g, , by the Buddhists, who have often

graphically described the Buddha's own fight with the enemies
cf the soul, with Mara and his daughters ( Mara-sena ). The
foundations of Maya-vada, which the text of the Bhagavad-glta
shares in common with the TJpanisads, and in fact, all earlier
texts of the Brahmanical faith, are also known ( this is shown
by us elsewhere ; in a sense to have been common to Buddhist
and other creeds of ancient India ; bat over these foundations, the
author of the Bhagavad-glta erected the superstructure of

* McCrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian* pp. 182-123,
* Maitri Up,, II. 6 :

" Wt WCfl,

Katha Up., ( I ) iii. 3-4 :

Of. ibid., (I), ill. 9:
**
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Karmayoga, that is the chief peculiarity of that work, With
reference to this peculiarity, it may be admitted that w have
no direct proof of it being known to Megasthenes. Yet the
numerous comparisons that we had adduced above make it quite
possible that that text was known to the Brahmanas of the time
of Megasthenes. JN"o other early work supplies us with such a
number of comparable passages.

There is also another argument. The philosophy of the Bha-

gavadr-glta* in reality, harmonizes the apparently conflicting
schools of Samkhya, Yoga, Jjaana, Karma-sannyass and Bhakli

( ? = Bhagavata ) on the basis of their essential underlying unity.
The author of that work goes to the very root of all these
"
systems

?f

, grasps the fundamental ideas about the almost

evanascent Maya-vada, about Puriasa and Prakrfci* fche philosophy
of

**

YajSa
"

or
**

sacrificial magic
??

, etc. He utilises the funda*

mental ideas to show the essential oneness of all these systems*

and provides for the contemporary world a theory of action*

according to then existing social set-up of Caturv&rnya and

within the framework of that set-up. Neither he y nor Dandamis,

, had the slightest inclination to move outside that set-op or to

upset it ; and they had much more in common between them-

selves, than a modern mind is generally able to grasp, despite

the apparent conflict between the doctrine of
fit

Karmayoga" and

that of
6<
Karma-sannyasa", that they respectively appear to

preach or to follow. If the philosophy of Dandamis betrays such.

a close resemblance in many respects, according to the "account

of Megasthenes, with the chief tenets of the Bhagavad-glta

and yet if it misses the most important peculiarity of that work

embodied in the doctrine of "Karma-yoga", this cannot be regard-

ed as a proof of the non-existence of the Bhagavad-glta. We
know how in later times, the protagonists of the philosophy of

Karma-sannyasa turned to their advantage the teaching of the

Bhagavad-glta, or utilized it for preaching their own doctrine, and

it appears to us just possible that Dandamis was a forerunner

of them.

McCrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian, p,
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About the nature of God, tbe ideas of Dandarais and his con-

temporaries may be stated as follows * "
God, the supreme king,

is never the author of insolent wrong, but is the creator of light,

of peace, of life ; of water, of the body of man, and of souls, and

these he receives when death sets them free, being in no way sub-

ject to evil desire
1
.

>T Many of these ideas are found to be common
in the Upanisads and the Bhagavad~glta

s
. We also learn from

Megasthenes
3 that

"
They ( the Indians ) hold that God is light,

but not such light as we see with the eye, nor such light as the

sun or fire, but God is with them the Word, by which term they

do not mean articulate speech, but the discourse of reason, whereby
the hidden mysteries of knowledge are discerned by the wise*

This light, however, which they call the Word, and think to be

God, is, they say, known only by the Brachchmans fchemeselves,

because they alone have discarded vanity, which is the outermost

covering of the soul.
" Such ideas are to be found in some later

Upanisads as well as in the Bhagavad-glta and some other por-

tions of the Mahabharata, as will be seen from some of the

s Ibid,, p. 125,
3 Bfhad~Srai?yaka Up. II. 5. 14 :

sVetasvatara Up^ VI. 11 :

"
^RrNr?r: r4grrTf^TRr: rfr %rfi %^^T i^uisr M

GltS, IX. 18 :
-

\

Ibid,, IV. 14 :

"
5f jar

IX. 7 1 ;

^r4^TcfTl% ^F%^F Kf^f^ 5flf% qfTH

H

McCrindie, Megasth&nes and Arrian, p.
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quotations given below 1
. It Is also well-known tfaafe God is Identi-

fied in Indian philosophy inter alia, with Sabda-brabman. Going
beyond the limits of our studies in this essay, we can state that

the idea of God being the source of all light, mental, moral, physi-

cal, etc,, is common to all early religions, and that It Is connected
with the worship of the Sun or Fire In numerous lands and in

different ages, a subject, which we have dealt with In details

In The Mother Goddess. We have also shown there that the of

light is often identified with Word, and that Om, which signifies

the mystic name of the Sun-god, finds Its parallels IB
u Arnon *'

( of the Egyptians ) and
4i Amen "

( of the Holy X

According to Megasthenes, the followers of the Brafamanlcal

faith
t

adopt an independent life, and abstain from animal

food and all victuals cooked by fire, being content to

subsist upon fruits, which they do not so much as gather from

the trees, but pick up when they have dropped to the

Svetasvatara Up. IV, 18 :

Ibid., VL 14:

r* \

*TRTT ^ITO^ T^TFR U
*'

( Katha Up., { II ) V. 15 ).

Of. Mbh., III. 134. 8 ( quoted in Hopkins* The Great Epic of India, { 1920 ),

p. 29 ) :

Ma^dukya Up., 8:

Katha, Up,, ( I ) ii. 15 f . :

** U

Gita, VIII. 9 f. :

Ibid., XI. 12:

Cf. Ibid., X. S5; V. 16; etc.

ft ^dcCrindle, Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 1$Q f. ; of. p,
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Here we come across wifch an xireme solicitude for the principle
of Afaiihsa s reminding- us incidentally also of Sakuntala, who
never, even for decoration's sake, plucked off any leaves, etc., of

the trees in the asrama ( or hermitage ) of the sage Kanva, because
of the great affection she felt for those trees. This quotation from
Megasthenes also makes it amply clear that Ahimsa was a reco-

gnized tenet at least among: some of the Brahmanas of the time of

Megasthenes, and that it was not associated with the Buddhists
alone, The value of this concept, already known in .the Upani-
aads, is clearly emphasised in the Bhagavad-glfca.

3

On the whole it is quite possible to argue that Megasfcfaenee
was acquainted with a number of tenets, popularised by the

Bhagavad-6ltaf that had gained currency already in his own
days. It is difficult to explain otherwise the fact that the tenets
of the Brahmanlcal philosophy spoken of by Meghasthenes seem
to be mostly found in that text, as far, at any rate, as the
available evidence goes. The argument is : If we are to name
only one text that betrays a close resemblance to the philosophi-
cal tenets found in Megasthenes* work, it is the Bhagavad-glta ;

and if these two works betray such a close resemblance, we may
not reject in a light-hearted mood the plausibility of the Bhaga^
vad-glts, being familiar to Megasthenes. Further, Prof. V. K.
Bajwade, while criticising the grammatical mistakes and sole-
cisms in the Bhagavad-glta, has already rendered an unwilling
or at least an unintentional service to the cause of the
vindication of the antiquity of the Bhagavad-glta. He has
proved to the hilt that the learned author of the Bhagavad-
glta does not follow very faithfully the grammatical usages,
etc.,

^laid
down by Panini's Astadhyayl. These mistakes and

solecisms bespeak of a period, almost certainly anterior to that of
' " )f bef re Wh se time the ^assical language

1
GItS, XVI. 2 :

Ibid., X 5:

"
T: \
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had been undergoing slight variations century after century, but

by whose time, it had almost certainly become finally stabilised

May be, even though post-Paninian, the author of the Bhagavad-
gtfca was not very far removed from his time ( whiah we take to

be about 450 to 400 B. O. ), when the
"
biia^a

* ?

( or the classical

language ) of the time of PaninI had not yet; become the
**

langu-
age of the gods

"
(
=r Glrvana-bhasa )f i.e., totally fossilized

with the grammatical framework. As has been shown above s the

fact that there is no definite mention of the doctrine of
* s Karma-*

yoga
"

( the principal doctrine of the Bhagavad-glta ) f in

available work of Megasthenes, does not bar out the otherwise

plausible hypothesis that the Bhagavad-glfcE itself was known to

that intelligent foreigner, since we do not possess any complete
text of that work, and since the available extracts from it ware

mostly intended to convey the substance of what he had said,

20 [ Annals, B. (X B. I. J



DATE OF EAN1SKA, 1356 B. a
BY

D. S. TRIVEDA

The date of Kaniska has been a fruitful source of controversy
among the students of Indology

1
. The present writer's excuse

lies in the fact that In his opinion the problem has not been
dealt with from all possible points of view. The narrow outlook

tacitly displayed by the scholars Is not at all beyond question.

All the theories are beset with serious difficulties and hence there

is no reason why we should not look for another which would
furnish a satisfactory explanation for all the known facts of the

case. I propose to study afresh all the evidences with, an unpre*
judiced mind and find out the most natural conclusion, T am
prepared to accept It and risk all the consequences.

The Dynasty

Huviska, Vasiska and Kaniska call themselves Kusanas on
their coins. According to Sien Konow the Kusanas were almost

certainly Iranians. Both Kaniska and Azes are without any
foundation in Indian tradition and simply based on general

reasoning. Kalfaana says that Huska, Juska and Kaniska were
descended from the Turnska race. In the opinion of many scho-
lars Kaniska belonged to the little YueoM dynasty.

Coins

The royal figure on their coins has a dress similar to that on
those of Wiraa Kadphises. But these three Kusanas seem to have
struck an independent pafch for themselves in respect of their
coins which may point to their constituting: an independent
family. There are numerous finds of coins where coins of Kaniska
are found in company with those of WIma Kadphisas and in at
least three cases the large collections represent neither Huviska
nor Vasudeva nor Kadphises. They are at Ransi Bua Dih and

*dvant*Se of the debate in the Royal Asiatic Society,
f published in J, R4 A, 8, 1913*
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Kalka, The finds are : coins of Zoilus, Gondopharnes* Kanisks f

Huviska and Vasudeva at Mathura ; large number of coins of

Kadphises, Huviska and Kaniska found in Kbaira Bib ; about 500

Wima ELadphises and Kaniska at Ransi ; Wima KadpMses and

Kaniska around Bua Dih ;
20 copper coins of Wima Kadphises,

Kan!ska9 Huviska and Vasudeva In Indore - Gold of

Kaniska and Huviska found with gold of Domitiao, Trajan and

Sabina at Ahizi Posh hoard ; Coins of Wima KadpMses* Eianiska,

Huviska, Vasudeva, also later ones, numerous around Sankisa ;

two of Wima KadpMses* one of Kaniska and one of Va&udeva afc

Kanhiara ; Manikyal tope of Eujula, Wima Kadphises and

Kaniska ; Find of 382 copper coins of Kadphises II with 40 copper

coins of Kaniska OB the Kalka-Kasauli Road in Patiala ; Find of

about 1,000 coins of Kadphiseg, Kaniska, Huviska and Vasudeva

at Peshawar.

Some numismatists place the Kadphises group chronologically

before the Kaniska group whereas others endeavour to prove the

opposite.

General Cunningham furnished the following weight of their

coins.

19 dinars of Wema Kadphises average 122,21 grains

21 ,,
Kaniska 122,19

H8 5t n Huviska 123.16

21 y Vasudeva 122.16 .

In another table he gave the weights of certain selected speci-

mens and fotind that

2 of Wema Kadphises average 123.1 grains

11 Kaniska s ,
123.1 ,

25 fi
Huviska ff 123.4

21 Vasudeva 123.3

Some say that the weights of these coins followed a standard

which was adopted at Borne from B. O. 46 onwards.

Kaniska uses the Greek language and Greek characters on Mg

coins and he uses these alone. Greek was the lingua franca of

trade IB all the lands where the Greeks had settled east of the

Euphrates. But his Greek is ungrammatical, whereas on the corns

of Huviska and Vasudeva Greek alphabets are used correctly.
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Silk Trade

The silk trade which existed between China and Syria via

Khotan, North West India, Kabul, and the head of the Persian
Gulf accounts for the peculiarities which mark the coins of the

Kaniska group. It explains -" ( 1 ) Why Kaniska introduced the

gold coinage which was a new feature in India ; ( 2 ) Why the

legends on the coins are only Greek, instead of being
bilingual like those on the other Indian coins of the same
early times ; ( 3 ) Why these Greek legends are in cursive
characters which were, again a new feature on Indian coins and
(4 ) why a particular weight was adopted for these coins ?

Silk reached India itself at an earlier time on the authority
of the Arthasastra and no doubt it reached Parthia also. It is,

therefore* not in the commerce itself that we must seek the

explanation, if an extra- Indian explanation Is needed, of the

gold coinage of the Kusanas. Moreover, it is plain that the weight
of these coins did not follow any such standard, but was
adjusted to suit a ratio between gold and silver which prevailed
In Western Asia before that time.

Gandhara Art

On the question of relationship of Kaniska to Gandhara art
opinion Is sharply divided. V. A. Smith says that the Gandhara
school attained its highest development during the reign of
Kaniska. Vogel and Spooner, on the other hand, say : It is

certain that the great flourishing period of Gandhara art had
passed away before the epoch of Kanaka. M. Foucher takes a
middle view and considers that Kaniska occupied a middle
period. Looking at the crude and debased workmanship of
Kaniska's coins and relic casket, few, if any, are likely to accept
the view. The facfsg seern to suggest that Kaniska's art represents
the Initial or an early stage in the evolution of the G&ndhara
school.

Moreover, our knowledge of the artistic and archaeological
history of the time Is, at present* too fragmentary* too vague and
inehaofclc, for any superstructure. We are almost wholly ignorant
of local differences and when we talk of the Sunga, the Kusana,
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the Gupta, we speak in centuries* And it must never b

forgotten that numismatic and palaeographsc evidences can only

supply a relative date and never an absolute one unless the coins

are dated in a known era.

On some coins of Kaniska we read :
*

Basileus Baslleon Kanfae-

skkoy" Kaniska, king of kings. The majority of his coins as

well as those of others read : Shaonano Sfaao Kanheski Kughano.

Shaonano Shao HavishkL The emblems on the reverse are figures

of deities from the Greek, Iranian, Brahmanic and Buddhist

pantheon. By the side of these figures tlieir names also ara

given. But the figures of Buddha in the sitting or meditative

and the standing posture occur on coins of Kaniska only. Kanlska

like Akbar, patronised a number of religions flourishing within

and without his empire and hence the diversities of divinities

named on the coins.

The Kharoshthi inscription of the year 41 at Ara on the Indus

is dated during the reign of Maharaja (an Indian title) Rt}atirjs

( Iranian ) Devaputra ( semi-Chinese ) Kaiser ( Roman } Yajeska-

putra Kaniska.

There are a great many inscriptions dated in the reign of these

three kings. They are chiefly dedications of Buddhistic and Jain

objects of worship for the use of the people and occur principally

at Mathura. There is not a single Brahmanic inscription,

We have inscriptions of Kaniska between the years 1 or 3 or 5

and 23 ; of Vasiska between 24 and 28 ; of Kaniska II In the year

41 ; of Huviska between 33 and 60 ; and of Vasudeva between 74

and 98.

A. C. 278

Dr. R G. Bhandarkar1 holds that the Guptas issued a gold

coinage which is a close imitation of the Eusanas, The form of

letters in the inscriptions of the Kusaijas appears to belong to a

later period. So he believes that Kaniska must have flourished

later than the first century A, 0. and one of the imperial Saka

kings founded the Saka era, The practice of omitting hundreds

in dates has long existed in that part of India a g. Kangra at

Collected Works of Sir R, G. Bhandarkar, ToL I, Poona, 1034 pp* 3-5, *6.
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t, and In consideration of the fact that an Inscription found

at Mathora, which, though the name of the prince is omitted,

contains titles used by the Kusanas and bears the date 290 and

some unite which are not distinct, the conclusion is that the

dates in the inscriptions of these three Kusana kings are abbre-

viated by the omission of two hundreds. These dates must be

referred to the Saka Era and will thus run from 205 Saka to 298

Saka 1 e. 283 fco 376 A. C. Hence the epoch of Kaniska is 278 A, C.

( 283-5 }. Instead of 205 only 5 was subtracted.

249 A. C.

R. C. Majumdar
1 thinks that two classes of evidence alone

throw direct light on Kaniska's question. Regarding the Indian

evidence he says that it is held by almost all the schools with the

exception of Dr. Fleet and his supporters, that the Northern Satraps
and king Gondopharnes preceded the Kusana emperors and that

among the latter, the Kadphises group preceded Kaniska. We
have a series of epigraphic dates for these rulers which may be

arranged as follows :

Northern Satraps 72 and 78

Gondopfaarnes 103

Kusana Kings (without any proper name) 113, 12S 9 136

( Kaldua, Panjitar & Taxila Inscriptions )

Kaniska, Vasiska f Huviska and Vasudeva 3 98

It is evident that tha dates 3 98 cannot refer to the same era

as the others. The inscriptions which refer to Kusana rulers

without any name should natrually be placed before those of

Kaniska, for we know from the Chinese writers that the early
Kusana emperors did not personally govern India but a viceroy
ruled there in their name. It is legitimate on numismatic and
paleographic grounds to take all these dates ranging from 72 to

136 as belonging to one era. Kaniska, according to this view,
would have to be placed after the year 136 of that era. The Western
Satraps used the era of 78 A. G. as they were closely connected

1 Kushan Chronology, by R. C, Majumdar, Journal of tke Department of
Lettes, Calcutta Vol I, pp. 65 et. seq*
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with the north-west parts of India. Interpreted by the

the dates of the various rulers will be :

Northern Satraps 150-156 A. d ( 78 + 72 *

Gondopharnes 181 A, C. ( 78 *- 103 )

Knsana Kings 191 to 214 A. C, C 78"+ 113 ?

Kanlska sometime after 214 A. C.

Two Chinese historical texts throw light 'upon the history of the

Indo-Knsanas * Heou Han Chou's History of the Later Han
Dynasty and the Wei Lio. The former covers the period between

25 and 220 A. C. and was composed by Fan Y0 who died in 445

A. O. and the latter by Yn Hooan between 239 and 265 A. C. and

the events described come down to the period of Emperor Mipg
( 227-239 A. O. )

Fan-Ye gives the following account of the Kusana conquest

of India. In o]d days the Yue-chi were vanquished by the

Hioungnu. They then went to Ja=Ma and divided the kingdom

among five Jabgous* More than 100 years after thai the Yabgou
of Kouel Chouang (Knsana) named KieouHsieou-'kio ( Kozoulo

Kadphises ) attacked and vanquished the four other Yabgous and

called himself king-, the name of his kingdom was Knsana,

He invaded Ngan-si (Parthia) and took possession of the

territory of Kafoti ( Kabul ). He also overcame Ponta and Klpin

( KasmSra ) and became completely master of these kingdoms,

Kieu-Tsieou died at the age of more than 80. His son Yan-kao-

tchen ( Wema Kadphises ) succeeded Mm as king* He conquered

India and established there a chief for governing. From this

time the Yue-ohi became extremely powerful. At this time all

these Indian kingdoms were subject to the Yuechl The Yuecfai

had killed their king and installed a chief to administer the

government. The phrase
5

at this time
* should be taken In its

normal sense, according to R. C. Majumdar, to refer to the closing

years of the period with which Pan-ye dealt i. a. sometime after

220 A, O.

The two works speak in the same strain and one of them

describes the events which took place about 239 A. O.. The

empire of the Yue-chi, as described by Wei-lio, extended from

Bactria to the eastern India, The Chinese evidence also shows
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Kozoulo defeated the Parthians and conquered

Kabul and that his son conquered India shortly after 220 A. C. .

So Kaniska must be placed after 214 A, C. . We should avoid the

assumption of a brand new era and our choice must, therefore,

fall upon a known era which commences close to 220 A. C. . Such

an era is to be found in the so-called Traikutaka, Kalacurl or

Cecil Era beginning In 249 A. C. and so there can be scarcely

any hesitation In looking upon Kaniska as 5he Inaugurator of

this era.

125 A. O.

According: to Sten Konow\ Kaniska is not mentioned by
Chinese historical sources, although they were well aware of the

happenings in western countries down to about 125 A. O. , but
not after that time. So it seems difficult to avoid the conclusion
that Kaniska rose to power after the year 125 A. C.

We do not know who the king Kaniska mentioned in the Tibe-

tan tradition was. The Khotan king* Ksen mentioned bears a
name which reminds us of Kaniska. It seems probable that king
Kanika was the famous Kaniska, though Taranatha disting-
uishes between them and says that the latter, whom he dates in
the Mauryan period, as a young man, was chosen as a sovereign
In the land of Till and Malava. According to the MahSrajakani-
kalekha Kanika was a northern king of the Kusa race and Kusa
can hardly be anything: else than Kusi, the ethnic designation
used in Kamska's gold legends.

According; to V. A. Smith2 Kadphises was succeeded by
Kaniska* His name lives In the legends of Tibet, China, and
Mongolia, Smith has no doubt that Kaniska lived at a time,
considerably later than the Christian Era. Many other lines of
evidence lead to the conclusion that Kaniska was the contempo-
rary of Hadrian and Marcus, Aurelius, and came to the throne
about 120 or 115 A. G.

* Corpus Inscrlptionum Indicarum, Vol. II, part 1, Edited by Sten Konow,

8 Early History of ladia, by V. A, Smith, Second Edition, p. 239?
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78 A. C.

This date is supported by R, D. Banerji', Thomas, Rapson,
Oldenberg and Waddel. According to Banerji palaeography places
clearly the accession of Kaniska in the year 78 A. O. He was a
great conqueror and conquered Kashgar, Yarkand, and Khotan.
But it was he who was defeated and humiliated by Pan-Chaa in
A. O. 90 ( the Manikyal inscription of the year 18 = 96 A. O. )

Banerji gives the following detailed life-story of Kaniska.
78 A. C, Accession of Kaniska.

79 A. O. Kaniska conquers Northern India as far as Banaras.
81 A. O. Sarnath inscription of Traipitakopadfay&ya, Bala and

Bhiksupusyabuddhi, Banasphara, Ksatrapa of Banaras.

82 A. G. Mathura inscription of the year 4.

85 A, C. Eastern expedition ; attack of Pataliputram nd
conquest of Magadha,

88 A. O. Strained relations with China.

89 A. C. Viceroy Sle crosses fche Sung-lan to punish the Chinese ;

Sui-Vihar and Zeda IDS. of the year 11.

90 A. O. Kusana army defeated by Panchao,

91 A. G, Huviska left in charge of the Indian provinces with
fall imperial titles ; Kaniska crosses the Indus and takes the
field in person.

96 A. C. Vespasi, Satrap of Taxila, Manikyal Ins* of year 18,

98 A. O. Loss of all provinces to the north of Hindu Klush.

100 A. O, Internal trouble in Parthia.

102 A. C. Death of Panchao.

105 A. O. Reconquest of Bactrla.

110 A. G. Conquest of Kashgar, Yarkand and Khotan.

111 A. C. Mathura inscription of year 33 of Huviska,

115 A. C. Fourth Buddhist Council m the Kundaivana vihSra

in Kasmlra.

1 The Boythian Period of Indian History, Indian At!qtmry s 1906, pp.
26-75 tby B. D. Banerji.

21 [ Annals, B, (X R. I. ]
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118 A. C. Asvaghosa, a subordinate king of Banaras, Asoka

pillar inscription of the year 40.

j 19 A. Q Ara inscription of the year 41.

133 A, C. Deafcb of Kaniska.

But the Saka Era of 78 A. C. is certainly a southern reckoning.
The Saka Era was specially connected with Gujarat and Deccan,

Besides it is an astronomical reckoning of the Hindus.

B, C. 57

Acording to X F* Fleet 1 Kaniska is not mentioned by It-sing
and the DivySvadana, But the tradition of Gandhara and

K&smlra, reported by Aiuen-Tsang, places him 400 years after

the death of Buddha* There is no reason why we should refuse

to accept this one. This tradition takes us from B. C, 483

the year in which Buddha died to B. O. 83, 25 years short of B. C.

58, which according to Fleet, is the exact date of Kaniska as the

founder of the so-called Vikrama Era beginning in that year.

According to him it is plain that the statement is one in round
number. This date is supported by Cunningham, Kennedy and
Barnett

But the Buddhists, who so highly celebrate the great king and
his Council held 400 years after Buddha's Nirvana do not mention
that the two together founded an era, and what is more, they
altogether forbore the us of it.

Moreover, the era of 57 B. C. is essentially associated with
King Vikramaditya8 of UjjayinI who also ruled in Kasmlra from
A. 0. 13 to 49 A. C. for 36 years and died at an advanced age of

111 in 54 A, C. after having ruled for 93 years.
B. C. 1356

We ara faced with so many conflicting dates propounded by
western scholars tliat hardly any reliance can be placed on any of
them. We are forced ts take shelter on some date supported by
Indian tradition. The chronology 3 of Kasmlra Kings places the

1 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1913.
1 Vikramaditya, Jain Siddhanta Bhaskara* Arrah, Vol. IX. 37-42
* Journal of Indian History, Madras, The Revised Chronology of KSsmira,

Vol. XVIII, p. 55,
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accession of Kaniska in 1356 B, C. and he ruled for 50 years up
to 1306 B, C. Huska and Juska ruled for 28 and 34 years respe-

ctively before Kaniska from Kali era 1683 to 1711 ( B. d 1418 to

1390 B. (X ) and Kali era 1711 to 1745 ( B. C. 1390 to 1358 B. C. ),

The only plausible reason for the divergent dates on the coirs and
inscriptions of these kings is that some of them were dated in the

regnal years and others in the Laukika era wherein the hundreds
are omitted.

If the tradition, recorded by Hiuen Tsang be relied upon we
shall easily get B. C. 1356, the accession date of Kaisiska, as the

exact date of Buddha's Nirvana 1
is 1793 B. C. Kalhana shows hin

want of accuracy by placing Kaniska only 150 years
B after the

Buddha as he was not aware of the lost kings. By calculating

we get 1356 B.C. ( 1793-40C-in round number). And this date

is the true date of Kaniska as the Greek history is hardly reliable 11

and Chinese historians are silent about Kaniska. Would the

historians consider this date dispassionately ?

1 The Bat of Lord Buddha, 1793 B. C. BhSratlya Vtdy^t Bombay, VoL
VIII. pp. 220-38.

* Of. Raj&taraiigisi. footnote of p. 825.
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A New Sheet Anchor of History, BhSratlya Vidya* Bomhay, VI.



THE DATE OF M ADHUSUDANTA SARASVATI *

BY

Sulochana A. Nachane

The so-called absence of exact chronology in the history of

Sanskrit Literature has enlivened great controversies almost with

respect to everv savant and Hadhusudana SarasvatI also has not

proved an exception to it. Thus for the Jasfc four or five decades

scholars have been attempting to ascertain the period which was
sanctified by the celebrated Vedantin with his vast literary

activity. There has been a great divergence in their opinions as

to the precise date with the result that not less than four centuries

claim him as their child though he can at best be a %*ng* in that

sense ! Thus Lassen assigned him to the middle of the 14th cen-

tury taking him to be a predecessor of Sayana who happened to

refer to one Madhusudana in his Dhutuvrttt Mr-. K. T. Telang
did not concur with him because, Madhusudana SarasvatI lived

after Madhavacarya alias Vidyaranya, as he refers to Jlvan-
mukti-viveka of the latter. However he placed him about the
end of the 15th or the beginning of the 16th century. Profs.

Dasgupta and Radhakrisnan take him to have flourished in the
first half of the 16th century while Ramajna Pandeya in the
introduction to Vedtntakalpalatika in Parasvati-Bhavan Texts
fires his date as 1540 A. D. to 1623 A, D. Mm. Vasudevasastri

Abhyankar in. his introduction to Siddhantabindu and P. P. S.

SJastrin in the catalogue of the Mss. in Tanjore Library relpgate
him to the latter half of the 17th century. Not to speak of other

opinions which vary from 15th to the 17th century. Mr* P. CL

Diwanji's scholarly scrutiny of the whole matter in his introdu-
ction to Siddhantabindu in Gaikwad Oriental Series appeared
indeed to be a lullaby to the controversy. The conclusion arrived
at by him is circa A. D, 1540 to 1647.

The ingenious remark that all dates given in the Indian Lite*
rary history are pins set up to be bowled down again seems to
hold good in this case and it falls to the lot of this pin also to be
bowled down a&ain.

* Bead at the 15th Session of the All-India Oriental Conference, Bombay*
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One of the
Mss.^

in Anandasrania Poona, of the Vedantakalpa-
latika of Madhusudana SarasvatI contains a verse at the end
which gives the date of Its composition. It runs

a

The word &&i at once proclaims that the verse has come from the
pen of the author himself as no scribe could dare style his copying"
a

**

composition
" and further there is no propriety in dedicating

it to the reverend preceptor. So the verse looks genuine and
accordingly the date of the composition of the VedaLntakalpalatlkft
Is 'Samvatm?' L e. A. D, 1660. So the date of Ms demise
should be lowered down to at least A. D. 1670 ; and if we are to
believe in his having enjoyed a full life of 10? jaars the birth
comes to about A. D. 1565 or so.

It cannot be argued against this date that Madhusudana Sara-
svatl does not quote the date of composition in any of his remai-
ning works and so it is highly improbable that he should favour
only this work with such parfcialily* For it may be recalled that
this dating of only one of the various works is not an isolated

fast in the Vedanta literature. On the contrary It appears to be

a fashion as celebrated savants of Vedanta seem fond of

only one of their several compositions. Thus Nrsitibi&&rama ~ pupil
of Jagannathasrama - who just preceded our author his

Vedanfcatattvaviveka alone. By the bye it may be mentioned
that this ascetic is not to be confounded with Nrsimhasarasvafcl

pupil of Krsnananda - who wrote his SubodhinI on Vedanfeasftm
in

* Sake 1510 '

i. e. A. DV1588. Gangadhara - Sarasvatl - pupil
of Ramacandra SarasvatI - gives the date of his Svarajyasiddhl
alone. They appear to date and dedicate their fond writing and
Madhusudana can be accused of such filial affection for Fedanta-

kalpalatika as he alludes to ifc in several of his other works. Tins
it has been- referred to, as the learned editor of Siddhantabindii
in Gaikwad Oriental Series records, six times in Advaitasiddhi
his magnum opust twice in Siddhantabindu^ twice in MaMmna-
stotratika, once in Advaitaratnaraksana and onoe jn Bhakti-

rasayana, though most of the references cannot be identified from
the available text. This discrepancy might have crept in as
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follows. Madhusudana Sarasvafcl might have had in his mind the

plan of composing a work named Vedantakalpalatika, the veritable

wish-fulfilling creeper of Vedanta, but might not have been able

to carry it out strictly according to the plan. There is no doubt

that the text containing one Sfcabaka as printed in the Sarasvati-

Bhavana Texts is self-sufficient and complete in itself as every-

thing which the author promises to deal with in the beginning
lias been dealt with as he himself remarks. Thus at the very
outset: is stated

Having refuted all the opposed views of other ?^f?Ts he is

going to expound Samkara philosophy in brief and to lay his

finger upon the nature and means of salvation for the benefit of

perplexed votaries. In the concluding part of the work he
remarks '

So he has proved that salvation is nothing but the self getting
rid of nescience and the means to attain to it, is the realisation of
the uniby of Brahman and the self helped by the investigation
etc. into Upanisadic passages and other auxiliaries. Similarly
the concluding verse reads :

H

In this way repelling all the fallacious views held by Kapila
and other Darst&nikas he has established Advaita as the only
valid doctrine. So everything which he intended to put forth

been stated in precise and concise terms and hence the work
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does not seem to continue any further. Of course the word
Stabaka in all the colophons of extant Mss. Is inexplicable. The
case Is not the same as that of his Bhaktirasayana* the

Ullasa of which when printed was mistaken to comprise the
whole work. For there is an express reference afc the end of the
first TTllasa to sw^ffp^ In the body of the text itself. There is

no such allusion to other *a4TCs in the ertant text of Vedanta*

kalpalatika. May what It be, there is no difficulty In accepting
the work as it is and it may probably be the last work of our
author and hence presented to the venerable preceptor.

The terminus ad quern cannot be settled with reference to the
date of the copy of the Mss. of Siddhantabindu as has been done
In the introduction to Siddhantabindu in Gaiokwad Oriental
Series, for one manuscript of the work preserved In the
Bhandarkar CX R. Institute dates Sake 1537 1 e, A. D. 1615 which
was obviously copied during the lifetime of the author even
accepting the period of his life as A, D, 1540 to 1647. The
said Ms. bejongs to one Trimalaraja probably same as Trimala
Bhatta pupil of Ramakrsna - son of Nlrayana Bhatta and
was written at Punyastanabhagrarna or Punatambe. The terminus
ad quern may possibly be the date of Sadananda Kasmlra who
quotes from Siddhantabindu in his Advaitabrahmasiddbi, the Ms*
of which dates A. D. 1705 and belongs, as the editor of the work
In Bibliotheca Indica surmises, to the author himself. As
regards the vast interval between the two dates A* D* 1615 the date

of the copy of Siddhantabindu and A. D. 1660 date of VedSnta*

kalpalatlka, it may be stated that this is again similar to

the case of Gangadhara Sarasvatl a manuscript of whose TJdgSra

dates A. D. 1771, while he composed his SvarajyasiddM -in A. D.

1826. It reveals that such great gap between the composition

of two works of the same author though unaccountable is not

impossible and especially in case of Madhusudana Sarasvat! who

enjoyed such a longlife of repute there is nothing incredible*

Further the blessed devotee due to the W^TIc^R of Srlfcrsna, the

idol of his worship, Is said to have performed many miracles

as bestowing sons on sonless ones and the l}ket
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Afe to hiB meeting1 with Emperor Akbar, it might have taken
place in the mnetees of the 16th century. No stress can be laid

on his being a middle-aged man at the time of the Interview for :

or

r% *f gra

Everybody knows the g:reat influence wielded by Sri SarhkarS-
earya even afe an age of sixteen or by JIanesvara the MarathI
poet-philosopher, or for the,matter of that even younger William
Pitt led the parliament just when he came of age : Thus examples
can be multiplied and no wonder that Madhusudana SarasvatI
with his outstanding genius fetched the famous encomium from
Akbar and his courtiers afc an early age. According to the tradi-
tion recorded in the Kalyana Vedanfcanka Vol. II, Madhusudana
Ssrasvatl carried on his activities at Benares in the reign of
Shahajahan who met; his doom in A. D. 1658. The verse quoted
by Mr. K. T. Telang from one of the Mss. of G-udharfchadlpika of
our author aays that the commentary was brought to the Deccan
in the reign of Emperor Aurangzeb. The verse is :

If this verse, as Mr. Telang argues, refers to a time after A. D.
1661 when Aurangsseb became secure on his throne and before
Shiv&jl's coronation, the commentary might, in all probability,
have been composed in the reign of Shaiiajnhan as It could not
take long period to find its way to the Deccau for Siddhantbindu
had actually travelled as far as Punvastambha or Punatambe, even
in A. D. 1615. The lapse between the composition and its march
on to the South can at the most be set up as fifteen years and thus
the time of its composition comes tociroa 1615 A. D.

About the alleged debate with Narayana Bhatta and conse-
quent defeat of NrsimhaSram a, Madhava Sarasvat! and Madhu-
sudana Sarasvatl. Nrsimhasrama wrote his Vedantatattvaviveka^A

;
D' 154? aUd iS known to ha^ finally converted Appayya

Dfksita - who lived from A. D, 1520 to 1593 as Mahalinga Shastri
proves in big Article in the Journal of Oriental Besearch Madras
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Vol. III. - to Advaita-Vedanta. So his debate with the famous
Mlmamsist might have happened in tha sixties of the 16tb
century. So also Madhava Sarasvafcl, Guru of &*'adhuBudaiia
and pupil of Rarnesvara Bhatta, father of Narayans Bfaatta, might
have met the onslaught of Narayana Bhatta's syllogism precisely
about fche same time or sometime afterwards. It is doubtful whe-
ther we should emphasize the dabate of Narayans Bhaita with
Madhusudana unless we take it that Madhusudana hearing his
preceptor's defeat challenged the victor and got himself overcome
might be circa 1585 or so. But it is highly incredible to suppose
that Madhusudana even the vanquisher of famous Oadadhara
Bhatta, an outright logician, should have failed to impress the
Mlmamsist *

The tradition quoted by Mm, V&sudeva SSstri Abhyaukar in

his introduction to SiddhSntabindu that Madhusudana was a eon-

temporary Of Gadadhara Bhattat Khandadevamisra, Ja^annStha
Pandita and Nagojl Bhatta, who all flourished in the latter half of

the 17th. century seems plausible and with reasonable certainty

Madhusudana SarasvatI can be said to have witnessed the

Mughal rule from Afcbar to Aurangzeb and thus lived olrea 1565

to 1672 A. D.

22 [ AanaU, B. O. A. L J



44 THE ASVAMEDHA s ITS ORIGINAL SIGNIFICATION "*

BY

E. IX KARMAEKAR

The Asvamedha is described in the Satapathabrahrnana as the

king of sacrifices (*ranr *rr q;r *7?rFff q-gpgrRtr:). Katyayana says that

it is intended for a king who is sarvakama. Bhavabhuti, in

TJttararamaosrlta IV, calls it the touch-stone for the world-con-

quering ksatriya kings
: X The Asvamedha is thus acknowledged

to be a great State-function, characterised by pomp and grandeur

worthy of an Emperor who has subdued all other kings. The

Mahabharata describes in detail the great sacrifice performed by

Yudhlsthira, in the Asvamedhika parvan from which one can

easily ascertain the unrivalled nature of the Horse-sacrifice,

There are several features of the Asvamedha which contribute

to the importance of the sacrifice: Thus

(1) The sacrifice ( which commences on the 8th day of the

bright fort-night of the month of Phalguna, March ) lasts for one

year and twenty-seven days.

(2) Four thousand cows and four hundred gold coins are given

to the four priests on the first day.

(3) The Savitresti is performed every day for full one year,

till the return of the horse.

(4) The horse is escorted by 100 Rajaputras, 100 Kdatriyaputrasj
100 Sutagramamputras and one hundred Ksattrputras, all armed
with different weapons, during the year the horse is allowed to

wander at will.

(4) Singing and playing upon the late by two Brahmanas ( who

glorify the performance of sacrifices and the munificent Daksina *

given over ) by day, and by two Ksatriyas { who glorify the

valorous deeds of kings) by nighfe, goes on throughout the year.

*
Paper read at the 15fch Oriental Conference, Bombay. It is printed

with the permission of the Secretary of the Conference.
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(5) Similarly the
"
Cycle of discourses (or stories)

lasting for ten days, is continued throughout the year ;that is, there
are in all thirty-six: cycles ( each lasting for ten days } during
the Asvamedha sacrifice ). This <rftarrerw ae of the uniueunque
features of the Asvamedha. 1

(6) After the successful return of the horse, the sacrifice

on for twenty-seven more days ( the first twelve days are con-
cerned with -the qrgrran?, the next twelve days with vm?9ir and
the last three days, with ^tw^r ).

(7) On the 25fch day after the return of the horse, the stflnrnr is

performed, when there are 21 yupas, and twenty-two victims are

offered.

(8) The 26th is the most important day
' Der Tag

'
of tht

sacrifice, for it is on that day that the horse is killed.

The king riding in a chariot yoked with four horses ( of

which the Horse-victim is one ), enters a pond to the east, till the

horses get wet. The three queens (H^ft, srorrwt and qft&rcr)

anoint the horse on its return with ghee and 109 pearls are woven
by them in its mane and hair of the tail

As many as 260 ( forest-animals ) and 337 domesticated ones

(including the 12 T^f victims ) are offered as victims; the

360 forest-animals are however not actually killed.

The horse is then made to lie upon a gold sheet laid on sacri-

ficial grass and covered over with a piece erf clotht and then it is

killed.

The queens cleanse the face of the horse and the chief queen

ceremoniously lies down near the dead horse*

It will thus be seen that the TR^srTWsr and the OT^JIR of the

queen, are the two unique features of the horse-sacrifice, the

other features being found in the cage of qther sacrifices* th6ngh

not on such a grand scale. We propose to deal, in the present

paper, with the OTB%3n* feature In order to find out what must

have been the basis of this extraordinary ceremonial so solemnly

gone through. Prima facie, it appears incredible that the ehief

queen should be lying down by the side of the horse (though

dead, and looked upon as Praj&pati) in the presence of the king,

would be dealt witb by us in another paper at a future date,
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the priests and the elite of the state gathered there to witness
the ceremony. It is significant that the Asvamedhikaparvan
which describes the other features of Yudhisthira's Assvamedha
more or less in detail dismisses the 3W%3TT feature in just one
line ( ^w%$W5j Tr^fTcTWt g<r?T??i^rr^ i ) which shows that in the
times of the writer of the Asvamedhikaparvan, at any rate* this

particular feature was looked upon with abhorrence.
The ^T^f^riw^rfl'erT and the ^W^^jW^^ficfr mention the details

of this obscene ceremonial which seems to have been handed
down by tradition, and which had to be gone through, whether
one liked it or not, as the fruit of the sacrifice can be secured by
one only if one sticks religiously to the minutest details of the
ritual prescribed.

After the horse tad been killed, the king's four wives and a
maiden! attended by four hundred female attendants, go to him to
wash his feet and then the queens are addressed by the

( O mother, dear mother, dearest mother ) ; the chief queen
replies :

( No man takes me on for sexual intercourse, this wretched
horse also is lying low )

n

( O you with a beautiful yoni, dressed in fine garment from
Kamplla, let the horse and you be covered up with a silken
garment, and then say to the horse

'

Let me come to you who can
impregnate ; you also should approach me who can impregnate*,

*&r- sr

( Let us two then together stretch forth our four feet so as to
be close to one another )

(The Pratiprssthatr says :- Let the the semen-sprinkler
(the horse or hnga ) of you, sprinkle the semen; let the semen-
holder ( the queen or yoni ), hold on the semen )
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?T- WTSTT sroTSrafr *T WEFT

( O horse, place your Mad part near the anus on the thighs ;

direct your erect sina towards the yoni-the sisna which Is held

as dear as life hy women, which enters swiftly their hols ( yoni ),

which though dear is hidden away by women s which pounds

down the middlemost of the yoni characterised by dark colour* )

( Sayana takes artrw to mean HfSrre^flt mcq^: * we follow

. Monier Williams in taking it to mean * hidden \

( Same as above, except qwfir for 5f^W I According to Sayana,

the MahisI here addresses her mother thrice, for the mother is the

greatest friend and sympathiser of the daughter, in her distress X

O queen, raise up this your yoni, just as a person before

taking a heavs load of bamboo-reeds on his head, first raises it

up on the ground ; and then le't the middle of the yoni be

refreshed or extended, like a person exhausted by the operation of

winnowing the corn, getting refreshed in the cool breeze.

[ According to Sayapa, this is uttered by the other wives of

the king ].

etc.

^ I [Same as above]

fr rsrm% *f

As a female deer that ( secretly) aate up the corn ( at night)

does' not think of securing full nouriShmmt hut manages to eat

as much as she could ; as a Sudra woman haying intercourse with

ajid not ask for more X
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( According to Sayana* the wires of the king say this to the

Mahisl ).

: i ( Same as above )

Here this little female-bird ( yoni of yours ), (desirous of

union ) is throbbing up, making the sound Ahala ; the semen has

entered into the ycni which being: full of the semen is making
the

*

gulgul
? sound ( so you have no reason to complain,

O queen ),
*

( Same as above )

mar ^ ?r r>rrr

11

Your father and your mother used to mount the top of a
tree (for sexual intercourse ), and your father thrust his fist into

the yoni ( of your mother ) saying he would shatter up the yoni
(you have no reason to complain, you are luckier than your
mother who had to content herself with the musti, not the sisna

even, but you have secured the sisna of a horse at any rate ).

( Sayana explains ??TWnr as ST^IW ^wr%^nOPTr f?rfH<T Hq\ and
as tt&u$9t wnsnat ).

The ^^ra%fq"^ffrrr reads after ...

(this wretched horse lies with the accursed Subhadra from the

KSmplla country ; so that I am not wanted by any man or horse
either ).

( According to Mahldhara, the wives of the king say this to
one another X

(The wives of the king, while circumambulating the horse
say this : O horse, we invoke you, the lord of hosts, of the hosts ;

we invoke you, the beloved lord, of the beloved ; we invoke you,
the lord of treasures, of the treasures be you my husband ) t
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f ?srr is read In place of the line ^Jt ^r*tf&9TT?rf3r

explains 3Trp*3Tn% irfenrr ?**raFF% JT&SR as

FOT the next verse, the 3nr ^fo reads

r^ I

left

[ This is said by the Yajamana to the horse

^m^T- in$w rnrwm ( 3pgr* ) *rfm . The

drops the passage q-

(The Adhvarju says this to the Kumar!, pointing to

yoni)

This ( your ) yoni is like a little bird moving on, making the

sound
*

Halag
*

; when the sisna baiters into the yoni, the yoni,

filled up ( with the semen ) makes the
*

gal-gal
* sound ( or starts

flowing on )>

m
( The Kumarl says this to the Adhvaryu, pointing to his

Here is this little bird ( ssi&na of yours ) moving this way and

that, with the sound
*

ahalag \ and appears like your face about to

pour forth words*

O Adhvaryu> do not talk to tis like that

( Both of us are in the same condition ; so we should not

taunt each other ).

( Same as above, except that srf^STFftiiT is found in stead of

iw /*
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(This is said by Brahman to the OTfCr. Mahldfaara explains

as ^TBWW H^^Wf^rcstPW1

, srwsTOiicT as ?w

w^g; and 3TWef^rrm as srr%<ri?r or ^c^iW^i^ftm )

(Tit mNt retorts, practically In the same words,

rf u

The 3F&V& says, referring to the ^rr^rrrTT, to some man there )

BTCTfflRf etc. ( Same as above, with the change f*rcf

for %w*rf f3nrrftr )

( Mahldhara's comment on this is as follows *

*mr

Sayana understands the second ?^TrT in a different manner ).

( Vavata retorts in the same way, mutatis mutandis ).

[ The Hotr says to the qfr^TFr

\

[Mahldhara's comment: ?Tg

sr?r

3^crr : ^iR^rTT q-^rcf : ^ I

ITT-

i

[ The qr^j^r says to the

( Mahldharas comment : ram
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[ The ?T| says to

R?Rafr ... ".
{ Same as above)

Mahldhara's comment =

[ Palagall retorts : *

[ Mahldhara's comment :

terror?:

: [ ^^(^m'sraT ^ewmK 1 1

The ^Ts^roJ^rrqw Is wound up with an expiatory verse,

n

Mah.Idhara
?

s comment = '

...

I

sr$r
:

It would be clear from the above that this whol episode

as the commentator pute it ) Is highly obscene t that

it takes place while the chief queen lies with the horses thai the

four Important priests in the sacrifice take part in It and all this

goes on in the presence of the king and other spectators ! Like*

wise, the two Samhitas show many different readings in ftuch a

small piece (a thing which no on expects in the case of Samhitas

at any rate), whole verses also being dropped ; the Satapatha-

brahmana refers to only a few verses in this connection. SlyaBa

and Mahldhara explain the verses differently and assign different

context to some of them. And lastly, the persons taking part in

this strange drama, are aware of the fact that they are doing

3 [ Annali, B. O. B. L I
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something abhorrent and pray in the end that their defiled months

may be rendered pure as before !

There is no doubt that the episode concerned could not be

omitted, because it had been regarded as a necessary and

important feature ever since the Asvamedha rite had been

Instituted* and that it was retained even after the ideas about a

sacrifice came to be changed a good deal, as just a relic of old

times. It is onlj on this supposition that the presence of this

extraordinarily obscene passage could be accounted for.

It is proposed in the present paper to investigate into this

matter further, with a view to find out some raison de etre for it.

In order to do this we shall have to first look into the meanings
of the words HW and sr^r, both of which are generally taken to

mean *a sacrifice
9

wherein oblations are offered to deities through
fire. This meaning is undoubtedly not the original one, sr^r

seems to have come from the roots *TF or f and SRC, meaning
*

going and meeting
7 and then

*

meeting in sexual intercourse
?

;

similarly ihr comes from rar^ to shower forth ( semen ), or m^f
to ineefe together, and originally meant the same thing. The
Purusasukta hymn (RV. X. 90) throws some light on this problem.

last Bk there is

Griffith translates the first quarter as
"
Gods, sacrificing-, sacri-

ficed the victim "
( which is hardly satisfactory ) j others

translate
" The Gods sacrificed the sacrifice with the sacri-

fice
"

( which is well-nigh meaningless ). There is no doubt that
the author of the Purusasukta is here contrasting his conception
of *W(the symbolical swr^r) with that of the snrws, the older Devas,
living in the s?w? region. According to the Purusasukta, the ^f
Is to be a pra^ ( ( rRi?ir^rT^r%rrr w$- ^rarr% srf^: ) when oblations
are offered into the fire for the deities. But that was the 3rR or
*TnRFT conception of w, the srainft vmm of the V3C being those
that were held and practised by the OTOTS in the w* regions
( The expression ifftwrH: is usually taken to mean '

great \ Is it

likely that ttf&xw is a mistake for TOTR: m which case the
expression could refer to *TWP which is oae of the seven upper
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lokas* just next to ^^RF ? ). The srwws are described In the

expression sn|fs? qr^wsraFcf \^T. ; what is the meaning of ^r?r here ?

The exprassion sr^rt % ficsoj-: Is often tiiefc with la Vedlc literature ;

and the epithet r%fqfir^' is exclusively applied to la the

Rgveda. We are probably on the right track if we 'understand

q-^T to mean *

the male organ of generation \ %^|:

would then mean *

the Gods performed the sacrifice in olden

times by indulging in sexual Intercourse
y

. The Purusasukta

tells us further that this practice obtained originally in the sft^

region, and was presumably initiated Ly the ^TTOTs* In the timeg

of the Purusasukta, this practice had become obsolete infT had

oome to mean a gar?T?r where the oblation offered was s sonifcimes f

even a human victim. To put it plainly w^ seems to have meant

in very remote times an orgy of promiscuous sexual intercourse

in which the Devas took parfc in the presence of fire by the

of the altar itself.

The practice of indulging in the sexual act in the presence of

others or in the open seems to have been in vogue right up to the

Mahabharata times* Parasara, the father of Vyasa* cohabited

with Satyavail in the presence of other Bsis (the Mahabharata

of course adds here that Parasara created a mist about him so that

they could not see him ) ; Dlrghatamas actually founded a cult,

where the sexual act was carried on openly and had to be

banished away* Cases are recorded in the Mahibharata* where

human beings had intercourse with beasts. Vivasvat is described

as having intercourse with a mare ( the actual text states that

Vivasvat in the form of a horse united wifeh his wife IE the

form of a maret
- but this need not come in the way of our under-

standing the real state of things) ; Vibhandaka had union with &

female deer, so also Ruru and Kindama and so forth. ( Even BOW

some such cases, union with a cow or sheep, are reported here

and there). This practice is not confined to any particular

country, but is reported to be in vogue, though not so common, in

all countries, especially in very remote times. Among the Hebrews,

for instance, a law in Ex. 22 19 reads
* Whosoever Math with a

shall surely be put to death
y on which the writer in the
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Ettyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics Vol. II, p. 672, rightly

remarks,
"
just as a prohibition law implies that traffic in liquor

has been known* and has even been customary, so the prohibition

recorded in this law testifies to the existence of the thing prohi-

bited ". The same writer, referring to the Gilgamesh Epic of the

Babylonians, writes about Enkidu* one of the heroes of the Epic
as follows :

* As the Epic goes on to tell how by intercourse

with a hierdouloS) he was enticed away from his animal compa-
nions, the narrative means apparently, that before the coming of

the woman, he had satisfied his sexual appetite with the animals *.

Taking all this into consideration, it would not be wrong to

suggest that ars^Erq" did originally connote actual union with a

horse. It is well-known that the horse is regarded as the most

vigorous male animal and there certainly was a time when society

allowed womenf who for one reason or other could not secure

male human beings to consort with them, to have intercourse

with a horse* and that event was regarded as a fit one for being
celebrated with special pomp, It is this ancient practice that the

ritual of the Asvamedha has faithfully tried to preserve, even

when the whole idea about the sacrifice underwent a complete

change*

The burden of the obscene dialogues indulged in by the queens
and the priests is the confession of the lady addressed to, that she
has to lie down with the horse, because no human being is willing
to lie with her ; what else could she do in the circumstances ?

The horse also is praised there as one who is most effective in

bestowing: progeny. The chief queen, as the wife of the sacrific-

ing king, has to undergo this ordeal as a matter of form, but the
names of the other three referred to ( $pnfr, srntRlT and MK^Tfei )

are significant, showing what the state of things was in the
remote savage times. Apparently the Kumarl typifies ladies who
could not secure a human mate in spite of all their attempts to

do so* The srrgrrat ( an obscure expression ) presumably typifies an
over-sexed amazon type of woman and the <rirpRfT9 a woman
discarded by the husband, ^n(J SQ free to act in any way she
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likes. These apparently were permitted to have intercourse
a

This interpretation about the original basis of the

appears startling enough, but there is nothing improbable about
it. From the Mahabharata and the Pn/anas, it is clear there
was a time in Ancient India when the idea of relationship like

father, mother, son, daughter, etc, was absent and men and women
had free sexual intercourse with one another ( even now this

of things prevails among certain savage tribes ) in the presence
of all. The Manavas invited the Devas who were more civilized

than they, to partake in the mass sexual intercourse practised by
them in the presence of fire, invigorated by the quaffing of plenty
of soma-juice or liquor* This ceremonial was called Jrw or sgr.

Draupadl herself ( as also, Slta ) is described as having been born

of the %{% which practically means that her birth occurred at the

above type of tr?r. ( It was only when the idea of family took firm

root in society s that this practice ceased ).

Svetaketu is credited with propounding the doctrine of strict

monogamy and placing the marriage tie on a proper basis. qrgr

then took the form of a religions observance where oblations

were thrown inbo the fire to please the Gods. For a time, the

victims offered were cows, goats and even human beings. Even

this in course of time was deemed to be obnoxious and the

practice of offering flour-oblations to the deities came Into vogue.

Though the substance was changed, care was taken to conform to

the format of the original sacrifice as scrupulously as possible,

The Prajapati used the barhis or sacrificial grass for the q^r in the

old sense ; his later descendants also continued to re ard the

barhis as holy for their purposes as well in the altered notions

about sr^r. Hence the intercourse with the horse, which originally

* "There Is hardly any animal that has not been utilised for the grati-

fication of the human lust; but naturally the animals easily available ar

employed such as mastiff and lap-dogs for Ear-American men and women;

goats and asses in Italy ; mares and sows for Southern Slavs ; geese, cats for

China ; donkeys for Egyptian, Iranian and North Indian women ; the sows by

Annamites ; goats, asses and mares by the Arabs ; and goats, &ses t TOWS fey

the Tamils
"

( p. 106 ). Sexology of the Hindus by Chandra Chakraberty,
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was an actual fact, came to be retained as having a symbolical

value* and showing continuity with the ancient practices.

It Is admitted that in remote times ( and even now among
savage tribes ) the custom of lending wives to friends or strangers
was quite common, especially at festival and religious celebra-

tions.
** Such general exchange is found in Australia, -... among

the Eskimos. ... and among other peoples ... It has probably been
of universal occurrence at such times, and in Europe relics of it

are found in the folk festivals, at which considerable licence

still prevails
"

( p, 125, Vol. I, Ency. History of Religion and
Ethics ). The obscene rites practised by the Saktas are the relics

of the old ceremonial prevalent in the times when Yajna meant
8

procreation '.*

The remarkable feature of the AsJvamedha sacrifice* the ^*r-

^$15? of fche queen can be, in our opinion, reasonably accounted

for, only on the supposition that Asvamedha originally connoted
union with a horse, in consonance with the original meaning of

Yajna or Medha*

As regards the verse 3T*lr 3T*^i)?qrnN% ( which is not referred to,

by the Satapatha ), &[**, arssrrra, 3cf*wr are generally taken to
mean * mother *

or
* an affectionate term of address *. Could it

be that this verse was added later on by some onet just after the
Mahabharata timep, wBo wanted to make it quite clear why the
ladies desired to lie with a horse, and chose for the names of
such ladies STOT, 3TOr%(CT), ^ffer^r, the three princesses,

* The following extract from * The Evolution of marriage
'

by Oh. Letctorneau
( pp. 60-61 ) describes the attitude of the Polynesians in this connection For
the Polynesians the pleasures of sensual love were the chief business of life;
they neither saw evil nor practised restraint in them. The conversation
also was in keeping with the morals. " One thing which particularly struck
me, says Moerenhout, *' as soon as I began to understand their language, was
the extreme licence in conversation-a licence pushed to the limit of most
shameless cynicism, and which is the same even with the women - for these
people think and talk of nothing but sensual pleasure, and speak openly of
everything, having no idea of the euphemisms of our civilised societies wherewe use double and veiled words, or terms that are permitted in mentioning
things which

^
would appear revolting - and cause scandal if plainly

'

* '
*
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daughters of the king of KasI, whom Bhlsma had abducted but

whom he was not prepared to marry, as symbolising ladies who

could not get male consorts as desired by them ?

That the commentators, being ignorant of the social condi-

tions of the times in which Asvamedha was practised, have failed

to understand the true import of fee obsecne dialogue is quite

clear, For instance they explain ?pr snnj as 35$ or TOPT,

But the passage really refers to the time when the ancestors lived

on the branches of trees and indulged in the sexual act on them.

The present writer is informed that relics of such obscene

dialogues are still found, On the 8th day in the month of

Sravana, every year the villagers, men and women, of a village

near Phaltan ( about 40 miles from Poona ) are known to indulge

in such dialogues. Details about this practice are yet to be

sifted and finalised,



MISCELLANEA

DATES OF LORD BUDDHA

BY

VIDYA DEVI

The following 47 dates of Lord Buddha's Nirvana are known
to the studedts of history from various sources. Will the Buddhist

Scholars and Indologists kindly enlighten me on the address noted
below or through the press which one to accept and why ? They
are B. C 368; 370; 380; 388 (Kern); 412 ( Rhys Davids );

477 ( Prof. Maxmuller ) ; 478 ( L. D. Swamikannu Pillai ) ; 480 ;

( Oldenberg ) ; 482 ( Fleet ) ; 483 ( Fachow ) ; 485 ( Canton
tradition ) ; 487 ( V. A. Smith in his early history of India ) ; 508
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Jayaswal ) ; 546 ; 576 ; ( Tibetan tradition ) ; 633 ( Gaya insccrip-
lion ) ; 638 ( Peguan and Chinese date ) ; 653 ; 752 ( Tibetan ) ;

835 ( Padmakarpo ) ; 837 ; 880 ; 882 ; 884 ( Tibetan dates ) ; 901
( Mangol Chronology ) 959 ; 960 ( Giorgi ) ; 1,004 ( Sir William
Jones ) ; 1,031 ( Bailly ) ; 1,036 ( Chinese ) , 1,050 ( Fahien ) ;
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MlMAMSADARSANA JAIMINIMIMAMS1SUTRAPATHAH
* # .

Edited by Sri Kevalanandasarasvat! ( Wai s 1949 ) ; P. 30 4-

281+264-227, In- 8 (PrajfiapSthasialSmandalagranfchamSla).

It is a matter of great astonishment for the European Orienta-

list to see an Indian Institute, subsisting on private resources,
'

situated in a locality of little importance, remote from the Uni-

versityt and yet publishing nndar such conditions so difficult a

work. It must be said at once that this edition of the Sutras of

the Mlmamsa is prepared with admirable care. No pains have

been spared to make of it an incomparable instrument of work for

the students of this system ( evidently more numerous in India

than they will ever be in the West )-a system which is so curious

and which is perhaps the earliest of all those which ancient India

has developed. Really speaking, the Sutras of Jaimini were

made available to us through several current editions of which

the handiest is that of the Anandasrama Sanskrit Series, This

latter the present editor has taken as basis for his work. The text

is found to be taken up in various literary commentaries and in

general commentaries also, which quote IB part or in whole the

Sutras. It is precisely these earlier editions, the commentaries of

^abaraBvarnin, of Kuraarila, of Parthas&rathi* of Khai?dad0vaf

and of several others together with unpublished documents* which

Sri KevalanandasarasvatI has compiled to present this new edition.

These various sources* in fact, show considerably serious diver-

gences 5 a number of displacements in the sequence and the extent

of the Sutras ( of. c&fanta Sutras in particular which the author

discusses in his preface ) ; there are variants too, in the vary texfc

of the Sutras. All these facts have been pointed out with extreme

accuracy, from 27 printed or manuscript sources. The text of the

Sutras itself is accompanied, whenever there is need, by divergent

numbering given in this or that ancient commentary. The Annota-

tions ( which occupy much space ) at the bottom of the page

give the divergences bearing upon fche very contents of fch

24 [ Annala, B. O. R. L 1
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variants, additions or omissions ; wherever It Is possible, the
editor expresses bis opinion on the validity of a particular
variant. He takes care to note the titles of the adhikarayas, which
seem to vary considerably enough from one commentary
to another,

In short s at the basis of the edition are seen silent work and
careful and methodical reading. One would point to the variants,
often Important, given by the manuscript

"
ya *\ preserved in the

local 6ala
% which has perhaps reflected a tradition which could be

traced back to the
"
Ancient Masters ??

.

Th second part of the work is an alphabetical index of the
Sutras* The third part is an index of words, in which are taken into
account not only the traditional text but also the smallest

divergences previously noted. This part too is a model of preci-
sion and extreme care*

In would be desirable to prepare similar repertory for the other
darsanas. It can then be clearly seen, as in this case, up to what
point the details of ihe transmission of the **

philosophical
"

Sutras have been floating in the course of history. There is

nothing similar to the stability of Paninian tradition, for example.
I do not know whether this edition is intended to introduce a

publication of all the sources of the Mlmamsa ; a glossary of
technical terms would, in particular, be welcome. Finally let
us note that the editor has not sought to remove the mystery
hovering round the Samkarsakaytfa, the so called books 13 and
others of Jalminl

L. Renou

KARPURAMANJABl Critically edited by Manomohan
Ghosh, Calcutta ( University )f 2nd edition, 1948 pp. 173
iEr-8.

^Mr.
Ghosh thought it to be Ms duty to give a new critical

edition of the Karpuramanjarl, the test of which Las been already
published in 1901, by Sten Konow and Lanman, in an edition
which has received legitimate appreciation. Surely, the study
of the problems relating to Prakrit has made some progress in
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recent times ; the meaning of some difficult terms is easier to
understand for a well-informed Indian than for a Westerner ;

finally, the textual basis of an edition can always be ameliorated
and in fact Mr. Ghosh has succeeded ia collating eight manu-
scripts in addition to the eleven of the earlier edition {

collation he has in part prepared again ),

Nevertheless Mr. Ghosh would not have, perhaps, undertaken
this work, if he had not wanted to illustrate his on the

question of Prakrit. They are known through the earlier publica-
tions of the author. Mr. Ghosh thinks, contrary to Pischel,
that it is not necessary systematically to correct the Prakrit

manuscripts according to the rules of the grammarians ; that, on
the contrary, one should strive to follow a manuscript as closely
as possible, at least in cases where such attitude does not entail

any internal contradiction.

Now s he adds* the manuscript
* w *

which had been already
noticed by Konow and Lanman, should be able to serve as a basis

for the restoration of the authentic text. This manuscript
that Maharastrl was unknown to the Prakrit drama of the time

of Rajasekhara. Conforming to the rules of the form Sattakat

Karpuramanjari is said to be written in one and the sam dialect;

throughout and this dialect would not be other than It

was in a subsequent epoch that Maharastrl was introduced in

the drama. Let us recall the theory of Mr* Ghosh regarding the

Maharastrl as
"
a later phase of Saurasenl

f

*. It follows that Konow
and Lanman might be quite wrong in the restoration of the versi-

fied parts of a special dialect, distinct from
5

Saurasen! * whose use

the most anciept theoreticians, beginning from Bharafca f do

advocate.

One thing is certain that there is something to be recom-

mended in this argument Without being a

like Mr. Ghosh, one may admit that the editors have, formerly*

corrected excessively* manipulated too freely^ the Prakrit

manuscripts, those of the drama in particular* with a view to

adapting them to the theory. The new Sattaka discovered and

edited very carefully by Mr. Upadhye, Gnndralekha, indeed

seams, despite certain contrary tendencies^ to attest the tape of
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mainly of a single dialect throughout, However* it must be

recognised that the arguments of Mr. Ghosh are not all so sound.

A, manuscript such as
* w \ however ancient it may be f is

removed from the times of KajasJekhara by too many centuries to

claim that it reflects the linguistic usage of these times. Though
on the other hand, it is true that Bharata does not mention the

classical distinction between Maharastrl and Saurasenl, the little

treatise on grammar, incorporated in the Natijasastra. indeed

conforms with what we call Maharastrl, while the dhrut^as, which

he mentions in another chapter the pieces meant for sing-

ing resemble what we call Sauraseul. How to make use,

under these conditions, of Bharata's evidence and compare it

with that of the more recent theoreticians ? If the Karpurmanjari
had been composed in a single dialect, would it not be more

reasonable to suppose that that dialect was the
*

principal

prakrit *, the one which is at the basis of Vararuci, that is to

say at least a kind of Maharastrl, similar to, if not identical with,

that which Hemaeandra later taught expressly? It is indeed also
** a general prakrit

"
9 whiclx Mr, Upadhye recognizes in Candra^

lelcka. He sees in it neither Maharastrl nor SaurasenI, but that

which conforms more or less closely to the description of Vararuci

or ( if one wishes) of Bharata. I admit that it would be repugnant
to denote this common Prakrit as Maharastrl, but I doubt

whether it could be characterised as Sauraseal.

These, however^ are, I am prepared to admit, difficult problems
the solution of which will require a redoubling of efforts. Let us
thank Mr. Ghosh for having given us in his usual thorough
manner a convenient edition, well-restored and furnished with

valuable grammatical observations and suggestions ; the final

annotations could have been more abundant, in view of the diffi-

culties of interpretation contained in this text which is full of

vulgarisms and local allusions. But even as they are, they are

welcome and are written with precision and competence*

Lu Renou
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KOTJHALA, LTLiVAl, A EOMANTIC KAVYA IN MAHi-
RASTBI PRAKRIT. Critically edited for the first

* *

time ... by A. N. Upadhye, Bombay ( Bharatiya Vidya,

Bhavana ), 1949 (Singhi Jain Ser. No. 31) ; pp. XXVI + 87 -f

382 in - 8,

The narrative literature of Jain inspiration grows without

respite ; it surpasses largely in mass, if not in interest, that which

is accessible to us on the Brahmanic or the Buddhistic side* Never*

theless, as is remarked by Jina Vijjayamuni in the interesting

preface he has added to the present work, one had no longer found

any Prakrit "Kavyas of non-Jain inspiration sine the distant times

of the discovery of the Satubandha or Gaiidavaha. In this field of

studies, it is an event to bring out a poem from the game source,

namely Lilavai or LUavati. The author is very nearly unknown ;

even his name, Kouhala (=Skt Kutuhala? ), is not well-establish-

ed, but from the works that he mentions or knows and those In

which he in his turn is referred to, he should be placed towards

800 %
of our era*

The general inspiration of the work is derived from the

Brhatkatha which, as is known to-day through the works of

Dr. Alsdorf and of Dr. TIpadhye himself, has developed quite a

Jaina ramification. The hero is none other than the king Hala of

the dynasty of the Safcavahanas and the author narrates that

king's expedition ( not confirmed historically ) against the king

Silamegha of Ceylon. But it Is not a question of authentic history

In this Poetic romance, despite the author's attempt at connecting

the story with some specific site, namely, the mouth of the

Godavarl and the sacred place of Bhlmesvara, It is a legend of

the most conventional type, and aims at illustrating the
kathE^as

it is defined by Budrata : an account in verse ( interspersed with

rare and brief p/ose passages ), in gathas, without division into

sections, and consisting, like the JTadam&arl, of narratives within

narratives, which are given in an order contrary to the chronologi-

cal order and which are put in the mouth of tbe persons other

than the principal hero ?
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The dialect is ^faharastrl, with a few rare words of d&sl origin.

One of the final gathas affords a proof for the above statement :

tnarahattha~desi-bhQ8d. As it is for tha first time that such a

linguistic indication appears in an ancient text and on the

other hand, the dialect appears to be well-established, one could

now, without doubt, see more clearly the relations of this literary

language with the maharastri of the grammarians. The great

controversy about the relations between literary texts and theore-

ticians, revived by the recent researches of Luigia Nitti, will find

fresh matter in the Lllaval.

Dr. Upadhye sets forth all such questions and discusses them
with a real fund of information in the langhty introduction which
he has prefixed to the edition of the Lilaval. He shows his

capabilities when he collects together all that is known about the

ancient texts bearing the name Lzlavati ( the well known work on
mathematics is not the only one) or again when he describes the

literary work of Hala, the topographical and archaeological pro-

blems raised by Saptagodavara ; or again when he takes up the

general question of Prakrit, not without giving 9 in many cases,
his own views on the subject On the other hand, he gives us here
but a choice of grammatical observations^ inviting the reader to

draw, from the final glossary, material to trace for himself the

morphology of Maharastrl This glossary is complete and pre-
a

pared with great care. Who can however, be better suited than
Dr. Upadhye to complete this linguistic picture ? Let us hope
that he does so on some other occasion.

As for the understanding of the text, an English translation
would have certainly^ helped the student. In the absence of that,
the student will be profited by reading the Sanskrit gloss, of an
tinascertainable date and author, which renders literally, like a
eh&ya, most of the gathas of Kofihala ; the lacunae have been
filled, in a similar style, by the editor himself* Sixty well -packed
pages of annotations point out the grammatical difficulties, give
variants and contain a succinct analysis of the^poem.

It is superfluous to recall that the entire work is executed by
a master-hand. After so many other publications, which succeed
one another in a rapid rythra, this edition of Lilavat firmly
establishes the name of Dr. Upadhye in the front rank of the
present day Jain and Prakrit scholars in India,
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BIMAL CHURN LAW, SOME JAIN CANONICAL SUTRAS,
Bombay, 19491 P. XV + 213 in-8 ( Bombay Branch Royal
Asiatic Society Monograph No. 2 ).

Dr. Bioial Churn Law Is well-known to tbe world of orienta-

lists through an already pretty long series of eiudit works,
chiefly in the domain of Buddhism. Hither and thither he has
also touched on Jainism, in particular in his book on Mahavlra
and in India as described in Early Texfs of Buddhism
Jainism. The merits of these publications are well known * they
are careful statements of facts and extensive accumulations of

materials, in which the descriptive element Jfaas a preponderance
over the interpretative one. As they are* these works are very
valuable and Some Jaina Canonical Sulras will occupy a worthy
place in the series. The "author has examined the principal
Sutras of the Jain Canon ( Svetambara) and has clearly brought
out the facts of the doctrine,, geographical, historical

legendary data, and various other cultural items. He not

present a systematic analysis of all these, but

certain traits, ieaving other traits in the dark, It is that

several texts to whicla s rightly or wrongly, some importance
is attached, are dismissed in two or three pages, while the

Uttaradhyayana^ which is universally regarded as of major
interest, is treated in nearly 40 pages. But this lack of

proportion does not affect the importance of Dr. Law ?

s book

which lies in the fact that he has taken great pains to ^lean up a

large number of facts for the first time, to unravel, within a small

compass, a vast literature, still little known* and thus to bring

about its integration into the general study of Indianism 8 Except
for the final chapter

"

entitled
"
Principles of Jainism ", which

will be in other respects welcome, there has been no attempt at

synthesis.

The selection of Dr. Law is very wide * it includes the Angas
in totality (the twelfth not to be naturally taken into account )

almost all the Upafigas (those of an exclusively scientific character

have been excluded ) ; it gives, among the remaining texts, the

two Nisihas, the important section of Cheda*'3trast known under

the name of Kalpasutra, the first three ( which ar the only
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ones about which tradition is definite ) s finally the isolated texts ;

it wipes the dust off the prakiry,akas. The author has even gone

beyond the propar canonical literature, and has supplied a

detailed analysis of the Tattvarthasutra, which occupies, as is

well known, a distinct place in the dogmatic literature. Finally a

geographical catalogue of Jainism, the Vwidhatirthakalpa^ forms

the subject of an exposition which will be as useful for the

iconography as for topography.

In fine, the work is rich and will be of service. The final

index would have deserved to be considerably enlarged.

L. ReBou.



ASTANGAHRDAYASAMHITi With the Vakyapradfpikl
* *

commentary of Paramesvara, Part 1 ( Adhyayas 1-10 of

Sutrasthana ) edited by Vayaskara N. S. MOOSF, Published

by tlie Proprietor, Vaidyasarathy Press, Kottayam, 1950,

Price Rs. 3 /
-

, pp. xi + 1-202

The Astsngahrdaya Sarhhita ( AHr) of Vagbhata has been the

most popular text-book of Ayurveda for a very long time, as is

evident from the number of commentaries written on it. The

editor of the Nirnaya Sagar edition of A Hr ( Bombay 1939 ) has

enumerated not less than 34 commentaries on this work, some of

which were written by scholars in South India. The present

work, namely the commentary Vakyapradlpika by Paramesvara,

is one of those works that were composed by scholars in

Kerala.

The editor of the work has based his text of AHr on four com-

plete MSS and this fact gives the editor an opportunity of making

a comparative study of the original text as it has come down in

northern and southern MSS. The editor has recorded in foot-

notes the variants that became available in the MSS. A casual

comparison shows that the South Indian MSS occasionally dis-

close more or less important variations. The text of the Vakya-

pradlpika is hasad on a single MS which contains the commen-

tary on Sutrasthana only. A printed hook of AHr with this com.

mentary printed in fche Kerala script was also available for con-

sultation in constituting the text of the commentary. According

to the editor, the Vakyapradlpika extends to the Sutra-, Sarlra-

and Nidana-sections of AHr. The author Paramesvara, however,

seems to have commented on the whole work. The editor was

fortunately successful in discovering a MS containing the

commentary on the Cikitsasthana upto the chapter on Madatyaya-

cikitsa. The commentator Paramesvara belonged to the village

Asvatfeha on the bank of the river Nils in Kerala. As for the

date of the commentator, it has been inferred that he must have

flourished later than the Kolamba year 600 i e. 1425 A. D., since

Vasudeva composed a commentary called Anvftyamsli on AHr

25 { AnnalB B, O B.I.1
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before the Kolamba year 600. For, had the VakyapradlpikE

existed prior to the Anvayamala, the composition of the latter

work t which Is in the form of simple explanation, would have

beeu superfluous,

Tfa commentator gives clear explanations of the text In a

lucid style* Wherever he met with discordant views of other

commentators, he gives his own explanations in clear terms.

While describing the different medicinal substances and articles

of food, he gives Kerala equivalents to their names. Thus the

commentary may also be helpful for the comparative study of

Indigenous herbs. The commentator appears to be well-versed

in the medical science, grammar, rhetorics and Vedic literature.

According to him the word apurvavaidya in the opening verse

meaBS Mahadeva, but at the same time he takes it to denote

Buddha as an alternative explanation. He says: srsjsn

Ihn: i crw srrar: ^m^^rra: wi STRICTIM \ crarra; ^%r jfa- ftr&rift

The publication of the available commentaries, not only of the

AHr, but also of all the Important Ayurvedic text-books will be

helpful for the critical study of Sanskrit literature in general and

of the Ayurvedic literature In particular. A comparative study
of the various commentaries would no doubt have a bearing on

the critical analysis of the original text. In the commentary on

1. 5. 18 Arunadatta quotes 2^ verses from the Astangasamgraha

( AS ) and comments on them. He says : ^^iTftTfa^* ar^iwt %f%-
^srrf? <reri% I srarr qrsfhr ^r g qrisfrsf t etc. Hemadri does not refer to

these verses. The author of Vakyapradlpika treats these verses
as regular part of the text. The different explanations given by
the commentators are an additional source of critical study, e. g,

1. 5. 27 : ?T%?m: ^^ns-gsot ct^* ^S I The editor of the Nirnaya
Sagar edition has divided the verse In the following way - *f"f?awrn

f^NhEscE and ns"g<sur flho^Ff? 0*5 \ . In this he is led by Arunadatta
who reads Wl% with. ^rcot. Hemadri seems to have read ^rir with
^fei:. The Vlkyapradlpika follows Hemadri^ The half verse
ft^rfnrCr qr^rsfr etc. ( 3U 5. 70 ) Is printed in the Bombay edition,
because Hemadri commented upon it. Arunadatta has



commented on ifc The VakyapradlpikS also Ignores It. Some
minor variants are also occasionally mefe with =

( e. g. 7, 5

Bombay cdn., ^mwi^n% Kerala; 7. 13

Bombay, ^?%q|pCTg[ ^cfswr Kerala ; 7. 37 ii?^Ti^^f^r^% Bombayt

Kerala. Arunadatta and Hemadri explain: TOOT
%?f *%%* *r: TOBTRWCW^: . The Vakyapradlpika

explains : f^r%en?^^^r%%?r ^r%?r ).

The editor holds that both the AHr and AS were composed by
one and the same author, i e. Vagbhata, that Vgbhata first

wrote AS and then composed AEIr with a view to attaining bre-

vity. He has based his conclusion on the following grounds -

( 1 ) Indu* the commentator of AS as well as other commentators of

AHr consider the same Vagbhata as the author of AS and AHr.
( 2 ) The style of both these works is the same. ( 3 ) There is almost
no difference of expression between them.

The opinion on this Vagbhata problem has not been unani-
mous for a long time. The view that AS and AHr wera composed
by two different authors has been maintained by scholars like

Hufch, Hoernle, Jolly, Keith, WinternitsJ, Dasagupta and othsrs e

Many Indian scholars hold the opposite view. Recently Prof.

Dinesh Chandra Bhatfcacharya has made a strong plea in favour
of the identity of Fagbhata ( Vide his article Date and Works of

Vagbhata the Physician, ABOBI XXVII, 1948* pp. 112-127),

especially on the ground that Indu 9 CakrapSnidatta, Candra-

nandana, NiScalakara, Arunadatts and other commentators

definitely considered one and the same VSgbhata as

author of both the works. This argument cannot be a conclusive

proof. These authors were more or less distant from both the

Vagbhatas in point of time and placet and hence might have

mistaken the two Vagbhatas for one due to the identity of their

names- The second argument of the editor about the style cannot

be decisive, even granting that the style of both the works is the

same. The third argument that there is almost no difference of

expression between them is not on firm foundation* In a number
of points there does exist difference of expression. It is not nece-

ssary here to record all the arguments in favuor of the two Authors

theory. The genealogy etc* given by the author of AS, the open
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statement of the author of AHr of having used AS, the reference

to AS and AHr by the names Vrddha Vagbhata and Vagbhata
respectively by the commentators, I-tsing

?

s indirect reference to

AS, the reference to AHr in Arabic and Tibetan sources are some
of the reasons that have been advanced in favour of the separate

authorship. One of the most important points in this behalf is

the difference of expression between these two works. For

example, AS ( Sarlrasfchana ) lays down the 16th year in the case

of the wife and 25th in the case of husband as the proper age for

begetting a son, AHr ( Sarlra 1. 8 ), on the other hand, recommends
the 16th and 20fch year respectively. Now it would definitely be

more reasonable to say that the two authors being rather distant

in time naturally made these different statements, than to say
that the same author wrote one thing in his previous book and
shortly afterwards changed his mind and stated the other in the

nert book. This also applies to many other cases of difference.

In view of these and other considerations we find it difficult to

agree with the editor's view in this respect.

The editor is to be congratulated on the laudable undertaking
of publishing the Vakyapradlpika commentary and it is hoped
the rest of the portion will soon be published. The editor is an
energetic worker in the field of Ayurvedic research and publica-
tion and everybody interested in the subject will wish him
Godspeed. The printing and get-up of the work are satisfactory.
As for the printing of the Sanskrit text, one suggestion seems
to be necessary, namely that the South Indian practice of writ-

Ing 3T for ^r is unscientific and unsuited to the general Sanskrit
reader. It should, therefore, be discontinued in future.

O. Q. Kashikar

CIKITSAKALIKA of Tlsatacarya, edited by Vayaskara
N. S. MQOSF, with a Preface by P. K, G-ode, M.A., published
by the Proprietor, Vaidyasarathy Press, Kottayam,
S. India, 1950, Devanagari characters, pp. xvi + 80, price
Us. 2/-f Vaidyasaratby publications, Book No. 10

My. N* S, Mooss is to be congratulated for adding yet another
book to the Vaidyasarathy series devoted to the publication of
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book& on Ayurveda. As usual, ha has edited the work along
more or less scientific lines. For editing the text he has consulted
five MSS giving the original text, two of which are from the
Bhandarkar Institute, Poona, one from the T. M. S. S, M.
Library 9 Tanjore, one in his own possession and the last from a
private collection of Mr. V. R. Bhatt. The last two are apparent-
ly written in Malayalam script and others are probably written
in Devanagarl. The variants are given in foot-notes. The book
is neatly printed but, as pointed out while reviewing another of

his works in this very number, the editor is inclined to print arjj

in place of both & and ^ This practice, even though familiar in

South India, is not scientific and not acceptable to all others.

In his abort Sanskrit preface the editor has pointed out the

peculiar character of the book. Prof. Gode has in his Preface

dwelt at length on the comparative chronology of the author Tfsata.

One is naturally inclined to enquire whether any other edi-

tion of the work was previously published and if so what rela-

tion the present edition bears to that. It has also to be seen if

the available material has properly been made use of. The editor

states that in spite of many efforts he could not succeed in

procuring MSS of the commentary on this work by Oandrata,
the son of Tlsata the author. In this connection it may be
stated that Candrata's complete commentary on Oikitsakalikt
was published as early as 1926 A. D, by Kaviraj Narendranath
Mitra ( published, with Hindi translation of the original text by
Jayadeva Vidyalankara, by Mitra Ayurvedic Pharmacy, Lahore ).

There is BO reference to this work in the present edition. Kaviraj
Mitra has based his excellent edition on three MSS { of the

commentary ) about which unfortunately he gives no information

beyond stating that they were procured through the kindness of

Vaidya Yadavji Trikainji Acharya of Bombay. It will be a

boon to scholars of ancient Indian culture in general and to

Ayurvedists in particular if Sanskrit texts of Ayurvetla are

printed on modern scientific lines. It has to be borne in mind

that simply taking one or more MSS of a work and printing the

book without any critical insight does justice neither to the

author nor to the science to which the book pertain*. It is a healthy

sign that in recent years the scientific outlook has begun to b*
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maintained, but it is now essential to see that no Sanskrit test

comes out unless it Is scientifically prepared.

The Cikitsakalika is a complete text-book of Ayurveda in the

sense that it deals, even though briefly, with all the eight parts

of Ayurveda. The book is in a versified form and the author has

employed a number of metres in its composition. The author in

his introductory verses says that the works of Susruta and others

are difficult for ordinary people to understand, whereas the present

text can be understood by the ignorant and the intelligent alike.

Candrata's commentary is written in a simple and lucid styles is

very helpful for understanding the text and gives a pleasant

reading. He* often gives the names of medicinal stuffs in the

regional language.
The work of Tlsata and Candrata's commentary on it were

first made known to the world by Dr. J. Jolly through an article

( Zur Quellmkunde d&r indischen Medizin, ZDMG LX, pp. 413-468,

1906 ) in which he gave the Sanskrit text of 1-47 verses in Devs-

nagarl characters, Candrata's commentary on the same in Roman
characters and German translation of the verses along with

critical notes. He based his work on five MSS ( two from Berlin,

one from Oxford, one from Jammu and one from the Deccan

College, Poona).

The Lahore edition gives complete text and commentary and

contains 401 verses ; the South Indian edition gives 408 verses.

On close comparison it is found that the following 7 verses in the

present edition are not found in the Lahore edition :- 189 ( in

Visarpacikitsa ), 217-18 ( in Svitracikitsa ), 250 ( in ChardisJcikitsa )

and 311-13 (in Vatacisitsa ). Since the text of Cikitsakalika is

provided with a comprehensive commentary running parallel to

the text by Candrata, the author's son himself, it naturally forms

the most important means for fixing the original text and at once

miaimises the significance of consulting and comparing a number
of MSS of the text written later on. A study of the foot notes in

the present edition reveals the fact, even though the editor has

not referred to it, that its text is based on the MS & ( the author's

own MS ) and all the variants in other MSS are recorded in foot-

ugteg. In doing so, no attention seems to have been paid to th$

relative value of the MSS, as a result of which better readings



have sometimes been relegated to the foot-notes. The editor's
adherence to his own MS goes even to the extent of adopting such
reading as does' not suit the metre. Thus he prefers sfff^^T^irw

whereas two MSS, agreeing with Candrsta, read
which fits well in the Harm! metre. It is needless

to quote cases where better and genuine readings are given a
place in the foot-notes.

In the Lahore edition the Vafcarogacikitsa is included In the
chapter on Salyatantra. The editor, feeling this discrepancy,
has tried to justify the position by saying that the Bastiyantra
which is one of the yantras prescribed in the Salyatantra, is

chiefly used in Vata-diseases. The present edition gives Vafcaoi-

kitsa separately between Krmicikitsa and Ktyacikifcga. Candra-
ta

?
s tradition has, however, to be accepted as authoritative,

Prof. Gode has discusssd in his Preface the comparative chrono-

logy of Tlsata and has mentioned **
about SOO A, D.

"
9 the date

proposed by Prof. D. G. Bhattacharya, In the colophon of some
MSS, Tlsata is described as the son of Vagbhata, But as Prof.

Gode has pointed out, the colophons of MSS are not dependable,
unless they are contemporary. In his introductory verse, Tlsata

pays obeisance, along with others, to his father by saying F3iW
<Tl?ra; which Gandrata renders as ^iy^<ffl%WW4 |4taMlaii fifg* <rntr mf
srra;. So neither the author directly mentions the name of hm
father, nor the grandson of his grandfather* Had Vagbhata really
been the person referred to as

f*

FTg*
**

his name should have been

directly mentioned. There is one more point, viss. that Candrata
in his commentary refers to Vagbhata and Vrddha Bahada* One
would scarcely expect him to refer to Vagbhata in suci a formal

manner, if he were his grandfather. A comparative study of

both the text and commentary with -A^tangasamgraha, Astaigahr-

daya and other important JLyurvedlc texts would throw impor-
tant light not only on the relation of Tlsata amd Canclrata fco

Vagbhata but also t6 other medical authors. It is hoped that

Ayurvedic physicians would realist the significance of such study

not only for the Ayurvedic science but also for the whole Sanskrit

literature. They would be rendering a real service to the eause of

learning if they follow up this line of study with th6 necessary

application of historical method*
0.
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SAHAD : MOM ( Hindi ) by Sri Ramesh Bedi, Ayurveda-

lankara, Bharatiya Dravyaguiia Granthamala, Published by

the Himalaya Herbal Institute, Gurukula Kangri, Hardwar

U. P. Foreword by Dr. Sadgopal, Department of Indus-

trial Chemistry, Hindu University Banaras. Asvin Sam vat

2006 ( December 1949 ) Price Rs. 3/~ pp. 264-212, Size

4j"
x 7*-

The energetic author of the work under review, Sri Ramesh

Bedi, has been rendering very valuable service to the cause of

learning by composing scholarly monographs on Indian plants.

He has already published historical and scientific studies of Lahasun,

Pyaj, Tutsi, Sonth, Dehati Ilaf, Triphala and Anjir and has now

published another one on a very important subject- He has very

ably dealt with the various aspects of the subject of honey, e. g.

old and new methods of extraction, quality, colour, and taste of

honey, medical uses etc. He has also traced the history of honey in

Sanskrit literature and also in other literatures. In short he has said

everything pertaining to honey* Original texts have been quoted

wherever possible in support of statements.

At the present juncture when attempts are being made to give

genuine Indian set-up to Indian life in all aspects, books like the

present one are certainly welcome. As said hy Dr. Sadgopal in his

foreword c * The present publication by Sri Ramesh Bedi is highly

educative, interesting and instructive, explaining the technical

details in a simple and yet convincing manner even to a layman,,

while to a student of science and technology, this will prove to be

of more than common standard.
" The oook is written in lucid

Hindi. Even though Hindi has been adopted as the national

language of India, it is yet time when it can be understood by one
and all. It is therefore essential that such books be published also

In regional languages of India for the benefit of the general public.
Sri Bedi has an ambitious scheme of publishing a large number

of monographs of this kind. His energy remains unabated even

though he had to change his place of residence due to the partition
of India. He Is serving a real national cause and it is hoped men of

wealth will come forward to help him and share the cultural and
e4ucational responsibility.

C G. Kashikar
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THE PROBLEM OF SANSKRIT-TEACHING
: ) [ By Prof. G. S. Huprtkar, M.A., B.T., Professor

of Sanskrit, Rajaram College, Kolhapur, published by the
Bharat Book-Stall, Kolhapur City, S, M. CoiiBtry ( India),
Price Rs. 12/8/- pages 700 ].

The main object of the work, under review is to make a

comparative examination of the Eastern and Western methodo-

logy of language-teaching in general and of Sanskrit teaching in

particular with a view to place the teaching of Sanskrit in

Schools and Colleges on a sounder and a more permanent basis

in free India. This ambitious attempt is timely and praise-

worthy and has been carried with skill and mastery over the

subject that does ample credit to the author,

Till very recently, the teaching of Sanskrit both at the High*
school and College stages was carried on, on Western lines; and
the old traditional methods of patba-Salas and Sastric learning,

which were found useful for several centuries in this country^

were, at once, brushed aside as obsolete and impracticable, Thay
were denied even a chance of a fair trial. Dr R. G. Bfaandarkar

wrote his famous two text-books for the teaching of Sanskrit in

the Secondary Schools in the years 1864 and 1868 and adopted the

Grammar-translation method of teaching Greek and Lain

according to the plan of Dr. Haug* This method held full sway,

at least in Maharastra s for over half a century, The establish-

ment of the Training Colleges in this province, however, changed

the outlook of language-teaching in general and it received new

light from the modern methods based on educational psychology

and on the theories of languages-teaching. But Sanskrit remained

unaffected till Prof. V, P. Bokil 9 M.A., aT.CUtt, devised a new

method of teaching Sanskrit based on the findings of Dr. Rouse

and Mr. Harold E. palmer, which he has set forth in his
f New

Approach to Sanskrit
*
( 1942 ) But even in the case of this

* Hew

approach
7 of Prof. Bokil, a thorough acquaintance with the old

methods ( not to speak of their application } remained outside the

scope of the work.

It is satisfying to find that Prof* Huprikar in the present book

gives a very good idea of the Eastern methods, the KhandEavaya

26 [ Annals, B. O. B I. }
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and the Daridanvaya etc., compares them with the Western

methods, shows the points of similarity and dissimilarity

between them, discusses the differences between the Eastern and

Western attitudes, states that the Eastern methods are more

suited to the intensive and the Western methods to the extensive

study and comes to the conclusion that a happy combination

of the intensive * and the extensive methods of study is a

desideratum.

Some of the salient features of this book may be noted as

under ( 1 ) the discussion of the correspondence between the

Eastern principles of ^TTS^PST and the Western principles of

language-teaching. ( 2 ) A. general survey of the Sanskrit Sastras

like the wrnr, rftarrar, ^^K and ocn^ror with a view to demons-

trate how these, also, are conducive to the Linguistics. ( 3 ) State-

ment of the common principles of methodology in the East and

the West and their application to the different Sastras ( 4 ) The

Intellectual approach to the Sastras and an aesthetic approach to

the spfOTs. ( 5 ) The *a;rogT^*r method in its relation to the <r?, *rrw

and snrrar. ( 6 ) The practical approach of the %qroT*fs to grammar
according to the nature of Sanskrit language. ( 7 ) Application
of the theories of <??, 3rrPI and spfTO to ^Tfi%?*r and Vedanta, ( 8 )

Psychological approach to the process of ^TTs-fsfter ( srfiror, sJSfnuT,

ccngfifr) and Its educational implications, ( 9 ) Limitations of the

historical methods and ( 10 ) A detailed summary of the whole
discussion in Sanskrit, given in the beginning of the book, ( in

92 pages ) for the benefit of Sanskrit Pandits ignorant of English,
The author has touched the practical aspect of teaching by

suggesting reforms in the Sanskrit studies in the Universities and

by Discussing an ideal syllabus in Sanskrit.

To concludes the author has spared no pains in making his

attempt as thorough-going and as complete as he could and has
neither minded the labour and the cost of writing and publish-

ing such a big volume in these days of general financial

stringency. It is a labour of love in the cause of our sacred

language the only source of our cultural heritage. It is, there-

fore, up to every lover of Sanskrit to extend to the book every
kind of encouragement and support that it merits*

K. N. Watave



Reviews

YOGA ( Journal of the Yoga Institute, Santa Cruz, Bombay 25 )
Vol. V, No. i ( March 1950 ) edited by Stir! Yogendra,
the Director of the Yoga Institute.

We welcome the reappearance of Yoga after an interval of

eight years. Shri Yogendra, the Director of the Yoga Institute,

Bombay, started this important Journal in 1933 ^or disseminating
practical and scientific knowledge of Yoga traditions and culture*

Four volumes of this journal were published by him between 1935
and 1942 but he had to suspend its publication owing to difficulties

created by the great world war. After a heroic struggle with these

difficulties Shri Yogendra has not only revived this journal but has

-provided a permanent Headquarters to the Yoga institute of

Santacruz, Bombay, where he has been carrying on the different

activities of his Institute such as ( i ) Academic Researches in Yoga^

( 2 ) Scientific Investigations pertaining to Yoga9 ( 3 } Maintenance of

a Yoga Libraryy ( 4 ) Academy for training in Yoga^ ( 5 ) A
Health Clinic for the treatment of patients and

(
6 ) A Publishing

Department for the publication of literature on Yoga* The Report

of the Yoga Institute for 1944-47 published in the issue of the

Yoga before us hows not only the high idealism of Shri Yogendra
but also his fearless tenacity and perseverance in fighting against

difficulties encountered by him in the day-to-day conduct of his

Institute^ which Is a unique experiment in the fulfilment of Yoga

objectives in this country. We hope that lovers of Yoga will

generously help the activities of the Yoga Institute which are being

carried out by Shri Yogendra and his band of workers in a spirit of

sacrifice and service*

P. K
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AGAMONUN DIGDARSANA, by Prof. Hiralal Rasikdas Kapadia,

published by V. G. Shah, Bhavnagar, X948 * pages 240,

Price Rs* $~8-Oo

Prof- Kapadia 3
whose study of the Jalna canonical works is so

well-known, has given in this Gujarat! book a short account of the

Svetambara Jaina canon. The work is divided into 22 chapters.

The first chapter gives a critical introduction to the canon, and

chapters II-XVIII are devoted to various individual scriptural texts.

Chapter XIX mentions those texts which are no more extant, but

are known from literary references. Chapter XX is devoted to the

lost Drstivada, which formed the twelfth Anga of the Svetambara

canon and contained the ancient texts known as the 14 Purvas.

This chapter also is mainly based on literary references. Chapter

XXI, briefly refers to the Digambara view about these canonical

texts, and the last that is, XXII chapter mentions the critical

literature about the Agamas* The book seems to have been written

with a view to supplying to the general Gujarati reader a handy
monograph on the Jaina canon, and we may say without reserva-

tion that the effort is successful,

Bhogilal J". Sandesara



Reviews

HISTORY OF SRI VIJAYA. By K. A. Nliakaota Sastri, M. A.

Publishers : University of Madras 1949. Pages 157* Price

Rs. io/ .

This work formed the Sir William Meyer lectures for the

year 1946-47. Till 1918, when George Coedes published his

account of this ancient Indian Empire in Sumatra and its neigh-
bourhood, even its name was unknown. Prof. Nilakanta Sastri ?

who has himself contributed much to the elucidation of many
knotty points in the history of this forgotten empire, takes stock

here> of the results of research on this subject since 1918,

Sri Vijaya came into existence in the last quarter of the yth

century A. D Sumatra and the Malaya Peninsula formed its core ?

though, at various times, it stretched from Nicobar to Borneo* In

the 8th Centur}r there arose die Kingdom of Sailendra in Central

Java. The relations between Sri Vijaya and this new power appear
to have become very cordial, and together, they spread their

power for a short time as far as Champa and Kambuja. About the

middle of that century a Sailendra Prince came to occupy
the throne of Sri Vijaya and thus the two powers practically

became one.

We have notices of this powerful empire in the 9th and loth

centuries from Arab travellers* Masudi says
" This empire has an

enormous population and troops innumerable, voyaging in the

most rapid vessel one cannot go round all these isles in a years ***

The Chinese considered Sri Vijaya as a half-way house in intelle-

ctual and commercial matters between their country,and India. In

fact Itsing advised his countrymen to study Sanskrit in Sri Vifaya

before going to India for higher studies*

In the nth Century Sri Vijaya came into conflict with another

maritime power
- the Colas of South India. The reason for this

conflict is unknown. It may be that both wanted the mastery of

the Bay of Bengal. Rajendra Cola led a naval expedition, in the

course of which, he attacked the capital Sri Vijaya and captured its

king as prisoner. The outcome of the Cola success however was

not an expansion of Cola power in Sumatra, but the weakening of

Sri Vijaya. In the I2th and 13* centuries according to Arab and

Chinese sources Java had become more important. The next
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decisive stroke that brought about the fall of Sri Vijaya was deli-

vered by Java. By 1286 the Maharaja of Sumatra had become a

subordinate of the Maharajadhiraja of Java* The third attack came

from the Siamese Kingdom of Sukhodaya, which absorbed the

northern possessions of Sri Vijaya in the Malay peninsula. The

final stroke came from the Arabs, who became the true inheritors

of the commercial prosperity of Sri Vijaya.

The last chapter of the book deals with Sri Vijaya art, which in

the beginning, was influenced by South India and especially from

Amaravati. Later when Sailendra rulers from Java began to rule

in Sumatra, they brought in Gupta, Nalanda and Pala influences.

The appendix contains 16 Sanskrit and Tamil inscriptions with

their English translations and is followed by a bibliography, index,

2 maps of South East Asia, and a few illustrations. Prof. Sastri

has laid students of the history of Greater India under a deep debt

of gratitude by his able reconstruction of the history of Sri Vijaya*

G. S. Dikshit.



CORRESPONDENCE

In his interesting paper on the
*

References to the Custom of

Holding Grass in the mouth as a taken of surrender in Indian

and Foreign Sources' ( B. M. Barua Com. Vol., pp. 6G-65 ) Sri P,K.
Gode has quoted two references supplied to him by Dr. A, IX

Pusalkar from the Dutavakya of Bhaga as follows-*

Dr. Pasalkar translates these as follows-

1. We have come to speak about things other than grass.

2. You are fit to be spo&en to ( after ) making you keep grass

in your mouth.

I arn afraid the above does not seem to be rightly understood,

The custom of holding a straw in the mouth ( IPS" ?fW discussed

by Mr. Gode was different from rjon^fr?%*nw i e. talking with

a blade of grass held in between. In Hindi poetry we get references

to both ;

fi' 3~*rTHT snrfl. HITcf T ^FW^" WT 1

No one baring strength kills another who holds a straw

between the teeth.
' ?

I am not finding the name of the poet, but

think the verse belongs to the sixteenth century. It is the $rt
line of a verse said to be written by a poefc as an appeal on behalf

of cows submitted to Emperor Akbar, The custom of holding

a blade of straw ( g^r (for ) was a sign of expiessing submission

or humility*

The other reference to ^T^tTCrfwwifW is in the Ramayava of

Ttilasldasa, a poet who lived in the sixteenth century and passed

away in 1623 A- D.

**

Slta speaks to Bavaria after holding a straw as a screen in

Between. This is how the line has bsen explained by all

the commentators and has been- traditionally understood. I

think 'this reference clinches the meaning. Sits as a chaste

woman did not want to speak to Rsrana as he had impute thoughts
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towards her. But once when Ravana threatened to take
her life, she had to speak and then she used this device of holding
a blade of grass as a token-screen between herself and the demon
King, The custom implies contempt for one against whom the

Wade of grass is held.

It will thus be seen that the meaning given by Ganapati
Ssstri 1

Is correct* ju e. fit to be addressed by holding a blade of

grass as a ( token ) screen, and not directly to be conversed to.

Obviously, the meanings put upon the passages by Woolner and
Sarup and by Dr. Pusalkar are not correct; and tfeey have missed
the real import of the words, I would translate the passages as
follows-

1. We will speak to you verily bj holding a grass blade in
""between ( as a screen ) ( <iH*d* ).

2. You are fit to be spoken to only by the custom of holding a
grass-blade in between us two.

The purport to this formality was that the speaker addressed
the scond party not direct, but through the agency of the grass-
blade, and the second party only overheard what was said.
The grass-blade symbolises a person and becomes the second
person, whereas the actual man to be spoken to is thus made a
third person- There was implicit in this custom the idea of
expressing contempt for the person against whom the grass blade
was held.

V, S. Agr^wala

as quoted by JDr. Puaalk&r,



OBITUARY NOTICES

I PROF. DR. BENI MADH&V BARUA I

The news of the sad and sudden death of Prof.- Benl Madhav
Baraa 5 Head of the Department** of Pali in Calcutta University, in

March 1 948., was a great shocking surprise to me, for I had met
him at a function in the Mahabodhi Society's Hall, Calcutta, just

two days before I read the news in Calcutta when I was leaving the

same for Shantiniketan. I had found him quite hale and hearty
when he was giving me, in the then-broken-down condition of my
health, a sound advice about the medical treatment which he would
like me to take from some Ayurvedic physician.

Prof. Beni Madhav Barua had been working in the field of

Oriental Studies especially Pali for over twenty-five years, and he

was considered to be a sound scholar with his unrivalled knowledge
of the subject. He was always recognised to be a great authority
on Buddhist literature, Buddhist philosophy and Religion- His

philosophical bias was early known by his Extension Lectures at the

Calcutta University now incorporated in his
*

Prolegomena to a

History of the Buddhist philosophy,
* and his books on 'The History

of Pre-Buddhist Indian Philosophy
* and on *

Ajivikas.
*

Later he

also developed interest in Inscriptions and Buddhist Monuments as

is proved by his works :
* Old Brahmi Inscriptions in the Udaya-

giri and Khandagiri Caves,
* * Barhut Inscriptions *,

* Aoka and his

Inscriptions
* and his critical works on *

Gaya and Boddha-Gayt *.

His c Prakrit Dhammapada
' shows critical acumen and literary

industry. He has also written a volume of Buddhist Encyclopaedia

in Bengali as well as a translation in Bengali of the Pali MajjhimaBi-

kaya,, vol. L Besides these books he has written a number of articles

and papers, more than fijty in number* on a variety of subjects,,

literary, philosophical, religious^ historical and inscriptional* which

show his deep insight and thorough mastery of the subjects

he treated.

2? I JuuuO*, B. O, B* L
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He was also connected with various Buddhist activities in

Calcutta. He was intimately connected with the management of

the Nalanda Vihara and the Mahabodhi Society in Calcutta. He
was one of die Founder- Editors of the famous Quarterly

c

Indian

Culture,
' and it must have been a great shock to Dr. Bimai Churn

Law ( the only suiviving editor of the Journal ) with whom Dr.

Barua enjoyed a personal friendship and literary companionship for

several
1

years past.

Dr. Baraa had visited Ceylon on a lecturing mission and his

lectures there,, are now published in a book-form in *

Ceylon
Lectures.

* He was given the title of Tripitakacarya by the well-

known Vidyalankara Parivena of Colombo.

He was a man of genial disposition^ always maintaining a

philosophic calm, even in adverse circumstances which would

surely disturb an ordinary man. He was always kind and conside-

rate even to those who differed from him in controversial matters

and the writer of this obituary note can testify to his broad minded-

oess and tolerance as he found Dr. Barua uniformly courteous to

hiiri, even when he was occasionally critical of Dr. Barua's literary

contributions.

P. V. Bapat



THE LATE PROFESSOR

DR. DEVADATTA RAMKRISHNA BHANDARKAR

The death of Professor Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar is undoubtedly a

great loss to the world of scholarship. A sound and critical scholar

of his type is very rare now-a-days. People interested in the study
and understanding >f ancient India owe a deep debt of gratitude to

the erudition of D\ Bhandarkar of international reputation for his

invaluable writings embodying results of his excellent researches

into India's glorious past.

Dr. Bhandarkar was a son of one of our greatest orientalists the

late Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar. He was born on the ijth

November, 1875* In 1896 he graduated himselffrom the Deccan

College, Poona, and got his M. A. Degree from the University of

Bombay in Languages ( English and Sanskrit ) with optional paper in

Pali and Paleography. He won the Bhagawanlal Indraji Prize in

1897. He was the Bhagavaodas Purusottamdas Sanskrit scholar of

the Bombay University for the year 1900* The Sir James Campbell

Gold Medal was awarded to him by the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society at a meeting held on the I5th November 1911,

which was presided over by no less a person than Sir Narayxnrab

Chandavarkar. Dr. Bhandarkar was the second recipient of this

medal, his predecessor being Sir Aurel Stein, This coveted medal

was instituted in the name of the late Sir James Campbell who was

a great authority on the ethnology of the Bombay Presidency,

The work begun by Sir James Campbell was carried much further

by Dr. Bhandarkar with his most valuable monographs on

Ahirs, Gurjaras, Guhilots and the Foreign Elements of the Hindu

population. He was also awarded the Dr. Bimala Chum Law Gold

Medal by the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal for his most

important contributions to ancient Indian history and archaeology.

In December 1921 the Honorary Degree of Poctor of
Philosophy
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was conferred upon him at a Special Convocation of the University

of Calcutta along with a few other intellectual giants.

He was duly elected an Ordinary Fellow of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal and then an Honorary Fellow about two years

before" his death. He was nominated a Fellow of the University of

Calcutta, which office he held till 1936. He was also an Honorary

Member of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, and the

Calcutta Historical Society, and an Honorary Fellow of the Indian

Research Institute of Calcutta. He was an Honorary Correspon-

dent of the Archaeological Survey of India and a corresponding

member of the Indian Historical Records Commission.

In 1903 and also in 1917 he was appointed the Pandit Bhagawan-

lal Indraji Lecturer of the University of Bombay; the Manindra

Chandra Nandi Lecturer of the Benares Hindu University in 1925,

and the Sir William Meyer Lecturer of the University of Madras

in I938~39

He was the President of the Indian History Congress held at

Allahabad 1938, and the Indian Cultural Conference held in

Calcutta in 1936. He acted as the Philological Secretary of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal from 1920-25. Since 1917 he

served as the Vice-Chairman and Member of the Board of Trustees

of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, For some time he officiated as

the Secretary and Treasurer to the Board of Trustees, From 1917-

36 he adorned the Chair of the Carmichael Professor of Ancient

Indian History and Culture in the University of Calcutta* He held

this post very creditably. He was held in high esteem and admira-

tion by his students and colleagues. He was no doubt a very success-

ful teacher* His success as such was greatly due to his strong

sense of duty, sincerity and honesty.

He joined the Calcutta University at the request of the then

Vice-Chancellor Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee, whom lie regarded as the

Vikramaditya of the modern age out of great veneration for him.

Prior to his accepting the Carmichael Professorship in the Univer-

sity of Calcutta, he was attached to the Archaeological Survey of

India as the Superintendent, which post was not held by any Indian

before him* As Superintendent he successfully carried out the work

of excavating many ancient sues. His excavations at Besnagar
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( ancient Yidisa5 modern Bhllsa ) have yielded wonderful results^ a

full account of which may be found in the A. S. I., Annual Reports,

1913-14 and 1914-15,

He was the joint-Editor of the Indian Antiquary and the Indian

Culture. He admirably discharged his duty as the Editor of the

Indian Antiquary along with Sir Richard Temple. It was mainly
due to Dr* Bhandarkar that the Indian Culture has seen the light of

the day. He took a very great Interest in its welfare up to his last

breath. He was very anxious to see the B M. Barua Commemoration

Volume of the Indian Culture,, but unfortunately he expired before

the Volume is out*

He wrote many thoughtful papers connected with various aspe-

cts of Indian Archaeology in several important oriental journals, He

accomplished the difficult task of making the matter so clear to us

in an admirable manner. His articles entitled
( The Nausari Copper*

plate Charter of the Gujarat R&ftrdkftta Prince Karkka I dated 73$,
* A Ktishd^a Stone Inscription and the question about ihe origin of the

Saka Era *

published in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal
Asiatic Society, and * A List of the Inscriptions of Northern India m
Brdbml and its derivative scripts from 200 A. C*

*

published in the

Epigraphia Indica and Foreign Elements in the Hindu Population publi-

shed in the Indian Antiquary were highly praised by veteran orienta-

lists. The views expressed by him in fais article entitled
* A Kushan

stone-inscription and the question about the origin of the J>aka era %

were accepted by his father the late Sir R. G, Bhandarkar in his

article entitled
* A Peep into the early history of India etc.

*

publi-

shed in the /. R* B. R. A. S. ( Vol. XX, p. 373 and No. 29 and

p, 374 and No. 30 ). The order of succession among the Indo-

Scythian princes determined by Dr. D. R* Bhandarkar in his above

article was accepted by Vincent Smith and others '*

He was the distinguished author of several books. It is needless

to say that one finds a distinct stamp of vast erudition and sound

judgment which characterise his writings* His Carmicbatl Lectures

delivered in 1918 and 1921 at the Calcutta University, Asoka % Smne

Aspects of Ancient . Hindu Polity and Some Aspects of A*ndmt Indian

Culture will surely make him immortal in the domain of scholarship.

Dr Bhandarkar as Carmichael Professor delivered interesting
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instructive lectures on some topics connected with ancient Indian

history and Culture. His lecture on Aryan colonisation of South

India and Ceylon not only elicits new Information but also

furnishes us with a thorough, accurate, and critical treatment of the

subject. His lecture on the political history from 650 to 325 B. C.

traces the gradual evolution of imperialism. This lecture is replete

with many new and interesting data. His lecture on administrative

history will be very helpful to us. All these lectures which are

embodied in the Carmiehael Lectures, 1918, are written in a clear,

simple and attractive style. They are full of information and comp-

letely free from unjustifiable speculation.

The Carmichcd Lectures delivered by him in 1921 on the history

and antiquity of coinage in ancieftt India and the importance of the

study of numismatics, etc. are undoubtedly very valuable* Any
and every researcher engaged in ancient Indian numismatics cannot

but take help from them.

His book on Asoka containing his Carmichasl Lectures for 1923
has become so very popular that a second edition has been called

for within a short time* Dr. Bhandarkar was undoubtedly a great

authority on Asokan history and inscriptions. Prinsep, Wilson,

Burnouf, Kern,, Senart and Btihler worked on Asokan inscriptions

before him. Dr. Bhandarkar has admirably tackled many complicated

questions concerning Asoka, Asoka and his early life, Asoka's empire
and administration^ Asoka as a Buddhist, Asoka's Dhamma, Asoka
as a missionary, social and religious life from Asokan monuments,
Asoka's place in history and Asoka inscriptions are the topics care-

fully and elaborately dealt with in his book. All these chapters,
written In a simple, clear and inimitable style, bear evidence to his

unrivalled skill of marshalling facts, shifting them with considerable

ability and making them useful to students and scholars alike. His

excellent monograph on Asoka is an important contribution towards a

better understanding of the subject. I had the occasion of review-

Ing this book long ago in the pages of an Indological journal and it is

no use repeating here what I have said in praise of this book which
Is undoubtedly one of the best in^the field. Some Aspects of Ancient

Indian Culture which form the Sir William Meyer Lectures delivered

by him before the University of Madras in 1938-39 contain good
on Qrya9 d$$a and $#dra 9 Aryan^culmre, Aryanisation.
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Brahmanisation and Indianisation. All these topics have been ably

and critically dealt with in this book. Everybody interested in

them will find his treatment extremely helpful.

Students and scholars who are the real lovers of Ancient Indian

history and culture will remain ever grateful to him for his valuable

work. He helped Mr. R. E. Enthoven, L C. S-, while he was

attached to the Bombay Office of Census of India in 1901 in wri-

ting out chapters III and VIII relating to Religion and Sect and

Caste and Tribe respectively.

He wrote a guide-book to the Elephanta Cave near Bombay to

acquaint King George V with a brief account of the island and its

architecture, when the King visited it in 1911. Dr Bhandarkar

satisfactorily answered all the queries made by the king and his

party about the cave.

He was a very capable administrator, and he showed his skill as

such while he was the Superintendent of the Archaeological Survey
of India, Western Circle. Sir John Marshall who was then the

Director-General of Archaeology in India greatly appreciated his

merits.

It goes without saying that he was an expert In history? ethno-

logy, archaeology, epigraphy, palaeography and numismatics*

Moreover he was well posted in Sanskrit and Sanskritic languages*

A few years prior to his death were spent by him in revising

the Gupta Insriptions in the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum VolJII.

He was in the habit of welcoming fair criticisms of his publica-

tions* He was ever ready to guide honest and laborious workers

with his valuable suggestions. He was social, amiable and free

from self-conceits He was gifted with a ready wit. It was a plea-

sure to hold conversations with him on diverse subjects for hours

together*

He died full of honours at a ripe old age of 75, leaving behind

the rich treasure of knowledge.

May his soul read in peace t

B. a Ltw
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At its annual meeting held on the 6th of July 1950, the General

Body of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute passed the

following resolution of condolence touching the death of Prof. Dr,

D. R, Bhandarkar.

c<

RESOLVED that this meeting of the General Body puts on

record its sense of deep sorrow at the sad demise, on 30-5-1950,

of Dr. D, R, Bhandarkar, retired Professor of Ancient Indian

History and Culture in the Calcutta University,
Dr, Bhandarkar

joined the Institute as a Life-member in September 1919, and was

elected an Honorary Member of the Institute in 1943, on ^
occasion of its Silver Jubilee, He also served the Institute as a

Member of die Regulating Council up to the time of his death and

took keen interest in all its academic activities, His services as

the Joint Editor of the Annals of the Institute, ranging over a
fairly

long period, need special mention. Dr. Bhandarkar always tried to

uphold and promote, in every possible manner, the high traditions

of Scholarship established by his illustrious father, Dr. Sir R, G.

Bhandarkar. His manifold and valuable contributions in the field

of Indian history, epigraphy, archaeology and numismatics
amply

testify
to his deep learning and scientific methods, The loss

sustained by Indian
scholarship through his demise is

irreparable,
"
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